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While some school officials have concluded that ability grouping
causes mere problems than it selves and thus have abandoned such prac-

tices >tithin the schools, many school systems continue to utilize
various fonns of ability or achievement grcuping.

Even in those schools

>there ability grouping is not practiced, various forms of student
classification and sorting are employed throughout the school aay.

The

purpose of this study is to provide school officials with a comprehensive

set of data concerning both the educational and the legal issues associated with ability grouping, tracking, and classification practices in
order that they can ;71ake decisions concerning these practices which

at~e

educationally and legally sound.

Even though the major educational questions concerning ability grouping are reviewed in this study, it is not intended that this study reach
any conclusions regarding the educational advantages or disadvantages of

such practices; rather, the purpose is to identify those educational

issues associated with ability grouping and tracking which might become
litigious in the future.
Data and information for this study were obtained from an analysis
of the major ed•;cational studies related to ability grouping and from a
review and analysis of the major court cases which relate to ability
grouping, testing, and classification of students.
and legal trends are identified from this review.
are related to the following educatiooal issues:

Legal precedents
These legal precedents
ability grouping and

equal ·educational opportunity; ability gl"·ouping and the use of stan-

dardized tests, ability grouping and academic achievement; and ability
grouping and the affective domain.
With the increased emphasis on educating all handicapped students
in the public schools, the process of identifying and placing students
into specific educational programs is increasing.

School officials

must develop policies and implement plans for student classification
which will guarantee due process of law for all students before they
can be placed into any programs which might tend to stigmatize the
students.
This dissertation provides school officials a comprehensive review

of the educational issues associated with ability grouping, tracking,
and classification practices; it also provides them with an analysis of

the legal issues which are associated with these educational questions.
The uniqueness of the dissertati.on is that it provides ..:lecision-makers

with a set of guidelines to foilow when making decisions regarding
grouping practices.

These guidelines, if followed, should enable school

officials to make decisions telated to these organizational practices

which will be both educationally and legally sound.

Even though the

recommendations concerning grouping and classification appear to. be
legally sound, school officials should check with an attorr.ey before

implementing a policy based on these regulations.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Since 1920 ~ much of the literature concerning American education
has reioted directly m· indirectly to the issue of ability grouping.
Nunerous research studies, jouma1

article~.,

and surveys have been piJb-

iished concerning the educational advantages and disadvantages of
ability gro;;ping.

Much of the research indicates that the practice of abil"ity groupir.fJ does not result in

inc~ased

learning.

l~hi1e

the academicians de-

bate the education21 merits of such practices, grouping, tracking, and
re1ated student assignment schemes continue to flourish within the
public schoQlS.
Ne-ither the academicians nor the courts have thus far been able to
lay the problem to rest.
ability

grou~ing

Whi1e the specific question of the legaiity of

has not been adjudicated by the courts,. a nuntler of re-

iated

issues~

~r.t

classification!' have beer: decided upon by the

sucn as t:sing the results of standardized tests for stocot~rts.

As this

stuciy shows, intliec.-tions are that both the educational and the legal
debates will c:or1tinue.
Ooe factor iikely to stimulate additional debate as well as court
interpretation of the issues involved is the recentiy enacted tducation for Ai! Handic~oped Children Act (P. L. 94-142L whi::h requires
that appropriate educ.ationai experiences be

regardless

prov~ded

fer a11 children

Of their handicap. With this new legislation will come

farther testing of various issues related to the p1acenent of students

in special classes. This· study will review court cases dealing with the
grouping and tracking of students in oeoeral and will revie" the major
court cases that have already been decided in the area of c1assifica-

tion and placement of students into special classes.
Whereas the educational journals are filled with articles and
studies co"cerning the educational issues of grouping and tracking,
there is a scarcity of published
cations of such practices.

~r.aterial

concerning the legal ramifi-

Selected key studies relating to the edu-

cational and legal aspects of grouping, tracking and classification are
r2viewed in this study in order that the judicial issues can better be

interpreted.
The

over~11

purpose of this study is to provide educational

decision-makers with appropriate information regarding the educational
and legal aspects of grouping and tracking practices in order that
they will be able to make decisions regarding these issues that are both
educationally and legally sound.
STATE1£NT OF THE PROBLEM

It is obvious that administrators and other educational decisionmakers face a dilellllla today.

In addition to parent <Wareness of due

process rights and problems inherent in i""lementing the provisions of
the recently-passed federa·l law, P. L. 94-142, requiring appropriate
educational opt>ortunities for all handicapped st"dents, state legislatures and other

p~ssure

groups want f!ducators to be more accountable

for the prodU<:t produced by the public schools as measured by some fol'111
of standardized test.

At the same time, other pressure groups are

3

demanding that schonls become more humanistic and be less concerned
with group nom!S, standardized tests and other aspects of regirentation.
Thus~

there is a need for examining the educational and legal

issues associated with the grouping, tracking, and classification of
students within the public schools so that decision-makers will have
appropriate infonnation to use in dealing with this dilenma.

Specific

guide1 ines nf!ed to be developed for administrators to use when making
decisions regarding grouping, tracking, and classification practices ..

Since the question of whether ability groupi"g is good or bad for
students continues to be widely ciebated aw.ong educators, there is a
need to review the major educational issues for the purpose of determining whether there is a consensus as to the advantages or disedvantages of ability grouping and to determine whether the educatia:1al
issues are directly Gr indirectly related to the legal issues.
QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

One of the stated purPOses of this study is
~ractical,

t~e

:levelopnent of

legal guidelines for educational decision-.-.akers to have

at their dispcsal when faced with making decisions ccnceming grouping,
tracking, or classifying students.

Below are listed several key

questions which researeh needs to answer in order for the legal gui.de-

1ines to be developed.
1. What are the major educational issues regarding grouping and
tracking?
2.

loihich of these issues are likely to be included in court cases

related to g!'tluping and tracking practices?
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3. Which of the legal principles established by the "landmark"
cases regarding racial segregation and due process are applicable to
legal issues involving proupinp and tracking?
4. Can school officials continue to use the results of standardized tests for purposes of assigning students to various tracks or
groups?
5. Based on the results of recent court cases, what specific
issues related to grouping and tracking currently are being litigated?
6. Can any specific trends be detennined from the analysis of the
court cases?
7. Based on the established legal precedents, what are the
legally acceptable criteria for grouping decisions?
SCOPE OF THE STUDY

This is a historical study of the legal ramifi.cations of academic
and/or ability grouping of public school students in the United States.
The research describes the extent to which these grouping practices
have been challenged and litigated, the reasons for the litigation, the
results of the major court cases, and the possible effects these court
dechions will have on school boards and school officials.
Even though this study includes numerous references to the educational imperatives as they relate to tbe judicial questions regarding
the legality of prouping practices in the public schools, no attempt has

been made to settle the continuinp debate regarding the

~~~erits

or

fallacies of such oractices.
The major thrust of the research is directed toward the legal
aspects of grouping and trackinq practices involving the "nonnal"

students; however, legal questions such as due process of law, the use
of test results for placement, and denial of equal educational opportunities are reviet.-ed in a section relating to "exceptional" children.

The study includes a review of the litigation related directly or
indirectly to ability grouping, tracking, or classification of students.
Major court cases related to these educational practices from 1954
through June of 1977 are included in this study.
~lETHODS,

PROCEDURES, AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The basic research technique of this historical research study was
to examine and analyze the available references concenl"ing the legal
aspects of ability grouping.
In order to detennine if a need existed for such research, a search

was made of Dissertation Abstracts for related topics.

Journal articles

related to the topic were located through use of such sources as Reader's
Guide to Periodical Literature, Education Index, and the Index to Legal
Periodicals.
General research summaries were found in the Encyclopedia of Educational

Research~

various books on school law, and in a review of related

literature obtained through a computer search from the

Education~1

Resources Information Center (ERIC).
Federal and state court cases related to the topic were located
through use of the Corpus Juris Secundum, American Jurisprudence, the

National Reporter System, and the American Digest System.
cases were found by

examinin~

Recent court

case ·sumnaries contained in the 1976 and

1977 issws of the Nolpe School law Reporter.

All of the cases ..en!

read· and placed in categories rorresponding ta the issues noted from the
general literature review.

Other supplementary materials related specifically to the topics of
classification and placement of students in·ta special education classes
were received from the Center for Law and Education at Harvard University, the United States Office of Education. the Research Division of
the National Education Association, the Southern Regional Council in
Atlanta, Georgia, and from the office of the General Assistance Center
(GAC) at East carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina.
DEFINITION OF TERI'.S
For the purposes of this study, the following selected tenns are
defined below:
Ability grouping. This is the practice of prejudging students'
ability based on some type of intelligence tests and past performance,
and then assigning two or more students to a particular instructional
setting for a sustained period of time.

Homogeneous grouping and

ability grouping are terms which frequently are used interchangeably.
Informally grouping students within the regular classroom for a short
period of time for specialized instruction generally is not considered
to be ability grouping.!
Achievement grouping.
ability grouping.

Grouping by achievement is very similar to

Assignment of students to groups or levels is based

on the scores students make on achievement tests and on their past
perfonnance. 2

Tracking.

The practice of assigning students at the junior and

senior high school levels to a specific curriculum such as general,
vocational, business, or college preparatory is known as tracking.

The

assignment may be based on intelligence tests, achievenEnt tests, past
perfonnance, teacher judgments, or a combination of these.

Tracking is

different from the various grouping practices of the elementary schools
in that parents and students do have some choice in the programs of
study.

It should be noted that it is often difficult for a student to

switch from one traci< to another because of the prerequisites required
for various courses. 3

Ability tests.
intelligence tests.

Ability tests are frequently called aptitude and/or
These tests attempt to measure both native and

acquired abilities,-or the academic potential of the student.

Theoreti-

cally, items on an ability test are based on research into the learning
process as opposed to any particular-academic discipline.4

Achievement tests.

The achievement test attempts to measure how

much a student has learned in the classroom.

These tests generally

involve skills in reading, arithmetic, language, and spelling. 5
2oale L Brubaker and Roland H. Nelson, Jr., Creative Survival in
Educational Bureaucracies, (Berkeley, California: McCutchan Publishing
Corporation, 1974), p. 50.

3Paul L. Tractenberg and Elaine Jacoby, "Pupil Testing:
View," Phi Delta Kappan,UX, No.4 (December, 1977), 251.
4Mi11s and Bryan, op. cit., p. 72.
5rbid.

A legal
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Culture-fair test. Achievement or ability tests that contain items
that are cc111110n to all cultures are called culture-fair tests. When
there is a question of test discrimination, tests often are analyzed
for cultural-bias.6
Standardized test.

Tests which have been prepared by specialists,

administered according to unifonn directions, scored and interpreted in
terms of nonnative data are called standardized tests.

These can be

either ability or achievement tests J
Reliability.
>~hatever

The extent to which a test is consistent in measuring

it claims to measure is called test reliability.

If the same

or similar test produces approximately the same results when the test
is repeated, it is assumed that the test is reliable.B
Validity.

If a test appropriately measures that which it is sup-

oosed to measure, it is labeled as having high validity.
three types of test validity:

There are

Content validity is determined by com-

paring how well the test questions correspond to the course of study;
concurrent validity measures how well the test scores correspond to the
students' school grades, and predictive validity is determined by how
we 11 the future performance of the students matches the test scores. 9
SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY
The practices of ability grouping and tracking are perennial topics
.of debate

amont:~

teachers, parents, administrators. and university

6Jbid., p. 73.

7rbid., p. 78.

Boaul D. Leedy, Practical Research (New York: MacMillan Publishing
Co., Inc., 1974}, p. loO.
9Ibid.

theoretic.ians. Ability group.ing has been called the most controversial
issue of classroom ol"ganization,10 a.od there appears to be no consensus
as to its .educational merits.ll
Until the past decade,. the controversy concerning ability grouping
primarily centered around the issue of whether or not grouping and/or
tracking increased student achievemen.t in basic skills. Ollring the
seventies, however, tt.e pure educational issue of achievement related
to ability

g~ouping

became enmeshed· in the larger societal issues of

racial halation, due process of law, and equal educational opportunities.l2 Thus, the ability grouping issue was moved from the nonlegalistic arena of academic rhetoric into state and federal courtrooms.
In an article published in The Missouri School Law Letter in 1975,
Bryson states that the old educational arguments on both sides of the
grouping question are merely preludes to the larger imperatives of
American community desegregation, cultural desegregation, equal educational opportunities, and equal protection of the Ccnstitution.i3 Educational decision-makers have to be concerned not only about the educational justification of grouping and tracking procedures, but also
lOJohn R. Goodlad, "Class room Organization," Encyclo~edia of Educational Research, ed. Chester W. Harris (New York: Maciliian, 1960),
p.222.
11National Education Association, 1968 Research Summary (Washington, D. C.: National Education Associat1on, 1968), p. 1.
12chester Nolte, School Testing. Grouping and th~ Law, U. S. Educational Resources Infonnation Center, ERIC Document EO ll3 817, November,
1975), p. a.
13Joseph E. Bryson, "Education and Legal Aspects of Grouping
Students," Missouri Schcoi Law Letter, IV, No. 3 (October, 1975), 1.
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with constitutional requirements as well.

Nolte states that students

are entitled to due process of law when they are being assigned to
certain tracks and that the educator who makes the assignment must be
able to prove that the assignment h. in the child's best interest.l4

As of this date, this specific principle has not been tested in a court
of law.
In the past, the courts have been reluctant to become involved in
the issue of ability grouping.

They have stated that the educational

appropriateness of this practice is a matter which is best left ta educators.15

Where litigation has occurred in this area~ decisions have

been based on the results of the grouping in terms of classrooms becoming racially identifiable as opposed to their being based on the educational imperatives of the issue.16

While the practice of allowing educators to decide the issue of
ability grouping has not been abridged by the courts, some dec·isions by
the courts indicate that this practice may change.

For example, in 1967,

a federal court ruled that tracking, as administered, was unconstitu-

tiona] because it deprived poor and black students of their right to
equal educational opportunities.l7 This case, Hobson v. Hansen, is
14chester r;. Nolte, Due Process and Its Historical Development in
Education, U. S. Educational Resources Information Center, ERIC Document ED 088186 (April, 1974), p. 14.
15Mi1ler v. Schoo1 District No. 2, Clare)idon Countv .. Sc:uth
Carolina, 256 F. Supp. 370 (D.S.C. 1966).

16 Kelly, McNeal, et. a1. v. Tate County School District, 508 F.
2nd, 1017 (Fifth Cir. 1975).
17Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401 (D.D.C. 1957); see also
Smuck v. Hobson, 408 F. 2nd 175 (D.C. Cir. 1969).
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considered a landmark case in the a~ena of tracking and grouping. Judge
J. Skelly Wright, in rendering this decision, stated that it was not his
intention to "tell local boards of education that they courd not provide
dUferent kinds of education for different kinds of students; rather,
he said his ruling meant that the school system would have to be able
to prove that a tracking or g·rouping practice would result in better
educational opportunities for low-ability students. Thus, this decision
technically did not say that the practice of tracking, per se, was
unconstitutiona1. 18 The major constitutional questions in this case
that relate to this research are discussed on pages 106-110 in chapter
four of this study.
N~'ll1erous

court cases involving the question of grouping practices

and racial intent occurred during the five-year period from 1968 through
1973. With few exceptions, the federal courts ruled that ability grouping was unconstitutional if it resulted in re-segregating classes or if
the grouping were based on racially-biased tests. 19
Since 1973, the incidence of cases involving grouping and racial
discrimination has diminishedi however, there is a notable increase in

litigation involving questions of due process and individual rights and
equal educational opportunit·les related to grouping and classification
practices. 20 Since American society, in general, seems to be placing

20Nolte, Due Process and Its Historical Development in Education,
op. cit., p. 13.
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more and more emphasis on individual freedoms, it is not Sl.ll'Prising
that questions regarding deprivation of an individual's constitutional
rights wHhout due process are now the nOI"'I\ ratlter than the exception.
Neitlter is it unexpected that there is .an increase in court cases involving such public school practices as sorting, classifying, and labeling
children. 21
Parents who raise official questions regarding grouping or classification policies generally question whether such grouping offends the
due process and equal protection clauses of the United States Constitution.

Due process questions generally are concerned with whether stu-

dents are afforded procedural safequards which insure that any label or
grouping of consequence has been fairly applied.

In some cases, however,

parents may even question the label itself, thus resulting in substantive due process questions. 22
In 1975, the United States Congress passed the Education For All
Handicapped Children Act (P. L. 94-142). This law includes provisions
requiring equal educational opportunities for all children.

It also

provides for specific safeguards regarding the assignment of children
to classes far exceptional children. 23 As school officials attempt to
implement this law, it is likely that litigation in this area will

increase.
21Merle McClung, "School Classification: Some Legal Approaches to
Labels," Classification Materials, (Cambridge, !loassachusetts: Harvard
University Center for Law and Education, lgi3), p. 5.
22 Ibid.
23The Education For All Handicapoed Children Act of 1975, P. L. 94142, sect. 515 (20 U. S. C. 1411 et. seq.).
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As these legal questions increase, schocl administrators, teachers,

and board members must be able to justify any grouping practices.
grouping practices result in

If

resegregating the classrooms or if arbi-

trary groupings occur without due process, resulting in unequal educa-

tional opportunities, school officials could find themselves involved
in litigation which could result in financial liability for adminis-

trators and board members.24 School officials must consider the constitutional rights of the students along with the educational merits
of any grouping practice before making their assignments.
Thus, this study is significant in that it provides educational

decision-makers with a comprehensive analysis of the legal aspects of
grouping students in the public schools.

The study provides educational

leaders with a set of guidelines to use \Pt'hen making crucial decisions
regarding grouping--guide] ines which may prevent decision-makers from

becoming involved in l'itigation.

Status of Groupino Practices in the Public Schools
The significance of this study can be accentuated by analyzing the
scope of grouping and tracking practices in the public schools.

A review

of recent studies concerning ability grouping indicates that this

practice is increasing across the nation.

In

general~

this practice is

more widely used in large administrative units than in the smaller ones.

24warren G. Findley and Miriam M. Bryan, Ability Groupina: 1970,
Status. Impact. and Alternatives {Athens, Georg1a: Dn1vers1ty of
GeorgJa Press. 1971), pp. 3-12; see also Miriam L. Goldberg, A. Harry
Passow, and Joseph Justman, The Effects of Ability grouping (New York:
Teach~rs ·Colle!JE Press, 1966), pp. J-23.
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The research indicates that grouping is mo·re prevalent as students progress to the higher grades, and indications: a!"e that the practice is

likely to be even more widespread in the future.25

ln 1974, the

National Education Association released a survey it had conducted re-

garding grouping practices.

This survey revealed that over 70 percent

of the schools in the large and medium-sized units currently practice
some form of abi 1ity grouping.

This same survey indicated that the

trend to group students is increasing rather than decreasing. 26
Since there is a trend to perpetuate and sustain ability grouping
practices, it is significant that this study include a section on the

effects of grouping on the principle of equal educational opportunities
for all students.

If the courts decide to examine ability grouping

from a legal standpoint, it is likely that such decisions will be based
on the issues of eq;Jal educational opportunities and denial cf due
process. 27
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The remainder of the study is divided into three major parts.
Chapter two contains a review of related literature.

In addition to the

literature dealing specifically with the legal aspects of ability grouping, this section includes a summary review of the general educational

26Nat1onal Education Association, Survey of Programs and Practices
of Public School Students {Washington, D.C.: Nationai Education Associatlon, August, 1974), p. 1.

27~1artha M. :-:cCarthy, 11 Is the Equal Frotection Clause Still a Viabie
Tool for Effectir.g Educational Reform? 1' Journal of Law and Education,
VI, No. 2 (April, 1977), 160-162.

reseal"Ch on ability grouping and tracking.

These reviews are incl""'ed

in this study so that the judicial issues of grouping and tracti•_g

C~"

more appropriately be analyzed.
The third chapter includes a narrative discussion of t!le mojcr
issues relating to grouping and tracking. An attempt is made in t/l..s
chapter to show the relationship between the legal issue and

t~• ""'~"

educational issues identified in the reviews of the literature i• the
previous chapter.
Chapter four contains a general listing and discussion of tile
recently litigated court cases which contain some references to the
general topic of ability grouping.

The first category of cases in-

cludes those United States Supreme Court landmark decisions relatt"9
broad constitutional issues of racial discrimination and due pr"oces.s.

law.

Other categories of cases selected for review in this se:ctich

elude cases related to ability grouping and school desegregation, cases
related to the use of tests for grouping purposes, and cases invel "'"'
labeling and assigning children to classes for exceptional

childr~n.

The cor.cluding chapter of the study contains a review a!ld s"'"""r1
of the information obtained from the review of the
the analysis of the selected court cases.

literatu~e

and f..,.,

The questions asked in

the

introductory part of the study are reviewed and answered in this chapter.

Finally, a listing of legally acceptable criteria for grouping

practices is included.
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Chapter II
REVIEW OF THE LiTERATURE
OVERVIEW

Some forms of grouping and classifyin9 students have existed since
the beginning of fonnal education in the United States.
administrative procedures which have

~een

Many of the

used to accomplish ability

grouping have caused considerable debate among educators, parents, and
boards of education.
The practice of ability grouping began around 1915 and steadily
increased until around 1935. Partially because the

researc~

was

inc~n

ciusive as to the advantages of this technique, its use tended to
diminish during the next two decades.l The Sputnik era ushered in a
new wave of interest in ability grouping as society demanded that talented students be identified ar.d trained in mathematics and science.
During the same period of time. school desegregation posed new

~roblems

resulting in widespread usaae of standardized tests in order to identify students for placement in different learning tracJ::s.

Today, almost

all of the public high schools are considered to be "comprehensive"
high schools wit!l different ability

t~acks

or curricular orograms for

students. 2
lGlen Heather:, 11 Groupir1!3, ~· Encyclooedia of Educationc::i Research,
ed. R. E. Ei:>el (4th ed.; New York: ~:acm11lan, 1969), p. oiA.
2Miriam M. 3r;an and Warren 6. Fir.dley, "Ability grouping: 1970:
Status, Irn.llrac:t~ and ,ll;1tematives (Athens, Gcort:na: Center for EdLicat1ona1 liiDrnvement, !971), p:. 52.
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Grouping practices have also continued to flourish in the elei!E!ntary schools during the past two decades even though such practices
remain controversial. Causing more attention to be paid to this issue
is Public Law 94-142, which went into effect October 1, 1977. This law
requires that school systems provide a free and equal educational opportunity for all children regardless of their ability or handicapping condition. While no one knows for sure what effect the implei!E!ntation of
this law will have upon related practices such as grouping and tracking
of nonhandicapped children, the educational journals contain nui!E!rous
projections and predictions.
The question concerning the merits of ability grouping has been
marked by voluminous studies attempting to show the effects of this
practice on student achievement.

Conversely, the legality of grouping

practices is an issue that has ei!E!rged only recently.

As a result,

very few formal studies have been conducted regarding the legality of
tracking and grouping. Thus, the literature reviewed in this section
will include general educational
grouping.

research findings related to ability

No attempt is made to give an exhaustive review of the

research that has been conducted on this subject.

However, a summary

of the key studies is included in order to provide infornation about
the basic concepts of ability grouping so that the judicial discussions
that follow can better be interpreted and understood.
For clarity. the related research is reported by topics as follows:
Ability
Ability
Ability
Ability
Ability
Ability

Grouping
Grouping
Grouping
Groupiog
Groupinq
Sr<>uping

and
and
and
and
and
and

Academic 1\chievenent
the Affective Domains
Pupil Segregation
Pupil Testing
Oue Process
Equal Educational Opportunity
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RESEARCH RELATED TO ABILlTY GROUPING PliO ACADEMIC ACH!E\'E-'lEilT

It has been contended by proponei1ts of ability qrouping that such
practices increase acaaemk achievement.

Re.seal"'ch findings often do not

support this contention. 3
Research studies related to ability grouping and student achievem!nt a:re concentrated in two basic periods, 1920-1935 and 1955-1977.

Many of the studies conducted durin9 the 1920-1935 period concluded that
ability groupino did have a fa\'Orable effect on student achieV2r.ent;
however~ t.~se

studies were net c:onciusive. and many of them apparently

contained research f1 aws.
in 19'30. Miller and Otto
studies on ability

~ported

gro:.1oin~ in(!~cat::d

that their review of research

that this pr-actice \'laS

~.:mera11y

ineffect1ve unless acco.-rpanied by proper c!1a:1qes in m2thods anri content.

Their overall conclusion was that ability grouping was neither advanta!';.eous or disadvantageo:.os. 4

In 1932, Billett

revie~'l!d

!08 experimental or practical studir.:s

dealing with the effects of ability grouping on student achie•Jerent.
Of these .. he found that 104 studies were questionable because of research
flaws such as uncontrolled variables. Of the four studies that were

thoroug.ily

controlled~

two showed favorable results in achie\-enent for

3Joseph E. Bryson.,. "Education and Legal Aspects of Grouping Stu-

dents~"

Missouri School law Letter, IV. Nc. 3

(Oc'"I.Ober~

1Sii5), 1.

4w. S. Miller and H. J. Otto, :~Analysis of Experimental Studies
in Horoogenecus Grouping .. " Jourr.al of Educational Research, XXI (1930).
102.
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ability grcuped classes; one revealed doubtful results, and one 'indicated unfavorable results. 5
A sum.ary of research studies conducted between 1920 and 1930 and
compiled by Ruth Ekstrom supports the conclusions of the
reported studies.
groupin~.

t>~O

pre·1ioosly

Ekstrom examined thirty-three studies on ability

She found that thirteen of these shm·Jed that students

achieved significantly higher when placed in homogeneous groups, t:1hi1e
f·iftt:!e:1 of the studies revealed that grouping made no diffe;--ence or wa.s:

even detrlmental to achievement.
resu1ts.

Five of the studies reflected mixed

Ekstrom concluded that the research revealed no ccnsistent

pattern re1 ative to the effectiveness of homogeneous grouping. 6
In 1936, the National Society for the Study of Education cie•Joted
its yearbook to a review of ability grouping.

Their conc1us.ion \·Jas that:

The resu1 ts of ability ~woupin9 seem to depend iess upon the
fact of qrouping 'ftself than upon the philosophy behind th:: groupinq, the accuracy with which grouping is made for the purposes
intended, the differentiations in content, method, and speed,
and the technique of the teacher---Experimenta 1 studies ha•Je
in general been too piecemeal to afford a true evaluation of
the resu1 ts, but t>Jhen attitudes, methods, and curricula are
well-adapted to further adjustment of the school to the chi1d,
resul~s, 2oth objective and subjective, seem favorable to
group1ng.J
Even though sorr.e of the studies on ability grouping between 1920 and

1935 tend:=d to show that this practice did increase achievement of some
groups, the overall results \'tere not conclusive.

5 R. 0. Billett, The Administration and Supervision of Homoqenecus
Groupinq (Co1w:lbia, Ohio: Ohio State Univers1ty Press, 1932),
lso:-

P.

6Ruth B. Ekstrom, Experimental Studies of Hcmoqeneous Grouping
(Princeton. N::w -Jersey: Educat1cna1 TestEi9 Serv1ce, 1959), p. 25.
?Ethel L. Cornell, 11 Effects of Ability Grouping DetE:nninable from
Published Studies,n The AbiHty Grourinq of Pupils, ed. Guy t·l. Whipple
(Bloomington, Illinois: Public School P·ublishingCompany, 1936), p. 345.
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Partially as a result of the inconclusiveness of research regarding
achievement and ability grouping and other related issues, there was a
marked decline in ability grouping between 1935 and 1955. This decline
was also influ:nced by the progressive education proponents who maintained that groupin9 tended to stigmatize slow learners and rnake snobs
out of the academically-able students.B Even though many schools continued the practice of ability grouping during these years, alJOOst no
research studies were conducted as to the effect of such practices on
achievement. 9
In the two decades sioce 1955, the practice of ability grouping has
increased thrcugho•Jt the country. This increase has brought about a
corresponding increase in research studies on the effects of grouping on
achievement.

In contrast to the research conclusions prior to 1955 con-

cerning achievement, much of the recent research has concluded that
ability grouping caused average and low-achieving students to lose
ground instead of gaining.lO
There are several assumptions that proponents of ability grouping
make regarding its advantages relative to achievement:

Goldberg, Passow,

and Justman summarize these major assumptions in their comprehensive

study on grouping published in 1966 as follows:
l.

The average ability level of the class will promPt
the teacher to adjust materials and methods and to
set appropriate expectations and standards.

8Heathers, oo. cit., p. 564.
9H. J. Otto, "Elementary Education III. Organization and Administration,11 Encyciopec!i.a of Educational Research, ed. WalterS. Monroe
(2nd ed., NeWYOrk: fJ:acmil Jan·. !950J .. p. 378.
lOBryan and Findiey, op. cit., p. 54.
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2.

In the absence of ability extrernes, each pupil can
receive more teacher time and attention.

3.

When the class ability range is narrowed, the children
are faced with rr-ore realistic criteria a~minst which
to measure themselves. They compete \'lith their own
peei'5 a!ld advance at their own r·ate when working with
others of similar ability. The more capable students
are challenged, while the less capable can work at a
slower pace without becoming discouraged.

4.

Class mana9eability and pupil and teacher comfort are
enhanced with ability grouping. These, in turn. result
in higher academic achievernent.ll

If forma1 research substantiated the above assumptions, most people
orobably would conclude that ability grouoing is a good practice.
ever~

Hm1-

the Goi dberg-Passo\'J-Justman study, as well as nu!T".arous comparable

studies, does r.ot substantiate these assumptions.

The Goldberg study

was based on research involv·ing over 2500 fourth and fifth graders in
New York City.

These students were classified into five separate

ability groups based on Oti3-Alpha I.Q. scores obtained from the students in the fourth grade.

The purpose of the study

W3.S

to

de'u~rminc

the effect of c:bili';,.y grouping on achievement, social and personal

relations~ and interests and u.ttitudes of intermediate graCe cbi1dren.l2
~retests

and 9osttests were administered to

ability groupi.1!l had on ::ach

~f

the

abov~

dete~'mine

components.

the effect that
The conclusions

of this study are as fo11ows:
(1) Simply narrowing the ability range, \dthout specifically designed variations in program for the several ability levels .. does net
result in consistently gr-eater academic achievement for any group of
pupils.13
11 Hil~·i an L. G?l dberg. Harry Pas:;ovt, and Joseph Justman, The :::ffects
of Ability Groupinq {New York: Teacher' College Press, 1966), p. 150.

12rbid., p. 24.

13rcid., p. 161.
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(2) In the lower ability levels, narrot<ing the ability range caused
teachers to set 1ower expectat-ion standards for students.

Teachers

generally tended to underestimate the capabilities of pupils in lowertr-ack ccurses.1 4
(3) Most teachers founc! rr.ore success in teaching a given subject to
several ability levels simultaneously than in teaching all subjects to
na rro~>t-range c 1asses. 15
(4) There was no evidence that specit".l grouping procedures accompanied by special

methods~

materials, content, etc., Nould not be

successful--that any pupil gr-ouping should

fol1m~·

1ogic"11Y from tha

demands of the instructional program,l6
The over·all conclusion of the Goldberg-Passow-Justman study is that:

Ability grouping is inherently neither good nor bad. It
is neutral. Its va1ue depends upon the 'day in \'lhich it is used.
Where it is used without close examination of the specific
learning needs of verious pupils and 1trithout the recognitian
that it must foliow the demands of carefully planned variations
in curricu1um, grouping can be~ at best, ineffective, at worst~
harmful. It can become harmful when i·: lulls teachel~s and
parents into believing that because there is grouping, tht:
school is providing differentiated education for pupils of
varying degrees of ability! when in reality that is not '!".he
case--\'lhen it leads teachers to underestimate the learning
capacities of pupils at the l0111er ability leve·ls--when it is
inflexible and does not prov19e chan!lels for moving children
from lower to higher groups.
The conclusions of the Goldberg-Passow-Justman study he,ve been
substantiated by several other studies since 1966.

The majority of the

studies revealed that students of loVJ abil-ity seldom show any signifi14 Ibid., p. 165.
17 Ibid., p. 168.

15 Ibid., p. 163.

16 Ibid.' p. 164.
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cant achievement gains as a result of being placed in low groups. 18 An

international study, edited by Alfred Yates.

conc1~ded

that grouping

children by ability actually widens the gulf bet\'Jeen able and less able
children; that grouping seems to sustain tile differences on which it is
based; that children are obliging creatures who are inclined to produce

the standard of work that their elders regard as appropriate; ai1d that
top groups also suffer because of anxiety and inflated egos.l9
One of the most comprehensive summaries of the studies re 1a ted to
the results of ability grouping was done by l·liriam M. Bryan and Warren
G. Findley in 1970.

Even though this is a comprehensive review of ove:r

fifty years of research, the major issue of whether ability grouping
results ir. better conditions for teaching and learning stili is not
satisfactorily answered as is evidenced by th·is summary statement concerning academic achievement:
Briefly, we find that ability grouping ••• sho\I<S no consistent positive value for helping students generally, or
particular groups of studer,ts, to lea;~n better. laking all
studies into account~ the balance of findings is chiefly of
no strong effect, either favorable or unfavo~able. Jl.m,'J:"Ig the
studies showing significant effects the slight prepond2rance
of evidence sho\ldng the practice favorable for the 1earning
of high ability students is more than offset by evidence cf
unfavorable effects on the learning of average and 1o·,·t ability
groups, particularly the latter. Finally, those instances
of specia1 benefit under abi1 ity grouping have generally
lBLeona rd .n.. ~ia rascuil a and Marge 11 en ~kSweeney, "Tracking and
Minority Student Attitudes and Performance/' Urban Education {Januarv,
1972), p. 306; see also, Leon J. Lefkowitz, 11 Ability Grouping: De Facto
Segregation in the C1assroom, 11 The Clearing House (January. 1972), p.
294.
19A1fred Yates, ed .,
Groupina in Education (New York:
Wiley and Sons, 1966), p. 37.

John
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involved substar.tial-,nodification of materials and methods,
which may2well be the influential factors wholly apart from
grouping. 0
Even when studies have shown that ability grouping has resulted in
increased academic achievement for some groups, the reasons for the increased performance may be related to variables other than ability

grou~

ing. The 1968 National Education Association's Research Summary on
Ability Grouping reported that variables other than organizational
patterns, which could be explanations for academic gains, include the
modification of objectives, modified curricular organization, nel"'' teaching materials and different teaching methods.21 According to a review
by Bryan and Findley, at least eight other studies have attributed
acader.rlc gains of ability groups to variables similar to those listed
in the National Education Association study.22
Thus, the research studies on abii ity grouping do not appear to
support the argument used by proponents of this practice concerning increased academic achievement.

The research reveah no clear or consis-

tent effects on student achievement 01hen total school populations are
co~jlared.

ABILITY GROUPING ANO THE AFFECTIVE DOMAINS
There has been a limited amount of research completed regarding the
effects of ability grouping on the affective development of students.
20Bryan and Findley, op. cit., p. 54.
21Naticnai Education Association, Ability Grouping--Research SU111llary
(Hashington, D.C.: National Education AssocJabon, 1968), p. 1.
22Bryan and Findley, cp. cit., pp. 44-48.
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The probable reason for the limited research is the difficulty of
assessing growth in this area.

~luch

of the research completed to this

point, however, seems to suggest that ability grouping may ad·1ersely
affect sel f-cor.cept, attitudes, and personality traits of the students,
particularly those in the low groups.

Bryan and Findley reviewed a

number of studies on this topic and reached this conclusion:
The findings regarding the impact of ability grouping on
the affective development of children are essentially unfavorable. Whatever the practice does to build or inflate the egos
of children in the high groups is overbalanced by evidence
of unfavorable effects of stigmatizing average and lo>I groups
as inferior and incapable of learning.23
Proponents of ability grouping have contended that leVI-achieving
students can experience success when grouped according to their ability
and thus improve their self-concepts.

Research evidence, while incon-

clusive on this point, does not appear to support this contention.
example, in a 1966 study, Borg found that both high and
dents showed a loss of self-esteem

>~hen

they

V~ere

lo~<

For

ability stu-

grouped according to

ability.24 Yates concluded that r.o matter what labels are attached to
11

streamed 11 classes, the :;:hildran involved quickly grasp the significance

of the procedure and those who are assig"ed to the lower groups develop
feelings of inferiority. \4hen this occurs, motivation suffers and pro-

gress is hindered.25 Yates stated that the achievement gap between
students in the 1011 g"oups and those in the high groups 1<idens as

t~e

23rbid., p. 40.
24;/alter R. Borg. Abilitf Grouoing in the Public Schools (l';adison,
Wisconsin: Dembar Educat1ona Research Serv1ces, 1961), o~ 92.
25vates, op. cit., p. 37.

26
years go by.

Yates maintained that this is caused by discouragement

and by the tendency of many schools to assign the most effective teachers
to the higher groups, 26
Conversely, Marascuila and McSweeney coroducted a study in 1968
relating both achievement and self-concept to ability grouping. Their
study found no significant differences in student self-images as a result of ability grouping,27 Likewise, Dyson reported a 1967 study
which concluded that ability grouping alone did not appear to have a
significant effect on self-concept~. 28 While the Goldberg-PassowJustman study did not conclude that the practice of ability grouping
enhances self-concept, H did find that is had no adverse effect on the
self-concepts of any of the groups in the study, 29
Even though the research evidence is not conclusive regarding the
effects of ability grouping on student self-concepts, the studies reviewed do indicate that students in the lnw tracks or groups generally
have low self-concepts, Whether this is directly attributable to
ability grouping practices is a continuing research question.
In addition to the negative self-concepts of the students in the
1011 groups, the;·e is a tendency for these students to become discouraged
by school. Heathers cone! uded that one reason for this is the fact
26rbid.
27Marascuila and McSweeney, op. cit., p. 315,
28Ernest Dyson, "A Study of Ability Grouping and the Self-Concept,"
The Journal_of Educational Research,LX, No.9, (May-June, 1967), 403.
29 GoldberQ, Passow, and Justman, op. cit., p. 170.
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that teachers tend tc stt·ess basic

s~iil

drills with these students and

om'!'t independent and creative projects.30 Other studies have revealed

that the

~r.ost

creative teachers often are assignee to the high groups.

A 1968 Natior.al Edtication .il.sscciation research report indicated that
only 3 percent of the teachers surveyed listed the low-ability group as
the ability group they preferred to teach.

This study repo"ted that

teachers generally are promoted from the low

groups~

thel"'2by

e·nsll~"'ing

that the low groups are taught by the inexperienced teachers. 31 Thus,
the attitudes that students have toward school may be indirectly relat::d
to the practice of ability grouping.
One point that does appear to be consistent in the research regarding the affective domain is the

11

Self-fu1fi1lhg prophecy!• concept.

Rosenthal and Jacobson conducted a study in the 1960 •s which snowed

that randomly se1acted students tended to achieve according to teacher

expectations regardless of their ability.32 This s-tudy did net test
the reverse effect direct1y; nevertheless, it showed that the e:xpectancy phenomenon does have a polt:erfu1 effect upon the classroom envircnment and en students' viei'/5 of themselves as potential learn:=rs. 33

30Heathers, op. cit., p. 566.
3lrrft.bi1Hy Grouping: Teacher Opinion Poll , 11 Nationai Edl!cation
Association Jcumal ,LVII ( Februa"y, 1963), 53.
32Robert Rosenthal ar.d Lenore Jucobson, Pygmalion in the Classroom
(New York: KoH, Reinhart Como any, 1968), p.
33Jeremy D. Finn, 11 Expectations and the Educational Environment, 11
Review of Educational Research XLII {Summo~ 1972), 387-390.
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A31LITY GROUPING AND ETHNIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC SEGREGATION
Even though the majority of the court cases related to grouping
have been centered around the question of
research

stud~es

resegregation, very few

have addressed themselves to the specific qu2stions of

how ability grouping practices affect ethnic and socio-economic segregation.

Among those studies completed, the data reflects a high degree

of correlation bet'lteen ethnic origin and socio-economic status and perforr::ance on standardized ability and achievement tests.

Therefore, vthen

ability grouping practices are based on standardized written tests,
one can p:-edict with a high degree of certainty that a high percentage
of non-white and low socio-economic students wil1 ba found in the low
ability groups.34
A factor which tends to compound this problem is tho fact that many
school systems, particularly those ·in metropolitan areas, contir:ue to
have a disproportionate concentration of non-white students withln indi-

vi dlla1 schools, a concentration higher than the percentage of non -~·Illites
in the total system.

As a result of segr·egated housing patterns, this

situation is not likely to change unless the

emotionaily~charged

prac-

tice of cross-busing is expandec:!.
Even in school systerr:s \•:here organizational
patterns have given the schools racial
grouping often has resulted in
soci a-economic 1ines. 35

balance~

pl~ns

and busing

the practice of ability

resegregating students along ethnic and

Resear:h reports during the sixties began

34oominick Esposita, 11 Homogeneous and He·cerogeneous Ability
Grouping, 11 Re·.'iew of EducatiGnal Research~ XLIII (Spring, 1973), 169.

35u. S. Commission on Civil Rights~ Ra:;ial Isolation in the Public
Schoo1s (Hashington, 0. C.: Government Printu1g Office, 1968), p. 11.
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noting the possibiiity that ability grouping could be a contributing
factor to racial and social isolation within the schools.36 Many educators, however, continued to believe that ability grouping
organization for instruction.

~<as

the best

Some school officials and school boards,

no doubt, saw ability grouping as a 1<ay to ease the pains of school
integ~ation

in communities where there was opposition to integration"

By using the practice of ability grouping, school boards could reassure

the white parents that the better students

~<Ould

continue to receive

quality education and that standards would not be lm<ered in the high
ability classes.37 Some educators who had consistently supported the
unitary school concept found themselves in a dilemma by continuing to

suppo>-t the practice of ability grouping, which had the effect of resegregating the schools. 38
The highly puhlicized Coleman Report, which \·:as published in 1965,
added to the debate concerning ability g>>:>uping, but did very little to
settle any of the issues. The .-eport did confirm the widespread use of
ability grouping.

it also confirmed that the practice of ability group-

ing t·1as more often found where there were greater concentrations of

minority students.

Throughout the nation, the Coleman report silo>Jed

that 32 percent of all black chiloren were assigned to the lowest track
or classes compared to 24 percent of '1hite children.39
36John ~lcPortland, "The Relative Influence of School and of Classroom Desegregation on the Academic Achievement of Ninth Grade Negro
Students," Jnurnal of Social Issues,XXV, flo. 3 (1969), 101-102.
37Bryan and Findley, cp. cit., p. 43.
3Brbid.
39James S. Coleman, and others, Equality of Educational Opportunity,
Vol. 1, (Washington: Go~ernment Prinbng Otflce, 1966), pp. 110-111.
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Eveil though the Coleman report was critical of the practice of
ability grouping, it did not conclude that this practice \•/as a significant cause of low pupil performance.

Instead, the report concluded that

ability grouping had very little effect on achievement when finances and
other external factors

\'o'Ere

controlled. 40

In addition to be·ing invol•Jed in the continuing debate concerning
the educational and legal valicity of ability grouping, school officials
and board members also have had to contend with the guidelines of the
Department of Health, Education, and We1 fare.

Each year school systems

that receive federal aid are required to sub:nit to the Regional Office
of Health, Education, and Welfare enro1iment data by race fer sample
classes taught in the system. 41 This data is reviewed by the Regional
Office of Civil Righ·;:s in order to determine if schools are using grouping practices Nhich result in racial1y-iderri:ifiable: classes.

These are

defined by tile Office of Civil Rights as classes in which the racial
composition varies more than p1 us or

m~nus

20 percent from the racial

composition of the grade at that school. 42 A revie'll of the 1973-74 data
collected by the Atlanta Regional Office of HEH revealed that t,;o out of
every three school systems in the seven-state region had racially identifiable classes and that the majority of these systems used ability grouping as a basis for placing the students in c1asses. 43
40 rbid., p. 116.

41 A Summary
ton,

of

o:c::-u.-s.

Federai Aid Under Emerqency School Aid Act (WashingGovernmer.t Pr1nt1ng Offlc~~, November l3, 1975), p. 2.

42 rbid.
43Roger Mills f!ld Miriam M. Bryan, Testing, Groupino: The New Segregation in Southern Schools? (Atlanta, Georg1a: 1he Southern Reg10nal
counc1l , 1976), p. 45.
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The above data only showed correlatioos between school systems
which use ability grouping and which reported one or more racially ·identifiable classrooms within the system.

Other studies, hm,..ever, have

shown a positive correlation beb1een racially identifiable ciasses and
ability grouping oractices. 44

It is this correlation that has resulted

in numerous liti9ations as the courts have sought to determine if the
practice of ability 9roupinq is a legitimate educational practice or
simply a ploy used by school officials to

resegregate the schools.

The

major court cases involving this issue a1"'e discussed in the next section
cf this study.
Finn reports that a number of studies concerning the re1atioilship
between ability

groupin~

and ethnic and/or socio-economic isolation have

conc1uded that this practice often results in a self-fulfilling prophecy.
nor:-Hhite and loN socio-economic students '.JJho consistently comprise: the

bulk of students in the low 9roups often tailor their own efforts to
conform to the expected norms of the grou~. 45
that students in the lo\'1

~woups

Stuct·i es a 1so have sho\'m

often do not receive equal educational

opportunities for growth due to the fact thilt their curriculum is restricted to drill ir: the fundamental skills areas.

Many of the creative

and independent learning activities are available only to the hi9h ability groups.

\/hen this happcens, ability groupinq by

desi!=m~

as opposed

to intent, discriminates against non-white children and the children of

low socio-economic status. 46
44rt:cPortl~:1d, np. cit., pp. 93-95.

45Finn, op. cit., pp. 387-398.
46 Esposita, op. cit., p. 171.
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f-iuch has been written on the subject of the use of intelligence

tests reiated to ability

~rouping.

t·lar:y of the court cases l·thich are

related to the denial of due process and/or equal protection for non\'lhite and low socio-economic students were initiated because standard-

ized tests had been misused. 47
In summary, it appears that most of the studies concerning the relationship bet\.'Ieen ability grouping and ethnic and/or socio-econcmic
seg!"'egation have yielded similar results:

the widesprEad use of abil-

ity grouping does perpetuate the separation of children along ethnic and
socio-economic lines, and the concept of 1'equal educational opportunity 11
is not realized due to the limited educational opportunities available

for many children in the lo'ier classes or tracks. 48 A grmving body of
literature on schooli:1g and learning indicates that peer interaction has
a great impact upon individual stucients.

If this is true, then adverse

effects can be expected because of the isolation of certain groups

resulting from ability grouping. 49
ABILITY GROUPING AND THE USE
OF STftJJDARDIZED TESTS

Introduction
Testing is big business in the American education system.

It is

estimated that over 300 million dollars are spent annually in testing
47rhomas E. Shea, 11 The Educationa1 Perspective of the Legality of
intelligence and Ability Grouping," Jo~rnal of Law and Education VI,
i/o. 2 (Aprii, 1977), 137-138.
'

48Esposita, op. cit., p. 171.
49 sryan and Findley, op. cit., p. 45.
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public school students.

Forty-six million students take an average of

three standardized tests each year. 50 The results of these tests are
used by school officials for a variety of purposes:
tion,

accountability~

promotion~

gradua-

curriculum revision, planning remedial education

programs, groupino and/or tracking.

The purpose of this part of the

study is to set the stage for the analysis of the judicial questions
raised in the numerous court cases invo1 ving the use of standardized
tests for assigning students to groups and/or tracks.
Ability gr-ouping and intelligence testing are practices developed
by educators supposedly to increase the effectiveness of the pub 1i c
schools.

Each of these concepts has far-reaching implications for

society and for individuals Hhich can carry over into the legal
domain. 51
Since local boards of education have the po'r'Jer to assign students
to classes, they also have the power to determine what criteria, including the use of standardized tests, to use in makif!g the assignments.
During recent years, the use cf tests for any reason within the schools

has come under severe attacks from practicing
and civil rights groups.

educators~

social critics,

Nost of these attacks have been related to the

practice of using tests to !abel and/or classify stud2nts for placement
in ability groups. tracks, or other special progroms.

Questions

50L. Hendell Rivers, and others, "~losiac of Labels for Black Children,u Journal of Afro-American Issues, III~ No. 1 (Hinter, 1975),
--63-64. - - - 5lshea, op. cit., p. 137.
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concerning the use of standardized tests usualiy are addressed to the

areas of test validity and test bias.s2
Historical Perspective

.according to Nolte, the first

achieve~nt

test used by schools was

a spelling scale developed by J. M. Rice in 1894.
research of Binet,

Thorndike~

Around 1900, the

and Terman became popular with government

officials who were seeking ways to scientifically test iiT1iligrants to
determine which countries were sending the more

11 intelli(~ent 11

i;nmigrants

to the United States.53

The intelli9ence testing movement was enhanced tremendously by
Horld Har I with the administration of the Army Alpha and Beta tests to
thousands of service w.en.

As intelligence- testing gained p:;pularity

outside the schools, it was natural that the use of intelligence tests
soon gained prominence in the public schools.
corresponding increase in

;-~cnXJ9Sr.eous

The t\·;enties produced a

qrouping based on test results.

At least seventy percent of the city school systems reportedly were
usinq some form of ability qrouping

by the late 1920's.54

Criticism by proponents of progressive education of the use of
ability grouping ied to a lessening of emphasis on standardized tests
during the period from 1930 to 1950.

During this period, educators

52 Pau1 Weckstein, '1Legal Challenges to Educational Testing Practices,u Classification i1aterials, Center for Law and Education (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1973), p. 6.
53chester M. Nolte, School Testin9~ Grouping and the Law, U. S.
Educationa1 Resources Informat1on Center, ERIC Document EO 113 017,
November, 1975, p. 5.

54Jbid.' p. 6.
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continued to debate the influence of environmental factor5 on in tell igence quotients.

The theorists who advocated that intelligence was

largely caused by heredity were overshadowed during this period by the
environrr.entalists.

Eells stated that while environmentalists and

hereditarians shared the vie\'/ that there were genuine differences in
basic intelligence between children from high-status backgrounds and
children from low-status backgrounds, they differed on the explanations

for these differences.

Eells further stated that test scores might be

reflections of cultui"al or class bias in the test materials themselves
and not a basic difference in the real abilities of children f1om
different backg-rounds. 55

Over-dependency on intelligence test scores continued to be the
subject of attacks by educators who be1iev2d that er.vironment was the
dominant factor in determining
tests.

~·1hat

score a child

~10uld

make on such

This, in turn, caused school officials to begin to look at

other factors when making decisions concerning student assignments.5 6
i\fter 1954, school officials had another major problem to contend
with.

Faced with the problem of desegregation, some schooi syst2m:;

sought to circumvent the law by developing grouping pians designed to
soften the impact of racia1 integratit:m.

By developing and implementing

ability grouping and tracking programs, school boards felt they could
55Kenneth Eells. "Some Implications for School Practice of the
Chicago Studies of CUltural Bias in Intelligence Tests, 11 Harvard Education Revie., 1XX!ll (Fall, 1953), 290.
56 Richard L. Blanton, "Historical Perspectives on Classification of
Mental Retardation," Issues in Classification of Children, ?d. Nicholas
Hobbs, Vol. I (San Fran.c1sco: Jessey Boss Pub1ishers, 1975),
pp. 186-189.
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reassure the white parents that their children would continue to receive
a 11 quality 11 education program in the

ir~tegrated

schools.

Nest of these

grouping plans were based on student scores on standardized ability
and/or achievement tests.

The increasing evidence that many of the tests

being used contained culturally biased items C3.used civil rights leaders
to ask that the courts order schools to cease using such standardized
tests for grouping purposes .57
Educators themselves are still divided concerning the use of standardized intelligence and achieverr.ent tests, particularly as their
use relates to labeling and classifying students.

In 1972, for example,

the National Education Association and the National J;ssociation of Elerr.cntary Principals passed resolutions asking that school-Nide testing
progr-ams be stopped immediately. 58

Even though virtually every suit

filed by minority parents concerning test abuse has resu1i::ed in decisions by the courts to prohibit the use of standardized tests for p; acement and

grouping~

and even though many educators apparently are

opposed to such uses cf test results, the testing move22nt
gain momentum and continues to be used for grouping and

ccnt~nues

to

placerr~nt

purposes. 59
One of the major reasons for the continued popularity of standardized testing during the past decade has bean the accountability
movement,

5h.

>~hich

led educators to feel pressured to provide the public

Wendell Rivers, and others, op. cit., p. 238.

58rerry Herndon, 11 Testing: Is It h'orth the Costs? 11
Education 1 VIII 1 No.2 (October, 1977), 9-10.
59L. Hendell Rivers, and others, op. cit., p. 240.

North Carolina
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with tangible proof that the school systems are worthy of the public•s
continued support.60 Closely associated with this is the minimum
competency movement which requires students to exhibit compete11cy in

certain basic skill areas before they can receive a high school diploma.
In each of the above cases, standardized tests ar-e the most convenient
tools available to educators.61
Issues in Testing
In order to place the subject of

st.andar~dized

testing in the legal

perspective of this study, it is necessary to review some of the educational issues currently being raised by proponents and critics cf

standardized testi!lg.

Some of the literature indicates that <::duce.tiona1

issues once considered to be off limits to the courts may b;;:come subjects
for 1itigation in the future. 62
Group intelligence testing is one of the most corr.mon forms of testing

us~d

in the public schools.

It is estimated that almost every person

who goes through the public school system is subjected to at least one
written> group intelligence test.5 3 In addition to intelligence tests,
reading readiness tests often are given very early in the school life of
children.

Reading groups, ability-grouped classes and/or tracks are

formed based on. the results of these tests. 64
60shea, op. cit .• p. 60.

6iMills and Bryan, op. cit., pp. 8-9.
62 Paul Tractenberg and Elaine Jacoby, Pupil Testing: A Leaal Viel'l,
U. S. Educat1ona1 Resources Information Center, ERIC Document ED 102 211,
December, 1974, p. 2.
63 Ibid •• p. 3.

64 Ibid., p. 8.
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Opponents of group intelligence tests contend that the results of
these tests, given in the early years of school, often determine the
type of education a child will receive throughout his entire school
career.
11

>lhen chiidren score poorly on these tests and are placed in

S10W 11 groups, they often are not expected to be ab1e to perfonn well

academically and thus become trapped in a vicious self-fulfilling
prophecy circle.

Numerous court cases, including th;:: landmark case of

Hobson v. Hansen, have included the allegation of discrimin-=1tion against
minority students because of the

~·1ay

the results of certain standardized

tests were used by school o·fficials in assigning students to special

groups or tracks. 65
tbother common form of testing that is used by practically every
public schcol is the standardized achievement test.

These tests, which

are dasigned to rreasure how much a student has learned in a specific
subject~

often are used in conjunction \ltith intelligence t::sts to assign

pupils to instructional groups or tracks.

~1hile

the courts have been

reluctant to attack the concept of achievement testing, they have
addressed themselves to issues of discrimination resulting from t:ie use
of such tests for grouping and tracking decisions .6 6

Fo).. example. in

Moses v. llashinaton Parrish School District, the court ruled that the
school system could not use the achievement test results from a reading

test as the basis for grouping students in all subjects.67
65Hobson v. Hansen. 269 F. Supp., pp. 512-513.
66Tr3.ctenberg, op. cit., p. 12,
67Moses v. Heshington Parrish School District, 330 F. Supp. p. 1343.
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A third type of testing that is widely used by the public schools

is the individualized intelligence test.

These tests are administered

to students upon referral whenever mental retardation or other associated
learning and behavior problems are suspected.

The results of such tests

are also used as one of the criteria for assigning students to advanced
academic classes or for placement in a class for the mentally
retarded. 68
Individualized intelligence tests eliminate soma of the problems
associ a ted Nith group tests in that the results are not determined by
hoYt well a child reads or hew many cu1tural experiences he has had. 59

Nevertheless, numerous court cases have resulted from the placement of
a child in a special education class or from excluding a child from
school based on the results of individual intelligence tests.

Issues

associated v1ith individual intelligence tests include denial of due process before the testi:1g and placement

occur~

and administering the test

in a lan9'uage that is not the child=s primary 1anguage_?O

Some of the

major court cases that address these issues 'Ifill be discussed in the

next section of this study.

Amor.q these are Pennsylvania Association

for Retarded Children v. Common>:ealth of Pennsylvania,71 (PAR C),
68Tractenberg, op. cit., p. 4.

69 shea, op. cit., p. 145.
70Nolte, OP. cit., p. 14.
7l!'ennsylvania Associatior. of Re~arded Children v. Comrr.onwealth
of PennsyJvanla (PAR C), 334 F. Supp. 1<o7 (D. C. t. D. Pa. 1971).
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r~ills v. Beard of Educatiop of District of Columbia,72 and Diana

v.

State Beard of Education.73

leaal Challenges

As indicated

previously~

when the debate concerning the use of test

results moves from the academic arena into the courtroom, the key issue
generally is not the va1 idity of the tests themselves but rather \l'hether

or not the testinq results in discrimination of some kind. 74
\•!hen the courts have become involved with issues relatin9 to tests,

they have sometirr.es relied on the testimony of experts
testing.

~n

the field of

These experts have arrived at a number of conclusions regard-

ing standardized tests and the use of test results:
(1) Excessive reliance on intelligence test scores can result in
giving a child an incorrect label which can fol1ow him throughout his

lifeJS
(2) Group intelligence tests are not infa111b1e because they can
oniy test tfle narrow ranges of abilities

w~dch

lend themselves to stan-

dai"dized testing methodsJ6
(3) f.1ost of the group ·intelligence tests used by schoo-ls have been

standardized for a normative population; thus, children from 1ow

Supp.

72Nills v. Board of Education of the District of Columbia, 348 F.
866~1~· ).

73Diana v. State Board of Education, C. 70 37 RFT (fl.D. Cal., Feb.
3. 1970) Clear1ngnouse No. ~859.

74Hobsl)~_v. Hans~, 269 F. Supp. 514 (D.D.Cq i967).
75shea. op,. cit., p. 145.

76tbid., p. 140.
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socio-economic homes predictably will score lower on such tests than
will students from average and above average socio-economic ho~resJ7

(4) Standardized intelligence tests are not "culture-free 11 tests
and therefore measure present ability rather than potential ability.78
(5) Standardized

inte11it;~ence

tests are in reality vocabulary tests

which contain many items not familiar to many of the non-white students;

thus these tests are not valid measures of intellectual capacity or for
predicting future successJ9
(6) Grouping for a11 subjects based on obtained scores on a reading

achievement test is a misuse of test data; there is no direct correlation
between achiev2ment scores on reading ar.d ability in math or sorre other

skill area.80
(7) There are many vadables toJhich affect the student's scores on

a particular test--the physical environrr.ent of the testing room, the
attitude of the 2xaminer toward the procedure, the physical and emotiGnal
health of the student, and student 1 s fl'.Otivation for taking the test.

Since any one of

t~ese ,,aria~ies

can cause the student to score lower on

the test, school officials shou1d use c:dditional criteria ~1hen n;aking

decisions regarding p1acement.81
77Ibid., p. 141.
78Herbert Goldstein. and others 11 Schools, 11 Issues In The Classification of Children, ed. Nicholas Hobbs, VoL II (San Francisco: Jessey-Boss
l'UDllshers. 1975), p. 242.

79 Tracter.berg, op. cit., p. 12.
80!bid.
81tt,ills and Bryan, op. cit .• p. 14.
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Hhenever there is evidence of discrimination as a result of a testing program and the issue is brought to the attention of the courts,
school officials often are required to demonstrate the rationality of
the test procedure and the predictive validity of the tests; i.e.,how
well the future perfonnance of the student compares to the test results. 82

Since most tests are standardized by using white middle-class

norms, critics ciaim that this makes the test invalid in terms of predicting future success fat non-white and lo'lt socio-economic whites.83
Even when it can be shown that a certain test is valid in terms of
predictability and content, there may still be challenges which have
le~:ml

implications.

Several court cases have concluded that testing

cannot be used as a basis for grouping or p1 acerr:.ent in recently desegregated schools, regardless of the issues of test validity. 84 Also, when
there is a history of past educational discrimination, the courts have
ruled that testing cannot be used for purposes of 0i"'Ouping students .85
In at least one

case~

the court has ruled that the 1ov1 t2st scores are

indicative of the fact that the school system had denied equal educational ooportuniti{:S for certain !=jroups by not providing an adequate
bilingual and biculturai educat1onal prcgram.86
szrbid., pp. 9-10.
83Heckstein, op. cit., p. 189.
84sinqleton v. Jackson, 419 F 2d. 1211 (Fifth Cir. 1970); see also
United stateS·v. Tunica County School District, 421 F. 2d 1236 (Fifth
Cir. 1970); also United States v. Lincoln County Board of Education,
301 F. Supp. 1024\"S:""D~~
85 Moses v. Hashin 0ton Parish School Board, 330 F. Supp. 1340
(E.D. LA. 1971 •

86serna v. Portales flunicipai Schools 351 F. Supp. 1279 (D.N.M.
1972).
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In addition to the challenges related to test validity, the courts
have also been asked to examine certain psychometric considerations such
as

reliability~

objectivity, standardization, and the logistics of test

administration. 87
Each of the above issues has been addr-essed by th2 var-ious courts

Nithin the past few years.

M analysis of cases related to these issues

is cc:ntained in chapter four.

ABILITY GROUPING, CLASSIFICATIC® ftND DUE PROCESS
Overview

Numerous court cases involving classification of students for exclusion from school or for

assignr.~ents

to .special education classes in-

clude the allegation that students were
school officials

>~ho

made the decisions.

d"~ied

The

due process of la1·1 by
Fou~teenth

ft.rr;endment to

t!1e Constitution prohibits any state from depriving any individual of
life, liberty, or property vlithout due ptocess of the lari. 88

The

question of 111hether or not abiiity group·ing falls under one of the Pl"Otected cat2gories has not been sett1ed by -:the courts as of this dr,.te.
Leaa1 Precedents

A legal principle that hes been firmly established by the courts is
that a child is entit1ed to minimal fair procedures in the decisionmaking process before he can be stigmatized by public officials.
87;1ickenshien, op. cit., p. 192.

SSu.

S. Constitution. amend. XIV, sec. 1.

This
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principle was estaolished by the U. S. Supreme Court in Hisc_onsin v.
Constantineau.89

~·Jhile this case d·id not involve schools, the legal

precedent established in it has been used by various courts in schoolrelated cases includin9 the landmark case, P A R_C_v. Common«ealth of
Pennsylvania. 90
At one time, school officials could exclude a child from school for
almost any reason and without any formal procedures.

Today, however,

landmark Supreme Court decisions and state and federal laws require

that schools provide a hearing procedure for any child befoi''e he can be
excluded from school for any reason. 91
The principle of due process -;-or

~tudents

was firmly estab1 ished by

the United States Supi·eme Court in Goss v. Lopez. 92

This decision es-

tablished the fact that public education, once established by ti1e state,
becomes a property right which iS protected by the Constitution and that
school officials cannot exclude a student, even for a short period of
time 111ithout a hearing.
Trackin__,g__~D.ELfl.ue

Pr~

,Jhether or not students should be afforded due process before

1

being assi9:1ed to law groups or tracks continues to be a debatabie issue

among educators.

However. while numerous articles have been published

dealing v:i th due process fa!" students in areas such as suspension,

89!·!iscons_i!'_'£.,_C~1Stantineau, 400 U. S. 433 ( 1971).
90 P A R C v. Commonwealth of Per.ns.xlvar.ia, 334 F. Supp. 1257 (E. D.
Pa., 197_1._ ------------------------91Gol dber9_y~, 397 U. S. 254 (1970).
92Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.s. 565 (1975).
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corporal punishment, and classificatio!l for placement in special educa-

tion classes, a search of recent literature reveals very littie relating
specifically to the issue of due process and ability grouping.
Nolte contends that the practice of

t~acking

or ability grouping

does fall within the protected property rights cate9ory because the
group or track in which students are placed has much influence on their

future success.

Nolte maintains that students should be accorded mini-

mal due process rights before they are assigned to a particular track or
group and that school officials who make the assignments must be able to
prove that the assignments are in the best interest of the students.93
Diamond suggests that since the purpose of education is to benefit
the

child~

it is net too much to r·.::!quire schools to evaluate the benefit

of their specific educatior.al assignments 3.nd the effectiveness of their
g!'OUJ:ing plans.

He contends that ·t:.his ·,..equired evaluation \-'JOu1d meet

the requirements of minimal procedural due process and would at least

insure that stuGcnts \'lho are mis(;lassified, cr who are placed ir. educationa·i

pro~:p~ams

v1hich do not benefit them, \o'JOuld be

reclassified and

given a more appropriate educational program.94
In the laildmark case involving

tracking~

Hobson v. Ht:nsen, Judge

Skelly Hright stated that there must be a reasonable relationship
between the action and the objective the school had for initiating
93chester M. Nolte, Due Process and Its Historical Development in
Education, U. S. Educational Resources Information Ce11ter, ERIC Document ED 088 186 (ft.pril, 1974), p. 14.
94pe;!l R. Diamond, 11The Law of School Classification,u Classification r·itlterials. Center for Law and Education (Cambridqe, ~~assachusetts: l-iarvard University Press, 1973), p. 6..
·
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the action. 95

If the school system is unable to show a direct relation-

ship between a particular trackin9 assignment for a student and a better
educational opportunity for the student, it could be argued that the
student has been denied substantive due process.96

students are assigned to tracks or

vo~:ational

For example, if

educational programs

which train them for jobs that no longer exist, such assignments could
be legally challe!l9ed on the issue of denial of substantive due process.

Since the stated purpose for schooling is to provide the stuCent

\:'iith a skill or a competitive
the

placem~nt

advantage~

several observers contend that

of a student in a particular group or track must be

directly related to the attainment of a specific ski11.97

In a

r~elated

attack on the practice of tracking and grot.:ping, Dia-

mend suggests that this practice may even be ultra vires,

Le.~

beycnd

the power of the school board.98 Any action which is not spec·j fictilly
authorized by stctute or cannot be fairly implied from specific statutory authority is referred to as ultra vires.99
Diarr.cnd contends that the non-academic goals of the schooling process, such as building good citizens and learning abcut each other from

each other, are v:orthy goals which
to achieve.

t~e

state requires schools to attempt

He futther contends that most tracking plans fundarr.enta11y

subvert these non-academic goals as this

summary statement indicates:

96Merle HcClung, 11 The Problems of the Due Process Exclusion, 11
Classification Naterials, Center for Law and Edt.:cation (Cambridge,
1·1assachusetts: Harvard University Press., 1973), p. 155.

97oiamond, op. cit., pp. 30-31.
9 Brbid.

99McCluog, op. cit., p. 159.
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In theory, trackinq represents an "academi c;•• ~oa 1, an
attemot to keeo children•s learning from beinq hindered through
association with others of different abilities and learning
back.orounds; in practice. trackino maximizes stigma and minimizes inschool contact between children of diverse races,
social classes. sexes. abilities. and backgrounds. !n sum.
comprehensive tracking may be so in confiict with the explic-

~i ~~~~~ri~ys~~~e ··~~a~~~=~; ~~a~~~D~~e~o u~;e~~~~~~v~~~~fMon
This theory, while interesting. apparently has not been considered
by the courts.

Instead, the courts repeatedly have stated that the

internal operation of the schools is not a function of the courts. They
have maintained this position even though numerous attempts have been

made to get them to become involved with the day-to-day operation of
the schools.

Unless th! courts determine that a specific ri9ht has been

violated, they refuse to rule on the educational wisdam of any specific
organizational plans, includin9

groupin~

and tracking.

My classification procedure that has the effect of systematically

and disproportionately singling out a minority racial or national
origin group for exclusion or for placement in special 2ducation
classes may be labeled as "suspect classification ... 101 SoJTE observers
maintain that tracking and grouping plans which result in the isolation
of the poor and black in the lm·;er tracks should be considered as
"suspect classifications" and thus be protected under the due process
clause. 102
Some of the literature concludes that the same standards regarding
substantive due process should be applied to school assignments in low
lOOoiamond, op, cit •. p. 31.

101Jbid.

102Ibid,
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9roups or low tracks. 103

ed to the

student~

If the assignment causes a stigma to be attach-

if the assignment is unreasonable, arbitrary, or

capricious, or if the school can show no reasonable relationship betw·een
the assionment and the objective of orovidinq a better edticational
opportunity for the student, it could be aroued that substantive due
process has been der.ied the student.l04
Classification for Placement into Special Education Programs
Prior to recent landmark court decisions regarding du2 process for
students, schools could fairly easi1y exc1ude children from school or
assign them to special education classes vtithout any formal hearings.
As a result of the court decisions and as a result ryf the passage and
implerr.entation of P. L. 94-142, no child may be excluded from schooi or
labeled and assigned to a special education class without first being
granted all appropriate dl!e process procedures _105

This law \IJas passed

by Congress in 1975 as a result of continuous pressure by 9roups of con-

cerr.ed parents i'lho .,..1anted to ensure that the

ri~hts

of hand·icapped

ch"iidren were: protected and who \ola;,ted to ensure that school systems
received

fede~·al

assistance for the education

of the handic(;.pped

children.
10 3Alan Abeson, Nancy Bolick, and Jayne Hass, "Due Process of law:
Backqround and Intent,n Public Policy and the Education of Exceptional
Children, ed. Frederick J. Heliltraub, et a1. (F.eston~ Vlrgln--:ra=CouiiC1T'for Exceptional Children, 1976), pp. '22-26.
104flcClung, op. cit .. p. 161.
105Mills v. D.C. Board of Education, 348 F. Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972);
see also----pennzy:vania Association of Retarded Children v. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvaiil"a,"'"3':J4T:SUpp-;-125TTr.1J.~l971); also, Educat1on toi'Al"l
Handicapped ·ch;Jdren Act of 1975 (20 U.S. C. 1411 et seq . .
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Court decisions and research studies have confirmed that many children have been labeled as behavior problell's and assigned to special
classes because the regular classroom teacher did not want to deal with
the difficult child.

The fact that a much higher percentage of boys

than girls is often found in special education classes implies that

behavior problems apparently are dumped into special classes.
indicates that the incidence of actual handicaps

bet~<een

Research

boys and girls

is virtually the sarre: since boys tend to act out more than do girls,
11

11

more boys get transferred into special c1asses. 106
Another group of children who are often misclassified ere those
;.tho are transferred from regular classes to special classes on the

basis of results obtained on culturally and linguist·ically biased tests.
This type of misclassification has been successfully challenged in
Ste,•mrt v. Phillips,107 Diana v. California State Board of Education,l08
and in Larry P. v. Riles.l09
The issue of due process as it relates to the classification of
students for placemen-t: in special education classes or even exclusion

from school has received much attention in the literature. McClung
states that the standard in recent cases involving the question of
substantive due process is usually not spelled out very carefully, but
that one standard does appear to be firm:

"punishment or other state

106Jane R. flercer, Labelino the r-lentally Retarded (Berkeley,
California: University of Cailfornl2 Press, 1913), pp. 96-98.
107ste>~art v. Phillips, C.A. ilo. 70--1199--F (D. Mass., 1970).

108Di.ana v. State Board of Education, op. cit., p. 70.
109Larry P. v. Riles, 343 F. Supp. 1306 (D.C.N.D. Cal., 1972).
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action must be reasonably related to the purported objective of the
action. nllO

In classification cases involving placement in special

classes or exclusion from school. the school system must be able to
establish a reasonable relationship bet\.'1een the proposed action and
the stated purpose of the a::tion,

If it cannot do

this~

a student could

initiate a suit on the issue of denial of substantive due process
rights.lll

Again, it should be noted that this standard has not been

applied by the courts to cases involving grouping and tracking--only to

classification cases involving the placen-:ent or exclusion of special
educaticr. students.
In addition to the standard of "reasonable relationship':

the action and the

objective~

is whether the state action is

beb·H~en

a!'!other test for substantive due process
url;~eascnable,

arbitrary, or capricious.

Court cases involving the issue of substantive due process generally
turo on the question of ~·that is reasonable and what is unreasonable.ll2
In Cook v.

Edwards~

the

cow~t

determined that a schocl system's decision

to permanently expel a stl!dent for arriving at school in an intoxicated
condition was l!nreasonable in that the basic right of the student to
obtain an education outweiphed the school's interest in expelling the
student as a deterrent to cthers.113

110r-1cClung, op. cit., p. 155,
lllDiamond, op. cit., p. 34.

112f1cClung, op. cit., p. 157.
113cook v. Edward<, 344 F. Sup!). 307 (D.N.H. 1972).
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~.BILITY

GROUPING AND EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

It is assumed by many educators that ability grouping could be
educationally justified if an accurate test for placement couid be devised, if effective compensatory education could be

provided~

and if

the grouoing schemes remained flexib1e.11 4 This assumption is not
suoported by the current critics of ability groupinq.

For exarr.ple,

Bryan and Findley contend that even if an ability grouping syst2:n could
be devised thct would avoid all of these shortcomings and had minorities

p;-oportionately represented in the high
have harmful effects.llS
interaction and creates

;rroups~

the practice i·!ould still

Other crit~cs contend that grouping limits
stiama~.-both

having adverse academic effects on

the students .ll6
Other argUJiients used by those who maintain that ability grouping

does not provide for equal educational opportuniti2s include the content'ion that ability grouping prevents exposure to di'tersity and that it
gives inherent support to a sense of inferiority arr.ong me1T·bers of the
low qrcups and a false sense of superiority to those in the high
groups. 117 Thus, critics of the practice of grouping contend that by
creating group stereotypes, grouping schemes subvert that \'Jhich they are
114McClung, op. cit., p. 13.
115sryan and Findley, op. cit., p. 3.
ll6James Rosenbaum, Making Inequa 1ity (Ne>~ York:
Sons, 1976) , pp. 8-9.

John Hiley and

117Ray P.ist. 11 The Self-Fulfilling Prophzcy in Ghetto Education, 11
Harvard Educic~ion Revie>r,XL (August, 1970), 104-105.
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supposed to promote--providing for individual differences and ensuring
equal educational opportunities for all students.118
Since many of the court cases reviewed in chapter four are based
on the issue of denial of equal educational opportunities, it is appro-

priate that this chapter contain a review of some of the iiterature
relating to this specific topic.
According to Shea, the two main functions of ability grouping and

tracking are to provide compensatory educ'.!tion for those who need it
and to provide ccntinuinf! levels of educaticn for children Nith permanent learning disabilities in order to maximize their education.

1-lhen

programs that are designed as tempor·ary or compensatory abi1ity

group~ng

actually become continuing ability gr-ouping, Shea contends that this is
a misuse of the concept, and that if the operative 1eve1 of children
placed in ccmpensatory ?:bility grouping programs does not increase, it
is questionable if such programs should be continued.119
In the for.vard to the final report of the Ccngressional Select
Committee on Equal Education Opportunity, Chairman ',1alt.er

f·~ondale

stated:
As \·ie point out. there is much that is impressive and
even remarkable about the Americar. system of public education and what it has done, and is doing, to provide better
opportun~ties for millions of Americans.
But the p'tain fact
is that full educational opportunities so fundamental to
118 r-~cClung~ op. cit., p. 15.

119shea, op. cit., p. 147.
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success in American life are denied to millions of American
children who are born poor and nonwhite.120
The Congressional Committee on Equal Educational Gpportunity concluded that tracking placements were often made on the basis of discipline problems, social status, and even race.

They found that once a

student t1as grouped or placed in a low track, he was likely to remain
there for the duration of his school career.

The Committee determined

that educational inequality was the result of tracking due to lovter
teacher
that

expectancies~

1imited curri cul urn, and negative sel f-cancepts

the student developed as a result of being in the lm·1 group.1 2 1
Another issue in the equal educational opportunity debate involves

the questions of upward mobility.

Rothstein states that sinc2 only

limited occupational privileges are available, tracking tends to preser·:e those privileges for the wealthy, for males, and for white
students.122

Rothstein suggests that tracking is a form of manipulation

used by the school system to assio!1 occuoational roles.

He supports

this contention by pointing out that the upper tracks are rrcre <:orr:rnonly
composed of

~'iea1thy

white males than are the lower tracks

composed chiefly of blacks, poor ~fhites, and females.

~;rhir.::h

are

The upper tracks

iead to col1ege and the better-paying jobs; the 1m;er tracks iead to
technical, blue collar, service or low-paying sales jobs.l23
120u. S. Senate, Select Committee or. Equal Educational Opportunity,
Toward Equal Educational Opportunity. S. Res. 359, February 19, 1970
Government Pnnt1ng Office, 1972) VII.
121 Ibid., p. 135.

"('.~ngton:

122 Richard Rothstein, 11 Down the Up Staircase--Tracking in Schoo1s, 11
Education >or-~ Culture in Crisis. ed. !olilliam L.. Griffin and J. D.
Marciano (New York: NSS Information Corp., 1972), p. 133.
123 Jbid.' p. 134.
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Hhile many educators have written articles concern·ing equal educational opportunity, only a few have attempted to define what equal educational opportunity means.

The definitions most often given are:

(1) educational ·input is equal; (2) the procedure or treatment is the
same for all; and (3) the treatment is unequal in order to ensure equal
educational outcorr:es.
troversial.

The third definition is perhaps the most con-

In this context, this definition seems to mean schooling

t!1at produces similar results with different people. 124

If school

systems use this definition, they would attempt to develop p"oorams
that would ptovide additional treatment for culturally ceprived otudents
so they can leave the system with equal ability to ccmpete for employrr.ent opportunities. 125

J' school that uses ability grouping and \vants to

ensure equal educational ooportunity according to the equal outcome
concept \'ICuld have to shaN that the groupin9 contributes positively toward the goal of preparinf! culturally deprived students to cor::pete
equally for employment ooportunities.
Some of the 1i terature suggests that equa 1 educational opportunity

is not enhanced by ability grouping because of the seniority system used

by many schools in assigning teachers.

Schwebel

cit~s

a study

that almost all of the teachers favor working with the honor
that almost none \'Jant to work \'tith the siow groups.

shc~t1ing

groups~

and

As a result, the

more experienced teachers almost always teach the superior groups.126
124clinton Collins, "The Concept of Equality in the Context of Educational Policies of Dese9regation and Ability Grouping 11 (Unpublished
Ph 0 dissertation, Indiana University, 1970), p. 43.
125 rbid., p. 44.
126r1ilton Schwebel, Hho Can Be Educated?
cott, 1968), p. 134.

(New York:

J. B. Lippin-
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Glasser states that ability grouping is not an appropriate \Vay to
ensure equal educational opportunity for slow students.

Even if the

slow students receive passing grades, they see themselves as failures
and many of them drop out.

Glasser maintains that tracking not only

does not work i!l the way it was intended, but that it works the opposite

way by increasing the number of students who are failing. 127

127William Glasser, Schoo1s Hithout Failure (New York:
and Row, 1969), p. 82.

Harper
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Chaoter III
LEGAL P.SPECTS OF ACADEMIC
AND ABILITY GROUPING
INTRODUCTION
Hhile soma educational issues regarding groupin!l and tracking are
removed from any legal considerations. many issues once considered
solely as educational questions have become legal concerns.

Based on

current trends of rel eted court decisions, one can reasonably predict
that other issues may b2come legal problems in future litigations.

For

example, the educational debate of whether or not grouping results in
higher academic achievement than does non-grouping could become a legiti-

mate question for the courts as they seek to determine if a student or
class of students is receiving equal ed:Jcational opportunities.
The majority of court cases involving issues related to ability
9rouping have been associated either directly or indirectly with Section
I of the Fo!.lrteenth Amendment which

prohib~ts

any qovernmental body

from deprivi.n!J an.v oerson of life. liberty, or prMerty without due process of 1aw.l fienerall_y, the plaintiffs alleged that certain practices
of the school system or other governmental body resulted in
equal protection of the

laws~

a.

denial of

and/or that certain practices i'lhich de-

prived them of their constitutfonal rights were implemented \·lithout
appropriate due process procedures.

A review of court cases involving-

ability groupin\1 and related educational practices indicates that the

lLt. S. Constitut1on9 amend. XIV, sec. I.
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constitutional right most often alleged to have been abridged is the

right to eqt:a 1 educationa 1 opportunity.
A ~>.-e11-establish~d principle to remember when discussing legal

issues is that each decision of the court relates
issues of the particular case.

to the specific

ot~ly

However. sorr.e decisions do tend to

estc.blish legal precedents or 11 case lawn more than others.
decisions, judges often depend heavily on rulings mc,de by

judges in other courts.

In 9eneral. decisions from a

In making
lnf1:.:~ntia1

Circ~it

Cou:t: of

Appeals tend to establish 1ega1 pi"ccedant mote th1n do decisior:s from a
Distri::::t Cour·t.

Because r1..:lir.gs of the United States Supre1r.e Court

are binding at:ross

t~e co~ntry,

a decision by this court establ ishe.s

the greatest pvs~ible precedsnt regardir.g a partic;;la_r 1ssl.!e. 2
Even tho1J9h a legal p;.oeced2nt concerning a par-'!.:icular issu.:! has
Oeel'! es tab 1i she1, th'i s d·J:O!S r.ot prohibit an i r:di vi ci!Ja 1 from pursuing

his gi"'ievance in court. 3 A different set of facts may pro(uce different
~su1ts;
thus~

even i:i1ough the actual 1E!fia1 issues may be vf!ry similar to

already decided by th€ courts.

This is the major

difficulty in ge:nerJ1izing and dra,:ling
·~agal

sp~cific

for "Ci:e

r.:::;earch.
Decisions have been handed do'lm by va.:ious courts

years

re:~.:;on

conclusions from

rsgarr.!~ng

~,rithii!

recent

a number of constitationa1 questions related directiy

or indirectly to such educational issues as abii ity grouping, the use
of standardized

tests~

and the identification and placerT"ent of students

2Alan Abeson, 11 Litigation," Public Policy and the Education of
Ext;eptional Children, ed. Frederi~ntraub (Reston, ~1rg1n1a:
The Council for Exceptional Children, 1976), p. 254.
3Ibid.
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into classes for exceptional children.

Constitutional questions involved

in these cases include the denial of due process, racial discrimination,
denial of equal protection of the law, and denial of equal educational

opportunities. As a result of these court decisions, certain legal
principles concerning ability grouping and related educational practices
have evolved.

These legal principles, which have been established on

the basis of the Fourteenth Amendment, \·Jill be ent.;merated and discussed

in this chapter.
LEGAL BASIS FOR COURT C>\SES REGft.RDING
GROUPHIG, TR/,CKHiG, ft;'/D CLASSIFICATION

fl.s \'laS pointed out in the introduction to this chapter, the majority

of the court cases involving issues related to grouping,

trac~(ing,

and

classification of students have becil bc.sed on Section I of the Fourtcnth
Jlmendrr:ent which states:
. . • nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty,
or property, 'r'li thout due pi·ocess of 1aw, nor d2ny to any
its j~i"isdiction the equal protection of the

~~~~~~within

This

arr:endiT.~nt

is

OO'N

interpreted to mean that personal rights such

as the right to have long hair and the right to be free from govemment

efforts to brand the individual \'lith a stigmatizing label are Protected
rights in the category of liberty.

Property is interpreted as includ-

ing intangible things such as public services, jobs, and public education.

4u. s.

Constitution, ci.rrend. XIV. sec. 1.
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Before any level of government can take away any of these things, it

must pro vi de the indivi dua 1 with appropriate due process procedures. 5
The portion of the Fourteenth Amendment regarding equal protection
has been interpreted to mean that 1aws must not discriminate unfairly.
Determining what constitutes unfair discrimination is a continuing
problem for the courts.

1:Jhile circumstances of various cases and backgrounds and phi1osophies of diffe:"ent judges

r.~ake

it difficult to predict the outcome in

cases involvinq such issues as grouping, testing, tracking. and classi-

fying students, it is a well-established fact that such practices do
fall within the scope of the liberty and property rights guaranteed
by the Fourteenth Amendm2nt.

r~ot

only must school systems provide the

student and his parents with due process p:ocedu;·es before t.-:\!dng

a~·my

e.ny rights~ but individual students~ and gr"'ups of students, must be

afforded equal protection of the la·.vs when initiating .::.ny practice
which might tend to discriminate.6
If an individual or a group of individuals feel that they have been

denied a protectGd right or that equal protection of the

la~·ts

has not

been afforded them. such individuals can seek relief in the courts.

A

review of court cases involving educational issues indicates that many
cases have been initiated durinp the past two decades based on the
allegations. that due process was denied or that equal protection of the
laws was not provided.
5Jocl f~. Gora, Due Process of Law (Skokie, Illinois:
Textbook Company, 1977}, p. 222.

National

6:··lartha H. McCarthy, 11 ls the Equal Protection Clause Still a
Viable Tool for Effecting Educational Reform? 11 Journal of Law and
Education,VI, ~o. 2 (April, 1977), 170.
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Why the Courts are Involved in Educational Issues
Critics of the Federal Court System, as well as many average
citizens, maintain that the courts have become extensively involved
with pure educational issues which have very little to do with constitutional issues.

However, a review of the courts' invo1vement in

decisions related to grouping, tracking, and classifying students does
not substantiate this conclusion.

For examples Reutter and Hamilton

have concluded that the courts have been more liber<:l in inter-preting
implied po\'ters of local school

boarc~s

in curricular and organizc:.tional

matters than in ar1y other area.?
Many of the decisions rendered by the fedors.l courts in cases related to educo.tional issues have included statements to the effect that
courts do not wish to become involved with day-to-day operations of p1.1b-

lic schools or to engage in lengthy clebatcs as to the
administrative practices.

vlisdo:·~~

of spec·ific

For· example, in the one landmark case con-

cerning tracking, Hobson v. Hansen, Judge .J. Skelly J..Jright expressed
regret that it had bt::;come necessary for the court to become involved
in an area alien to its expertise.

Judge Wright concluded, however,

that when constitutional rights are challenged, it is often necessary
for the judiciary to accept its responsibiiity in finding a solution.S
During the period from 1966 th1·ough 1971, the United States Justice Department and officials of Health, Education, and Welfare increased
7Edmond E. Reutter and Robert R. Hamilton, The Law of Public Education (~1ineoia, New York: The Foundation Press, Inc., 1976), p. 128.
8Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 517 (Hashington, D. C., 1967).
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their efforts to get school systems throughout the South to eliminate
a11 vestiges of dual school systems.

r1any school systems developed

organizational and pupil assignment plans which caused students to be
re-segregated within the individual schools.

Numerous court cases

were initiated by individuals and by the Justice Departrr:ent as a result
of these practices.

Even though the courts consistently ruled against

tha use of grouping and assignroont practices that resulted in racially
identifiable

classrooms~

they continued to refrain from rendering any

decision concerning the legality of the educational

pl~actices pe~

se.

In 1970, the Fifth Circuit Court of Jlppeals was asked to rule on
the legality of using the results of stundaidized tests for grouping
students for instruction in the Jackson, :'·lississippi School System.
The Court expressed its reluctance to become involved at all ll!ith the
educational issue of grouping.9

Instead, the Court ruled that recently

dt.:Segregated schools could not use standardized tests for any purposes
until they had operated as complete unitar-y schools for a period of
time sufficient to overcome all vestiges of edu::ational discrimination

allegedly caused by previous segr-egation.lO

The implication was that the

decision to use or not use standardized t:::sts wculd be n:ore properly
made by the local school system.
such decisions

~1ould

The right of the school system to ri1ake

not be abrid§ed by the Court once the school system

could assare the Court that the constitutional rights of the students
were protected.11
9singleton v. Jackson l·kmicipal School System, 419 F. 2d., p. 1219
(Fifth C1r., 19 70 •

llJbid., p. 1220.
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Numerous other cases involving educational issues such as testing

and classifying students for placement into special classes contained
proclamations by various judges to the effect that the courts did not
wish to become de facto boards of education.
school systems challenged the courts

1

In cases i·lhere defendant

involvement 1>1ith educational

issues, the courts generally took the posit·ion that they would gladly
retire from the school business if school boards would face up to their
responsibilities of affirmative1y implementing practices that would
guai"antee protection of the constitution.::.l rights of the students.l2
PJ10ther case rega;-ding ab·ility grouping and testing which i11ustrates the reluctance of the courts to become in·;olved with educational
issues is the ~!oses v. Nash in gton c~se in louisiana .1 3

In this case

the Court of .ll.ppea1s for the Fifth Circuit did take note of educational
research regarding ability grouping and testing.

Ho\'lever, its decision

was based on the racial desegregation issue and not on educational

issues.

The Court implied that such educational questions could best be

settled by the educators and that its an1y concern Has 1·Ihcther or not
such practices resulted in denial of any ccnstitutional rights.l4
During the period from around 1965 through 1971, several school
systems were accused of attempting to circumvent the law requiring
total unitary schools by using various grouping and tracking systems.

12u. S. v. Chocta~< Board of Education,
1969); see also, Murray v. '.·!est Baton Rouge
2d. 440 (Fifth Cir., 1973); see also, 0. S.
Lincoln County, 301 F. Supp. 1024 (D. C. S.

417 F. 2d. 838 (Fifth Cir.,
Parish School Board, 472 F.
v. Board of Educat1on of
D. Georg1a, 1969).

13Moses v. Nashington Parish School Board, 456 F. 2d. 1285 (Fifth
Cir., 1
14lbid.
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It appeared that some school systems used practices which school board
members knew would not stand the legal tests with the expectation that
the courts >tould order them to do certain things.

In 1971, in the

Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg decision, the United States Supreme
Court firmly established the legal principle that local school boards,
and not the federal courts, have the duty and responsibiiity of assigning students and operating schools in a constitutionally acceptable
manner.15

No longer could sohool boards abdicate their responsibilities

to the courts. Even though this decision

im~lied

that educational

issues should not be settled by the courts, this decision made it clear
that school systems must protect the constitutional rights of students
and that if they failed to do so, the courts \·tould intervene.16
Even though educational issues such as testing, p1acemei1t of students, and special admissions requirements have been scrutinized more

closely by the courts >tithin recent years, the precedent of refraining
from becoming involved in administrative issues has not been abridged.
For example, in the 1975 McNeal v. Tate case, the Fifth Circuit Court

of Appeals ruled that ability grouping or any other non-racial 1r.ethod
of pupil assigmrent was not constitutionally forbidden and that educators

>~ere

in a better position to appreciate the advantages and dis-

advantages of such practices than were the courts.17 In another case
15swann v. Charlotte-i·iecklenburg Board of Education, 402 U. S. 1,
91 (19
16 rbid.
17r'.ctlea1 v. Tate County School District, 508 F. 2d. 1017 (Fifth
Cir., 1975).
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in the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in 1975,

~·!orales

v. Shannon,

the Court determined that the school system•s use of ability grouping
did net cor;stitute a violation of plaintiffs• rights because the plan

was not intentionally discrioinatory.

The Court reiterated its earlier

disclaimer to any debate regarding the educational wisdom of such

practices _18
In a 1976 case not related to racial discrimination. l!orchheimer
v. School District of Philadelohia, the Third Circuit Court of ft.ppeals

ruled that an adfllission standard for a special academic school based
on gender was not uncor.stitutiona1.19

The

Court was careful not to de-

bate the rr:erits of such a plan. stating:
It is not for us to pass upon the wisdom of segregating

~~~~r:~11 n;l ~fi~he h~~~c~i~~~l but 1.{~n~~e i~~t c~~~~~~~~1 o~!i~t;~zo
In sur.:nary, the lan9uag2 used by the various judges in decisions
regarding questions taised concerning certain educational practices
clearl~1

shm·ts that the courts ate not interested 1n becoming de facto

school boards.
~rcuping

Vhile scr.Je educational practices such as ability

and the use of standardizE!d tests have been closely exar:1ined

by the courts within recent years, they have consistently refrained
from ruling on the validity of any particular oractices.

courts

h.;~ve

HO\·;ever, the

not been hesitant to ter:'linate any educational practices

\·!hich resuit in the denial of any constitutional rights of students.

18r~orales v. Shannon, 51G F. 2d. 411 (Fifth Cir., 1975).
19 vord:hcimr v. School District of ?hfladelphia, 532 F. 2d. 880
(Third C1r., f07[].

20rbid., o. sss.
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Changin~

Interoretations of the EorJal Protection Clause

t·~any

students of the Constitution maintain that the meaning of the

Constitution is 1·1hat a particular court interprets it to be at a certain
tirr:e.

This appears to be the case concerning the Equal Protection

Clause of the Fourteenth .Amendment.

Depending on the composition of

the Supreme Court, an individua1 1 s rights under this clause have been

expanded or restricted 1·1ithin recent years.21
Currently, it anpears that the Supreme Court is searching for
proper balance bet11een intervention in
of the 1egis1ature.22

~nd

abstention from the affairs

Under ti"!e Harren Cow't, the "strict scrutiny 11

standard was er:1ployed by the Court when questions regarding equal protection of the lai,IS Here raisBd,
!!fundamental rightn or created a

Legislation which impaired sorre
11

suspect classification 11 g2nerally tias

invalidated by the Court during this era.23

l!r.der the

11

Strict scrutiny 11

standurd, the only ·way a state could continue a prc.ctice which impJ.ired

a

fundafl'~nta'!

right or created a suspect classification was to prove

that its action served some co:r.pe11ing governmental interest.

tice. this

~>Jas

In prac-

very difficult to do, and as a result most of the legis-

lation creating these conditions was invalidated.24

Since the !larren Court era, the Court has applied the traditional

or rational test standard to cases involvina questions of equal protection of the laws.

When using this standard, the Court assumes that

21~1artha i1cCarthy, "Is the Equal Protection Clause Still a Viable
Tool for Effecting Educational P.eform? 11 Journal of law and Education,
Vol. VI, No. 2 (.lpril, 1977) 159.

22 Ibid.

23Jbid., p. !60.

24Jbid., p. 161.
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the state action is constitutional and requires the state to prove only
that the practice being challenged bears sorr:e logical and rational
relationship to the established goals of the governw.!nt.25
Some observers feel that the Burger Court is now searching for a
middle standard which would require a closer examination of the state

action than has been required under the traditional or rational
standar-ct.26

likewise, this middle-ground standard would nClt automat-

ically mean that all cases based on the denial of scme

ri9ht or on the creation of a 11 suspect 11 class1lication
dated as

\'!US

11

fundarr.ental 11

~,o:ould

be invali-

the c.:.se under the "strict scrutinyn standard.27

This emerging equal protection standard of the courts :nay ev2ntually
result in th2 deve1cprr.t!nt .. Fa set of crHer·ia . .:hich can be uniformly
app 1i ed to the eva 1 uati on oF state action and to the protection of personal rights.

An analysis of the nrious ccutt decisions in cases

related to grouping and ciassification indicates that the courts are not
consistent in their interpr:=tations of the Fourteenth Arr.endment at this

time.
ABILITY GROUPING REL''.TED TO DUE
PROCESS ft!ID EQIJ.4L PROTECTION OF T~E LAiiS
Overview
As defined earlier in this chapter, the Fourteenth Arr:endrr.ent to the

Constitution of the United States prohibits any state and/or governmental
creation from depriving any individual of life, liberty, or the pursuit
of happiness without due process of law.

The Fourteenth Amendment also

prohibits any state from denying any person within the state equal

25Jbid.

26Jbfd., p. 162.

27rbid.
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protection of the laws.28 l·lhether or not the practice of ability grouping falls under one of the categories protected by this amendment is a
question unanswered by the courts as of this date.

In relationship to

the practice of ability grouping, it should be noted that the courts do

not assume that all grouping practices are discriminatory.
com~ts

However, the

are examining such practices rrore closely in an effort to deter-

mine if the students are receiving any real benefits.29
The courts clearly have established the principle that individuals

are entitled to minimal due process procedures before they can be
st·igmatized by public officials.

In a case not r.clated to education or

schools, Hisconsin v. Ccnstantineau (:1.971), the Ur.ited States Supteme
Court

~eid

that an individual could not be publicly labeled end stig-

matized as a drunkard vlithout a due prc.cess h'2aring. 30

This principle

has since been applied to public education issues such as suspension

from school, identification and placement of students into special
Bducation classes, and corporal

punish~:-.ent.

Since there is evidence

to suggest that ability grouping practices tend to stismatize students
who are assigned to the low groups, it is conceivable that future

court decisions might require some form of rr.inima1 due process hearing
procedures before students are assignod to ti1e lower groups.31

28u. s. Constitution, a1~~endment XIV, sec. 1.
2 91-kCarthy, op. cit., p. 170.
30\olisconsin v. Constantineau, 400 U. S. 433 (1971).
31chester !1. Nolte, Due Process and Its Historical Development in
Education, U. S. Educati anal Resour.ces Information Center, ERIC Document
rDll'ilSN6 (April, 1974), p. 14.
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Historically, children have not been considered as full citizens,
and thus, certain constitutional rights afforded to adults have not been

given to students.

Recent landmark decisions by the United States

Supreme Court, however, have

citizenship for students.

no~or

established the principle of full

Due process rights far students were estab-

lished as a legal principle in the hess v. lopez (1975) case.

The

Supreme Court ruled that public education, once established by the

state, becorr.·::s a property right which is protected by the Con:;titution.
Sp2cifical1y, the Court said that school officials must provide students
with minimal due pr-ocess proc.:;dures before excluding them from school,

even for a short period of time.31

Some educational
abii ity grouping

i11

prac~·ices \~hich

are similar to the practice of

that they tend to result in the attachment of a

stigma to certain students have been litigated in the courts.

So:ne of

these practices have resulted in court decisions requiring school
officials to provide students with approptiate due process procedures.
Fer exar:;ple, the Philadelphia School System established a program of
transfei'ring stud2nts Nho bec:n11e discipline problems frcm one school to

another.

This program was calied 11 lateral 11 transfers, and

stud~nts

were

;·outinely transferred without the benefit of any hearing procedures.
Parents of some of the transferred students bt·ought suit cha11enging
the systern•s denial of due process hearing procedures.

The District

Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania ruled that the

11

lateraP

transfers represented a stigma identification at least equal to that of
being suspended from schcol for a short period.
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The Court ruled, based

32.Goss v. Lopez, 5.19 U.S. 565 (1975)~ see also :,food v. Strickland,
935 (1974).

u. s.
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on the Goss legal

precedent~

that minimal due process procedures must

be afforded students before they could be 11 laterally 11 transferred. 33
Ability Grouping and Educational Opportunity
The argument that individuals have a right to equal educational

opportunities is predicated on the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

Armed with the courts 1 interpretation as to what

this means insofar as an individua1 1 s rights are concerned, numerous
legal challenges have been made within recent years by parents \·1ha feel

that certain practices of the school system are resulting in unequal
educ'!tional opportunities for their children.
i·iost court cases r2la.ting to educational practices betHeen 1960
and 1972 1·1ere primarily concerned 1-.rith IA:hether or not certain practices
resulted in racial discrimination.

Duri!lg this period, courts refrair.ed

from making any rulings concerning the 1ega 1ity of educati ~na 1 practic·~s.

Recent court decisions on .sducational issues,

hcwever~

indicate

that the courts are iooking closely at educational practices in an
e·;:fort to determine if they insure equal educational opportrmities for
all students.

l·lore and more, the courts appear to be requir·ing school

systems to prove a direct educational relationship

bet~-.reen

educational

practices such as ability grouping and the ability to learn.
In the most \'lidely-publicized case related to ability grouping,
Hobson v. Hansen (1967}, the Federal District Court for the District
of Columbia ruled that ability grouping, as practiced in the school
system, was a violation of the students• Constitutional rights to
33Everett v. Marcase, 426 F. Supp. 397 (E. D. Pa., 1977).
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equal educational opportunities.34

Evidence in the case indicated that

the track assignments were not directly related to the ability to learn;
that vocati ana 1 choices were significantly 1 imited by the track assignments; that no remedial instruction was provided for students in the
lov1er tracks, a factor v;hich resulted in very few students being moved
from their initial assignment; and that the limited curriculum available

to students in the low tracks offered them very little in educational
enrichment.

Hence, the ability

groupi:-~g

plan

','/aS

denying equal educa-

tional opportunities "for the students in the lower tracks.35

Further
dents in the

eviJ~nce
lo~:

that the ability

groups equal

g;·cup·i:~g

educ~.tional

plan did net offer stu-

opportunities

~vas

the fact

that the experienced teachers generally were assigned to the higher

tracks, thus leaving the lo\'Jer grcc;ps taught by the most inexperienced
teachers.

Evi Cence a 1sc r:2vea led a se lf-fulfi 11 ing

prophecy in exi s-

tei:ce in the 1tlashington Scheel Systerr. 1>1hich was cau::c:d by the low expecta.tions teachers had for the students.
ruling that the abi1ity grouping plan

This, too, :_,;;rtributed to the
W<J5

ret providing

equ~l

educa-

ti ana 1 opportunities for a 11 students. 36
The essence of the deci ;ion in Hobs_r-:1 v.

Hs.~i§!l

is that in order

for any abi 1ity grouping p1an to be cc.r.sti tuti one.lly c:.cceptab 1e, it
must ensure equal educational opportunities for all and must bring students into the mainstream of public education without perpetuating isolation.

Thus, the question regarding ability grouping is not whether a

particular placement is right or wrong, but whether or not the school
34 Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401, 511 (1967), aff'd sub nom.
Smuck v. Hobson, 408 F. 2d. 175 (D. C. Cir., 1969).
35rbid., pp. 512-514.
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system can prove that such p1acement is meeting the child's specific
educational needs and whether or not a less extreme alternative is

available.37 Courts have been consistent in implying or actually stating that school officials have the right to employ ability grouping or
any other form of instructional organization so long as the above con-

stitutional tests are met.
In Copeland v. School Boa.rd of City of Portsmouth, Virginia (1972),

the District Court ruled that the exist:;:nce of a disproportisnate percentage of minority students in a school for mentally retarded Has not
grounds fer closing the school. 38 In this case, the Court said the
school system had shown that the special schools

~>:ere

cational needs of the students and that t!1ere had
r2:segregate

the school systeM.39

meeting the edu-

b~en

no intent to

In i'-lcNea1 v. Tate (1975), the Fifth

Circuit Court of P.ppeals ruled th11t c.bility grouping

~·.'Ould

be a

legally acceptable practice if the scr.ool system could show that such
grouping resu1ted in b2.tter educational opportunities for t:ile students.40
In r·1oraies v. Shannon (1975), the Fi7th Circuit Court of .ll,ppeals approved a school system 1 S ability grouping plan after f·inding that the plan
did, in fact, offer studen;;s a

be~te1

educational opportunity.

plan r1as approv2d even though it resulted in the

The

rt:segregat'lcr. of some

classrooms. 41

37lbid.' p. 516.
3Bcooeland v. School Board of City of Portsmouth, Virginia, 464 F. 2d.
932 (Fourth C1rq 1972).

39Ibid.
40t1c'·ieal v. Tate County, 508 F. 2d. 1017 (Fifth Cir., 1975).
41Morales v. Shannon, 516 F. 2d. 4!1 (Fifth Cir., 1975).
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In the 1974 Lau case, the United States Suprerre Court ruled that a
school system's decision not to offer remedi'al English to a group of
Chinese students was a violation of the students' rights to equal educational opportunities. 42

Even though the school system was providing

equal treatment for all students, the results were discriminatory in
that a group of students were not being provided the special help they
n~eded

in order for them to succeed.

The implication of this decision

is that any school practice must be appropriate to the needs of the
students if it is to be acceptable to th2 courts.
2~ploys

If a school system

sorne type of ability grouping organization, the implication

of the Lau decision is that the school system must be able to shJ:'I that
such a plan provides greater· 2ducational benefits for the students
t~1an

does a non-grouping plan •

..'i.bility Grouping and Radal

Disci-"im~:lation

The legality of ability grouping practices \·;as fi·:·.st tested in
the cc:.;rts during the 1960 1 s
systems

•;;-2re_

~·:hen

it bec;JJ"l1a apparent that some school

using grouping ))ractices to

Suits were initiated by

th~

circu:~wcnt

school integi·ation.

United States Justice Dep.;:rtrr:Bnt, by Health,

Education, and \·!elfare officials, and by individuals challenging the
grouping and organizational plans which, they

contended~

often resulted

in resegregating the schools. 43
42 Lau v. Nichols, 414 U. S. 653 (1974).

43Martha McCarthy,

11

Judicial Enluation of Student Classifications, 11

Nolpe School La>s Journal ,VI, No. 2 (1976), 135.
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School officials and school boards maintained that ability grouping

was a legitimate educational practice designed to help both lm·lachieving and academi ca 11y ta 1ented students.

When chall enge:d in court

concerning grouping and related practices, some school boards also
admitted that this method

~1as

an attempt to discourage white parents

from transferriilg their children to the private schools. 44
While the courts maintained that they did not wish to became invalved in the administration of the pub1ic schools, they consistently

re:ponded to protect the constitutional rights of the students.
ever

·~he

When-

courts found evidence that ability grouping practices resu1ted

in ;·c;.ciGlly identifiable classrc·ams in the tecently-int:::grated schools,
th:e courts ruled that such practices m!.Jst be ended.
The

lL:~1dmark

decision of the United States

Supren~e

Ccurt in Bro•tm

v. Board 0f Education (1954) establish~d a nuiT'ber of legal tenets con-

cerr:ing racial discrimiilation in the public schools.
~;,':JSt

Perhaps tiie tvto

·Jmportant lega1 principles established by this case were that the

doctrine of 11 Scpaiate but equal" had no place ·fn the field of public
educatica and

t~;;:t

the opportunity for an education rr:ust be made avail-

.::lb1e to ali on equal terms. 45 l·fhile no part of the§._~ decision
ci1rect1y related to ability grouping, the legal principles

establisl~cd

by this case have been referred to nun:ercus times by various judges in
cases that are directly related to the issue of ability grouping.46
44Ibid.
45sro••n v. Board of Education, 3•7 U. s. 495 (1954).
46Martha r·L NcCarthy, 11 Is the Equal Protection Clause Still A
Viable Tool for Effecting Educational Reform?" Journal of law and
Education, VI, No. 2 (April, 1977) 163.
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A landmark case in the area of school desegregation which did ha•te

a direct influence on educational practices such as ability grouping
and the use of standardized tests was the 1969 case of Alexander v.
Holmes County Board of Education.

require school

systerr~s

The essence of the decision was to

irr:mediately to cease operating dual school

systems and to begin operating unitary systems.47

Based part'ia11y on

this decision, federal courts consistently struck dmm desegregation
plans which included ability grouping and tracking practices.

Singleton v.

Jac~son,

In

the Fifth Circuit COlJrt of .1\ppeals ruled that the

Holmes decision had supersedc;d the

11

all deliberate speed 11 doctrine

under \•Jhich schools wer2 operating a;-:d that school syste:ms couici

use grouping or cny other organizatiGnal schemes

~:;hich

t(ltal integration of all schools and all classrcoms.48
same court in f{oses v. H.::.shington Parish

;;ot

prohibited the
like1·rise, this

School Board (1972) ruled

that the use of testing for purposes of est-:J.b1ishing ability groups

was impeding the cstablishrr.ent of a completely unitary school s,:,'stem
as ·1·aquired by the Ale:-:and,er v. Hoi.-res G2cision. 49

r.-:ost of the court cases that relate to racial discrir.1ination are
bused on Se.::tion 1 of the

Fom~teenth

Amendrr:"Jnt, Y.'idch ptchibits a

state from denying any person equal protection of the la'IIS.50

5 of the Fourteenth

Arr12nd~nt

Section

gives Congress th';! power to pass

47 A1 exander v. Ho 1rr.es County Board of Education, 369 U. S. 20 ( 1969).
48sinc:ieton v. Jackson Hunicipal Separate School District~ 419 F.
2d., p. 1219 (Fifth Cir., 1970).
49Moses v. ~Jashington Parish School Board. 330 F. Supp. ~ 1340-1341
(1971); aff'd, 456 F. Zd., !285 (Fifth Cir., 1972).
SOu. S. Constitution, amend. XIV, sec. 1.
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11

appropr1ate 1egislation 11 in order to enforce this amendment. 51

Using

this section of the Constitution as its source of authority, Congress
passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964, >thich empowered the Attorney
General to initiate suits to effectuate the desegregation of the schools.
This Jl.ct proved to be an important event in the elimination of racial
isolation within the schools.

One of the extensive Department of Health,

Education and \olelfare guidelines developed to enforce the Civil Rights
Act \'Jithin the public schools stated that ar.y school receiving federal

funds could not employ any g·r·ouping or

organizatioil~

1 practice which

resulted in rccially identifiable classes. SZ

While the federal courts gave great \IJeigh"i:: to the Department of
Health, Education) and \tiel fare guidelines in assessing the adequr.cy of
desegtegation pl2.:!S, the courts made clear that const:;tutional rights
of

stud~-;1ts \~Jere

in the judiciary

or executive spl":zres.

sp~ei'2

and not in· the legislative

In S1·,1ann v. Charlotte-Mecklery~ (1971), the

United States Supre:n2 Court firmly rejected the idea that the Civil
Rights Act caul d 1 imit the po·~1er of the courts. 53
In almost

eve1~y

case involving educational issues such as abnity

grouping, racial overtones are in evidence.

~Jhenever

the courts dis-

cover a racial imbalance in the composition of special education
classes or leN tracks, this generally is interpreted as "suspect classification.~~

5lu.

When this occurs, school officials are responsible for

s.

Constitution, amend. XIV, sec. 5.

52 Emeroency School Aid Act, Section 704, 706, as amended, 20
U. s. C. A. Section 1603, 1605.
53 swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402 U. S. 1,
191 (1971).
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justifying the use of such practices. 54

In a 1975 case, Board of Educa-

tion, Cincinnati v. Deoartment of HEW, a Federal Court in Ohio ruled

that the school system had not established a clear educational justification for grouping practices which resulted in a disproportionate num-

ber of b1ack students being assigned to the 1ower groups. 55

The Federa1

District Court affirmed the principle established by earlier decisions
t:1at grouping and tracking practices are legitimate educational conventions \IJhich can be used by school systems if they are not

su~ter·:'uges

fer racial discrimination; however, when such practices result in

tccially identifiable classes, the burden of such

justif~cc.tion

;1ill be

on the school system. 56

In a case involving interschool
grouping,

Berk~}~v.

segregation based on ability

San__Frzncisco Ur.·ifie_1 School District,

Circuit Court of ;'ppeals ruled that the school syst:::m's use of
grouping was educationally justified.

of students to an academically
aci"rievement.

Ev2n

tho1.~gh

elit:~

t~1e

Ninth

~bility

The case invo 1ved the ;;ss i gnment
senior high s.:hoo1 b.szd on stude:1t

this result.Jd in a substuntittl wc-::!;::r:1presen-

tation of black, Spanish-Am:arican, and 10\'1 socioeconoj;iic stuC:ents being
assigned to the c,cade:nic high school, the court found that this method

54 Thomas E. Shea, 11 An Educational Perspective of the legality of
Intelligence Testing and Ability Grouping 11 ,Jnu:"n;J.l of L11·1 and Ed;.o-cation,
VI, No. 2 (April, 1977), 171.
55 Board of Education, Cincinnati v. Oeoartment of HEW, 397 F. Supp.,
220 (1915).

56 Ibid.' p. 221.
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of assignment was a "non-suspect classification" and that there was no
clear evidence of an intent to discriminate. 57
Ability Grouping and the Use of Standardized Tests
Whereas courts have been reluctant to become involved in debates
concerning merits of ability grouping and tracking practices, they have
been almost as reluctant to become involved in determining the legality
of the use of ability and achievement tests for educational purposes. 58
Hov:ever, when it is obvious that school systems are using the results
of such tests in a discriminatory manner or when it can be pr·oven that
tests

thems~lves

are culturally biased instruments, the courts have not

hesitated to intervene. 59
P,s school systems throughout the South began to integrote schools
in response to Department of Health, Education and Helfare 9'Jidelines
and court orders, it

bec~me

appa,·ant to school officials that many

black and low-income students were very low in academic skill development.

In searching for >lays to help students increase basic skills,

and in some c1ses to cushion the impact of total integntion >lith the

·:•hite community, many school boards in recently integrated school
systems initiated ability grouping and tracking programs. The predominant criteria for making group or track assignments >Jere scores students made on standardized ability and achievement tests.

When it was

brought to the attention of the courts that such grouping plans were
resulting in racial imbalance and even in resegregation of some classes
57 Berke1man v. San Francisco Unified School District, 501 F. 2d.
1264 (Ninth Cir., 1974).
58shea, op. cit., p. 147.

59 rbid.
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or schools, such plans were invalidated by the courts, and the use of
standardized tests was banned.
One of the earliest legal challenges to the use of test results for
grouping purposes was in the Hobson v. Hansen (1967) case in Hashington,
D. c.60 At that time, the school system used a comprehensive tracking

system r1hich placed students in a particular learning track as early as
sixth grade based on scores students received on standardized achievement and ability tests.

Jud~~

Skelly Hright ruled that l0\'1 test scores

did not relate to any lack of innate intelligence, but rather to socioeconomic, cultural, and educational deprivation of students and to
various testing biases,61

S·i;;ce actual track assig;;or.ents v.'ere not

shol'm to be directly related to ability to learn, and since tests teing
used had been normed on white, middle class students, Judge ·.:right
invalidated the tracking p:·ogra:n as it was bdng used in tf>2t syst<..:m.

Judge Hright

•:liJ.S

careful to point out, h01·:e-;.::r. tho.t if a diffe1·ent

plan based on L.mbi.::s~d tests and directly related to educational 11"-!eds

of students cculd

b~

developed, such a plan

r·

.uld rr.e::::t tne co;lstitu-

ticnal ·tequir2m2nts.62
The use of standardized tests con dnued to be c.n issue in a
number of
cases

we~

·r.~deral

couT"t cases between 1967 and 1975.

~~ost

of these

based on allegations of racial discrimination, denial of due

process. or denial of equal protection of the laws. Hhenever the courts
discovered schools that contained racially identifiable classrooms, the

courts placed such schools in the 11 suspect classificatior.u status.
60Hobson v. Hci"1sen, op. cit., p. 445.
61 Ibid.' p. 511.

62Ibid., p. 446,

If
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the racial imbalances

~t;ere

found to be resulting from ability grouping

practices based on standardized test

results~

school officials were

required to demonstrate a direct relationship between the testing process and purposes of the ability grouping.
unable to meet this requirement.

t1ost school systems were

Consequently, the ability grouping

plans based on standardized tests were invalidated by the courts in
many of the early cases.
The Fifth Circl!it Court of Appeals ruled in Singleton v. J;:=<;kson

{1959) that a school system could net use standardized tests for cmy
;:;urpose until it had been totally integrated for a sufficient period
of time to alic:·! a11 students time to overcome any educational d2privation caused by previous school segregation_63
t:~e

This decision beca~re

iegal precedent for a series of simi1ar cases in t1e Fifth Circuit

Court of

App~als.

was banned in

The use of stanc!ardized tests for grouping p11oposes

recent~y

intcgr·ated schools in U. S.

'1.

Board of ::ctucv.t_ion

of linco1n County (1'}59), ~-~-!:.....5r-~~flower County S:hool Dist':"ict
(1970), a01d Lemen v. Bossier Parish

School

I} care!

(1970) . 64

It si1::.ou1d

be noted that the Court r;as abie to p:-ovide Constitutional protection
for individuals who brought allegations of discrimination and at the
sarr:e time postpone ha'.'ing to rule on the validity of the tests tr.emse1ves.

In !·loses v. Hashington (1972), the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
affirrr,ed the District Court's decision to invalidate the grouping plan
63 singhton v. Jackson, cp. cit., 1225.

64u. S. v. Soard of Education of linea 1n County, 321 F. Supp. 1024
{1969); see ,:.1so U.s. v. Sunflower County Schoof D1strict, 430 F. 2d.
839 (Fifth Cir .• 1970); see also Lemon v. t5ossler Par1sh School Board 7
444 F. Zd., 1400 (Fifth Cir., 197 .
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of an elementary school in Louisiana.

The Appeals Court ruied the read-

ing tests which were administered to all students impeded the iiT.mediate
establishment of a unitary school system as required by the United States
Supreme Court in Alexander v. Holnes {1969), and that such practices
were not permissible. 55 The Court found that the grouping plan was a
continuing program as opposed to a compe:lsatory plan and that the test-

ing program was used primarily for tdentification for initial placement.66

The Courts were some\·:hat consistent with their proc1amations that
students cou1d

~e

classified and assigne-d by school syste::is to grcups or

tracks so lcr.g as the criteria for the 2SSigr,rr.ent '::ere not racially
biased and disc:iminatory.

In r1ooyoe v. Tan~fo2.hoa Parish

School Bocrd

(1969). the C!Jurt found that the scT:wol system t·:Ots :..:nable to pro•.:e that
the tests used for

assig;:~ng

students to the various groups \;'ere free

from ail racial bias; thus, their plan was invalidated by the court. 57

In a 1972 case, ·::he Fourth Circuit Ccurt of

.~.ppeals

ruled that a

special school fur students with .severe learning problems was ;:;ermissible
ever. though "it cont;:!ined a disproportionate number of black stJ.;dents.
The Court ·:uund the tests being used to identify the
ment ':!ere relevant, ;eliable, and free of

stuC2n~s

for place-

discri~1ination. 68 Sir.ce the

Court found the tests to be unbiased and the special school to be

65~~oses v. l1'ashington, op, cit,, p. 1287.
66 rbid.
67:•nore v. Tanoipahoa Parish School Board, 304 F. Supp. 244 (1969).
68 copeland v. School Board City of Portsmouth, Virginia, 464 F. 2d.
932 {Fourth C1r., 1972).
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educationally justified, the Court ruled that the school could continue
to exist even though it was a

11

racia1ly identifiable 11 school. 69 This

case represents one of the few instances when a federal court addressed
itself to the issues relating to test validity.
In a case relating to sta!ldardized tests and sex discrimination,
.Bray v. Lee (1972}, the

~iassachusetts

District Court ruled that the

Boston School Corr:mittee could not require female students to score high-

er than boys en an acaC:cmic admissions test. 70

The Court found .:;uch

practice to be a clear violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the

Fourteenth ,1\r.iendn:entJl

The ruling in this case stated ti1at it 'tJOuld be

.Permissible to establish different ad:1lission stanci?.rds fer different
kinds of schools, but that it is not permissible to use sep:lrate standan~s for boys and girls for schools of the same typeJ2

Repeatedly, as cases car.e before f.:dera1 courts, the proch.::mtion
was made by the courts that they were not
t!1e ed;.:cational merits of

:;ta;·~,ja·rdi::ed

inten~sted

tests.

in e'!en considering

The c:Jurts

~·;ere ~:om:~rned

with w:·._:ther ct not the tests 1·1ere unbiased and valid instrurr,2r;ts and
whether the tests wer2 being admi!1ister.:d in an unbiased mcnner. 73

several instances, cc·urts

1i~cluded

In

in their decisions a statement to the

effect that use of standardized tests \·;auld be acc2ptable to them if
such tests \'/ere unbiased, valid instrurr:ents which resulted in grouping
69 Jbid., p. 945.

70!3.!:~• 337 F. Supp. 934 (1972).
71Jbid.

72lbid., p. 936.

73 H.:obson v. Hansen, op. cit. p, 522; see also U. S. v. Choctaw
Board of Education, op. cit., p. 419; see also McNeal v. Tate County
School District, 508 F. 2d., 1019 (Fifth Cir., 1975).
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practices that were educationally justifiable.

For example, in

t·~orales

v. Shannon (1974), the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the
school system•s ability grouping plan was permissible even though the
plan had resulted in the assignment of a disproportionate percentage of
~lexi can-Jimerican

students to 1 Oi'l' groups.

The Court found that the

assignments met all of the legal tests established by the Constitution:
the assignments were made in a non-discriminatory rr.anner; the tests

used for

assi~nment

purposes '(;ere found to be unbiased and valid instru-

ments; scores on both reading and math standardized tests

the grouping plan

sei~ved

to help the school system

a~;1isve

~·:ere

its

used;
eC:.~ca

ti ana 1 objectives and was not a subterfuge for racia 1 dis ::rimi r:~ ti on .74
Thus. the courts have moved fror.i a position !_<12re they refused even
to consider discussing the leg.J.lity of using stc.ndct·di:;::.::d t,:::sts in the

then recently desegregated schcols all th;: way to the present, \-Jhere
even the '.'a1idity of the tests themselves is ccnsiCered by cou·rts.
should be noted U'":?.t no tests have b2en declai"ad in·-1a1id by the

It

COI.Jrts

and that most of the court declsicns invGlving testtr.g issues continue

to be centered arcund \.,,hd the school .sys·Cem dc-es 1·:ltf": the results of
the tests.

CLASSIFICATION CF STUDENTS
RELATED TO THE FOURTEENTH NIEND)IENT

Perhaps one of the oldest educational practices is the classification of students within the schools.

Students are classified by

74Moraies v. Shannon, op. cit., pp. 413-414.
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age~

sex, athletic ability, academic ability, musical ability, and many

other differentiating characteristics.

P.L. 94-142 has added emphasis

to the classification of all handicapped students.

The purpose of this

required classification is to insure that various handicaps are properly
diagnosed and that appropriate educational programs are then provided

for students in each handicapped c1assificationJ5
Until the past decade, unless the classification was based on

race~

the courts generally did not consider it as a 11 suspect clo.ssification. 1'
Even

nm1~

the courts are not questioning the right to classify students.

Ho\<.>ever, courts often do questicn procedures used in making classifications and wh2ther or not constitutional rights are Q!1aranteed.7 6
In addition to classifications based on race, classifications
based on othe1 unalterable characteristics such as handicaps and sex are
now considered by the courts as trsusf]ect classifications, 11

/'Is a result,

classifications by schools based on these criteria are :.;ubject to close

Sr:rutiny by the courts.
Aooly·ln9 the

Fou:·~zenth

Jl.:r12ndment to Cb<: ·ifications 8€:sed on H.:ndic-=::ps.

\·!hen a school system 1 s classification program is challenged in the
courts, cha11enges usually are based on the allegation that students

were denied due process procedures before being placed in the special
classes or that the students were denied equal protection of the laws
75 Federal Register, XLII, No. 163 (August 23, 1977), p. 42494.
76 McCarthy, op. cit., pp. 169-171.
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because the assigned class did not appropriately meet educational needs
of the students .77
!~hile

the United States

Supre~re

Court has not rendered a 1andmark

decision relative to the right of handicapped children to a public education, several state and federal district courts have ruled that handi-

capped students have be2n denied constitutional rights of due process
and equal protection of the la1., when they have been c;t.cluded from

school or when
the decisions

t~;ey

have been incorrectly ch:ssificd.

r~ndered

in a number of these cases,

P.s a

and their parents are noN guaranteed 2qual p·;'otection of
due

pl~ocess

chsses.

n~sult

handiccpp,;;:~
th~?

of

students

la·,.;s and

procedures befoi"e the studuts are placed in any s-:-:ecial

One such case \·Jas

St~:.!art ~.~.

Phi11ips (1970), in '::hich parents

of identified handicapped students sought to enjoin the Gos"t0n School

System from using biased tests for purposes of
p1ec:?~;;:nt

i~2ntlfying

into classes f'm· the mental1y retarded.

students fo:·

The ; :;:-ents cv::tended

·i:hat their children were being denied due precess and equal protection
of the laws because they 1·1ere segregated fror.: normal stuCents and thus
subjected to stigmatizat-ion by teachers and peers. 78

In California,

par.::nts of Spanish-speaking children initiated a suit :hallcr,ging tt';e

school system's testing: program, ;·1hich resulted in a disproportionate
nurr.ber of Spanish-spaaking children being assigned to classes for the
mentally retarded.

Since the tests were administered in English,

parents contended that their children had been denied equal protection
77~jerle r,~cClung, nsdwol Classification: Some legal Approaches to
Labe1s, 11 Clz.ssification Haterials, Center for Law and Education
(Cambridge~-hlssachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1973), p. 5.

78stewart V. Phillips, C. A. No. 70-1199-F (D. Mass., 1970).
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of the laws.

ftn out-of-court settlement 'r'Jas reached in this case,

~Jhich

included corrections to most of the alleged discrirr.inatory practicesJ9
In San Francisco, a class-action suit was brought by parents of
black students who had been labeled as mentally retarded.

The major

allegation in this case was that students were not receivii1g equal protection of the 1a~·t as a result of the school system's use of culturallybiased tests for purposes of placing students into classes for the mentally retarded.

This ca.se, Larry P. v.

P:~~es,

is still in the federal courts of Califon1ia.

first litigat;:.d in 1971,

In 1971. the District

Court agreed that the use of star::::lardi:ed tests for

p1acer.~ent

purposes

did ..::onstitute a denial of equal protection of tha 1a't/S, and a t2rr:porn.ry injunction

this purpose. 80
of Ca!iforniQ.

':!{;.S

isst:ed banning the school system's use a-F tc;:··::s for

In 1973, the injunction \ras ~xtended to the ·2nti re st.:! te
The issue; at the present tirr.-e is HheV1e1 or not the

t2mport:1ry injunction shvuld becorr:2 permanent.Bl The 1971 ruling .·::quired

the school system to provide a ccmpreher:sive reevaluation for all students \·;ilo had bezn placed in ciasses for rr:entally retc.rded on the b<.t::is

of scores cOtained frcm s~and2.·dized t-.=.sts. 32

Legal principles setting forth guidelines for school

syste;,~s ~o

fcllcl\'1 in providing due process procedures for ali htndicapped ci1ildren
were established by the landmark decision in

Penns',~h·ania

Association

79Diana v. State Board of Education, C. A. 7D 37 RFT (N.D. Cal.,
Feb. 3,
8DLarry P. v. Riles, 343 F. Supp. 13D6 (N. D. Cal., !972).
81Associated Press dispatch, Greensboro (N. C.) Daily Ne\'IS,
October 12, 1977, Sec. A. p. 8, cos. 1~2.

B2tarryP. v. Riles,.op, cit.,p.l309.
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of Retarded Children v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (1972) and in Mills
v. Board of Education of the District of Columbia (1972).

These two

decisions have firmly established the principles of non-exclusion of

handicapped students, the guarantee of full and appropriate hearings
for all students before significantly changing their status 1·tithin the
school, and full reevaluation of the educational assignment for every
n:entally retarded child at least every ti-m years.83
P..s a resuit of pressure ftom parents of handicapped chilGten and

as a result of cc:ll"t decisions tegarding the rights of handicapped
chi1 d;~en, Congrsss enacted the afore:nention2:d P .L. 94-142. The EdL.icatian
of All !-lar.dl··.,:;r::"ed Children J!.ct, in 1975.

The la\<1,

~;:·iich

hecamc

effect~ve

in October of 1977, requires s::::hool systems to pro'! ide a free and appropriate educational program for every ;lar1dic2pp.2d

st~;dent,

and it mar:dates

thJt this be done in the 1east restrictive environment possible.
add·;-::·icn, the law requires

th~·.t

<:ppropriate .constitutional

r~ghts

vccurs. 84

bef:Jre z.ny 1abeiing and plac2ment

Hhi1 e no court tests have lJeen made of this 1 aw and its

irr:i)1er::.entation as of this d,;.te, one can reasonably predict
·~ions

In

parerri:s znd students be gt;arz:ilteed a11

t~at

1itiga-

\•!ili result from the irr:p1:;mentation of t:-ds la•,'l.

83Pennsylvania Association of Retarded Children v. Commcm1ealth of

Pennsylvama, 343 F. Supp. 179 (E. D. Pa., 1912); see also, Ni~
348 F. Supp. 866 (D. D. C. 1972).
---

~ffica·eion,

84Federa1 Register, XLII, No. 163 (August 23, 1977), p. 42494.
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Applying the Fourteenth AJT.eildment to Classifications Based en Sex and

1arr1age.
\~ithin

recent years the courts increasingly have been asked to

review discrimination claims based on the inherent trait of sex.

A

reviet\' of the court cases in this arena indicates that courts have been

consistent in declaring invalid those practices which discriminate
based on one 1s sex. 85

In Bray v. Lee, the Boston School System•s policies for admission
to the boys • and girl:::;' elite academic schools

the school

·fot giris acccrr:nod:ted

felj,~i"'

~-:ere

cha11eng-=d.

Since

students ban did the boys'

school, the scnool system established higher entrance examint:l.ion

for female app1ict:.nts.

The Federal Court r!.l;ed that t:ris practice

sent~d

~Jisc1··rmination

t:nconstitutional

practices

·.ver~

sc·...::~es
TC)re-

on the J::as1s of ::ex arod that such

the;.ooefore a vio1ation cf the Equal Protection C1.:w::::e of

the Fourteenth Am!ild:r:ent.86

v. San Franci-s(:o

l!n~fied

In a similar case in C;;:1ifoi:lia, Berke1m~~

Schg:)i Dlstr]£: the Ninth Circuit Co:..:Y"t of

P.ppea1s ru1ed that a school system could not requir.: higher entrance
st-:;:du~'ds

for girls than for boys.

hig;1 at ::.he elite

acad~mic sci~ool

Since ti18

and

~ince

school Nere bette!" ptepared for college and

c:c~demic st::::n~J.rds 1.-.-~N

the g;aduates of this
h~nce,

for better jobs, the

Court determined that hi£her ent:-ance standJrds for girls than for boys
\>!as a

direct violation of the Equal Protec"t:ion C1ause. 87

Interestingly,

85 Reed v. Reed, 404 U. S. 71 {1971); see also, Frontierc v. Richardson~ 4lru:-s.-677(1973); see also Berkel man v. Sa:"! Francisco tJr.ited
School District, 502 F. 2d. 1264 (iiinth C1r., 19!4).
86 Bray

¥.

Lee, 337 F. Supp. 934 (D. ~lass. 1972).

87serke1i".an v. San Francisco Unified Schoc1 District, 501 F. 2d.
1268 (Ninth Cir., 1974) ..
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the Cou-rt upheld the system's right to operate the academically ·elite
school even though the student body contained a disproportionately
small percentage of minority students.88 Since entrance standards did
not discriminate against ethnic and culturally-deprived minorities and
since the s::hcol system was ab1e to shm·1 a direct relationship be-;:ween

the system 1 S educational objectives and the special school, the Court
ruled that the plaintiffs had not been denied equal protection of the
lm·r merely because the stuC;-:nt body did not contain a proportionate
perct:+lta~e

of minority students.

Nun:er·ous court decisions have been rc:;;dered in recent years ccncern~ng

sex ciiscriminat1on in school athletics.

Most of these ·.'2dsions

k··le "invnlidated schcol systeo:;s' policies which ban the participJtion of

females on

athl~tic

teams.

The

gene:~.;t]

legal p:-inciple is that such

po"lici e::s are arbitrary, t;nreascnab 1(!. and a

,:~

.·ect violation of the

Equal hotection C1avse cf the Fourteenth Ame:odr:ient.

to d2

:~

t·iost of the r:;lings

have found no ·i"·eascnable justificiltivn for plicies bc.nning

part"i,Jpation by girls on non-contact teams or in interscholastic
activities.89

In Brenden v. I.1dependent Sc!locl Oistr'ict r2, the

Federal Court, in striking do1·m a school systs:n's ben on feffia1es'

participating in athl2tics, stated:
There is no longer any dot!bt that sex-based classifications are
subject to scrutiny under the equal protection clause and l'li11
be struck down when they provide dissimi1at t:.~:~atment for rren

8Srbid., p. 1267.
89Haas v. South Bend Community School Corporation, 339 N. E. 2d.
495 {In(!."""Sl'i;;. Ct. 1972); see also, "Brenden v. 1ndependent School

District 742, 342 F. Supp. 1224 {D. 11inn. 1972), aff'd 477 F. 2d.

1292 (Eigntn Cir., 1973).

89
and women who are simjlarly situated with respect to the object

of c1assification.90
Marriage and pregnancy are other areas in which there are no inher-

ent characteristics.
~·i ghts

Because of this, legal questions regarding the

of married students and pregnant students continue to emerge in

the courts.

The courts generally agree that mai·ried students have a

right to attend school the same as unmarried students.

\,!hile some

courts have upheld school board policies \·thich d2ny married students

the right to partic-ipate in extra-curdcular activities, more and mare
ccurt decisicr:::; are recogniz"it1g that such ::.ctivities are an integ1al
part of the scioco'! program and thnt "1Utried studc:nf.s should net

b~ ,~.=nied

the right to Pal'ticlpate f:.11ly a11d equally in all pha32s of public

.~::!ucat·ion.91

Ir: cases b::.sed en disciiminaticn because of ;.;:·egnancy,

-:cu:·~s

ganerc.lly require the schco1 systems to sho:·; a direct ralaticnship
bebieen the health of tilz :;tudent and any practice \o;hich allegedly dis-

ctiminates.92

If a school system is not able to Ca:r:onst:ate an ·.::.du-

:::ationa1 pu·, pose or shc:·J medical ;··.-:::sons

tic2S; courts £G:'.erally will ban such

f;ot

any r:!isc"r"iminatol'y prac-

p:~actices

on th.a b<:!sis that such

practices deny individuals equal protection of the la\o./S.

90r;J~en0::n v. Independent School Disti~ict 742, 342 F. Supp. 1234
(D. flinn.-;1972T.
9 1Davis v. !leek, 344 F. Supp. 298, 301 (N. D. Ohio 1972); see also,
t·lorar1 v. School Dist. No. 7, Yel!rhstone County, 350 F. Supp. 1120
"fD~·i~J"~); sec also, Holt v. ::,:,1~lton, 341 F. St.:pp. 821 (~1. D.
Tenn. 1972j.
----·-92o~·d~>IC~' v. Hararaves, 332 F. Supp. 1155 (D. Mass. 1972}; see also
Perry v. Gn::nC.JalfUiiTClpaT Separate School District, 300 F. Supp. 748

nr:-D.Miss.

1'i~
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LIABILITY OF SCHOOL BOARD
~!EMBERS AND ADI·IINISTRATORS FOR
ACTS WHICH VIOLATE CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHTS OF STUDENTS
Personal liability of School Officials and the Civil Riohts J\ct of 1871.
Within the past dzcade, a number of liability suits have been initiated against school boards and school beard mernbers for violations of an
individual's Constitutional r1ghts.

School board membe;·s and adminis-

trators who make and G.nforce rules and regulations le?.ding to statutory
or ccnstitutional violations may be held liable for ;r;onetary dam.;;ges
Sect~on

lmdeT

1983 of the Civil Rights Act of 1871 :,•:hich pTovides:

Every person who, under color of any statute, or-dinance,
regulation, custom or usage cf any State or Territory, subj0cts
or causes to ba subjected any citizen of the United Ste.tes or
ether person 1·1ithin tr:e jurisdi::tion thereof to -che deprivation :-Jf any rights, pl~ivi"ieges, or immvnities secured by the
C'.;nstitc't.iOll and la\•JS sl1a1l be liable

tc the

p~rty ~:;jured

in

an actir:·,·: at la'.:J, su'it ·f:1 equ·ity or other prop2r proceeding

for reGress.93

allege a C-enial of due precess may b:-ing action for dEc1c.tutory ;:;nd in-

jur1ctive relief against the school board and the

adminis::rato~~s

·L;v-J1Ved.

Tf12y may aiso bring c.ction for finar.cial dame.ges against the indivici:.-3.15
who made the decisions. 94
Supr~~me

This issue was

~ested in a United States

Court case, l!r:.od v. _0_Yidland, in 1974.

The Court ruled that

schoo 1 board members caul d be he 1d 1i ab 1e for acts which vi o1ate a
stud-:.=nt 1 S constitutional rights.95 Said the Court in establishing a
standard for "gc·od faith 11 immunity:
9S:ne Civil Rights Act of 1871, 42 U. S. C. sec. 1983.
94 Robert E. Phay,

School

Administrators,~~

11

!ndividua1 Liability of School Board Hembers and
La~~ ~~Jll~tin, IV, i':o. 4 (October, 1973), 3.

Schoo1

95wood v. Strickland, 416 U. s. 935 (1974).
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The official must himself be actino sincerely and with a
belief that he is doing rioht, but an act violating a student's
constitutional riahts can be no more justified by ignorance
or disregard of settled, indisputable law on the part of one
entrusted with supervision of students • daily 1 ives than by the
presence of actual malice. To be entitled to a special exemption
from the categorical remedial lanquage of 1983 in a case in
\·lhich his action violated a student•s constitutional rights~ a
school board ;rember, who has voluntarily undertaker: the task
of supervising the ope·ration of the school and the activities
of the students, must be held to a standard of conduct based
not only on permissible intentions. but also on knov!ledge of
the basic unquestioned constitutional rights of his charges.96
Based on the precedent established by

~!cod,

it is conceivable

that a stud-::nt could collect damages fro::J .;chool beard memb::::rs and

sclwol administral:ors for actions taken 1::hich violate a

ccn;;.;itutional riqht. For exarr:p1e1 if a student is

fun,;,;:FG~ntal

r:J~sc1assified

as

a -.·esu1t of the misuse of a test or as a resu1t of a biased test,

school o;. ficials could be financially liable.

Like:·rise, if a

s·~udeiit

is stiqmatized \·lith a 1abe1 as a r2su1t of beinq placed in a lm'r' group
o;·

and if such p1&cerr:.ent is r;:de v:ithot.:i: some form of dt:e

tr~:ck,

process hearing, such action wuld result in a C.:.::.-:2.ge c1aim suit by the
stucient. 9 7
Hhi1e
qu~::;tion

·~12

Constitution .::oes not ::·.;·2cifica1ly adc;t2SS its8lf to the

of student privacy and confic!entiality of records, the caurts

have recognized that personal privacy is a constitutionally-protected

right. 98

In the process of identifying students for special services,

96rbid.
97uschool District Liability, Board Member Liability and Ignorance
of Constitutional Rights Is No Excuse. 11 ~4issouri School Law Letter, IV,
No. 2 (f1ay, 1075), 2.

98Merrikcn v. Cressman, 364 F. Supp. 913 (E. D. Pa., 1973); see
also LeBanks v. Spears, C. A. No. 71--2897 (E. D. La. April, 1973).
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it is essential that school officials adopt procedures which will

ensure the protection of the students' Constitutional rights.
Recent court decisions concerning privacy rights have caused
school officials to establish policies and procedures for the release
of information regarding student test scores, discipline records, and

psychological records.

Indiscriminate release of such records can

lead to stigmatization of students, and thus become a litigious issue.
For exarr.ple, in 1973, the Eastern District Court of Pennsylvania ruled
in !·12rriken v. Cressman that a school pr·ogram designed to identify
potential drug abusers was in violation of the student's rigi1t to
pti'!acy.99

Th~ Court ruied that the parE:nts had n:::t been fuliy informed

atlout the possible

s:.=~1f'-fu1fi11ing

prophecy and stigmati:: ,tion effects

of the records and of the ensuino label.100

;·!hen quest1e:r:s atise rQgardinD public interr.:.:.,t versus individual
pti vacy ri ;:~hts. the courts 11ei gh the degree of pub 1 i c need c.nd the

degree of invasion of privacy.
cluded that

~:he

In the

~riken

case, the Court con-

l.J.b2l of potential drug abuser t·1as a stigmatization that

·::oul d pe;~manently dama:ge the stuC::nt.lOl
Court decisions, such as the

!·~erriken

decision cited above, along

\·lith continuin9 parental pressure, resulted in the passage of the 1974
Family Educaticnal R.iqhts and _Privacy Act.

This

aci;

guarantees parents

the right to examine a11 school records of their children, and the iight
to challenge any information they feel is ·incorrect, or to question

99f1erriken v. Cressman, 364 F. Supp. 921 (E. D. Pa. 1973).
lOOJbid.

lOlrbid., p. 920.
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data that might tend to stigmatize the child ~<ith a 1abe1. 102

Further

guarantees of students' privacy are contained in P.L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act.l03
The specific guidelines contained in the bra laws cited above,
along with the guidelines contained in such landmark court decisions

as P. A. R. C. v.

Penns~~1vania

and Mills v. D. C. Board of Educa-:ion

should ensure that the crivacy rights of students will be protected
vthen they ar2 ::;'?ing

services.
ti1ese

tcs~.:!d

and ch..::;sified for

3,:.: developing and

::ru-;(~.:.1

imple~-;;u-:tinq

fn2s, school board

membe~·s

speci~i ~nstructional

sCL·::d

polic~es

and school

based on

cn·ic~:ds

a.b1e to avoid any court decisions reqcliring fi··;ar.dc.1

should be

!~;;.b11"il..J'

for

102Federa1Jeqister, XU. flo. 118 (June 17, 1976), p. 24662.
103Federal.._"~qister., XLII, No. 133 (August 23, 1977), p. 42494.
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Chapter IV
REVIEW OF COURT CECI SI ONS
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Since very few court decisions have been made regarding the specific
hsues of groupin9 and tracking, cases selected for
chapter are those dealing

~<ith

revie~<

in this

related issues such as racial discrimi-

nation, biased tests, denial of due process in classification procedures,
and denial of equal educational opportunities.
A review of the major court decisions in areas related to ability
grouping and tracking indicates that the right to group and classify students generally is not being challenged in the courts; the procedures
used to make grouping or classification decisions, however, are being
questioned and subjected to strict judicial scrutiny)
School systems now find themselves in a position of having to
justify any classifications which are challenged under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment in terms of showing a positive
correlation between the classification and the desired goal of an improved educational opportunity for the students involved. 2
As the review of the cases will indicate, the courts have been re-

luctant to question grouping or classification distinctions except for
those based on race.

This pattern has been changing l·lithin the past

lMartha ~lcCarthy, "Judicial Evaluation and Student Classifications,"
Nolpe School La~< Journal ,VI, No. 2 (1976), 133.
2Ibid., p. 134.
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few years, however, as distinctions based on ability, marriage, sex,
pregnancy, or any other traits are being subjected to judicial review.3

ORGANIZATION OF CASES SELECTED FOR REVIEW
Cases chosen for review in this chapter were selected because they
met one or more of the following criteria:
(1) The case is considered to have been a landmark case in the
broad constitutional areas of racial discrimination and due process of

law.
(2) The case helped to estabHsh legal precedent or "case law"
in a particular area such as testing, grouping, or classifying students.
(3) The issues in the case relate to one of the following sub-

topics:
(a) ability grouping or tracking and racial discrimination;

(b) ability grouping or tracking and the use of standardized
tests;
(c) student classification based on sexll ability, language

or environment;
(d) denial of due process in grouping, tracking, or
classifying students.
(4) The case is considered to have been important in the area of

classification and placement of handicapped students.
The first series of court cases selected for review are those

United States Supreme Court landmark decisions relating to the broad
constitutional issues of racial discrimination and denial of equal
educational opportunities.
3Ibid •• p. 144.

Decisions in these cases established the
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legal precedents for decisions in cases involving testing, grouping,
and classifying students.

Included in this category are the following

cases:
(1) Brown v. Board of Education (1954);
(2) Alexander v. Holrres County Board of Education (1969);

(3) Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education (1971);
( 4) Goss v. lopez (1975).

The second category of cases reviewed in this chapter consists of
those United States District Court and Circuit Court of Appeals cases
that have significantly contributed to the establishment of the "case
law" or legal precedent in the areas of testing, grouping, and tracking
students.

Cases selected for review in this category include:

(1) Hobson v. Hansen

(1967);

(2) Smuck v. Hobson ( 1969);

(3) Singleton v. Jackson Municipal Separate School District (1970);
(4) Moses v. \Iashington Parish School Board (1971);
{5) Copeland v. School Board of City of Portsmouth, Virginia (1972);
(6) Serena v. Portales Municipal Schools (1972);
{7} McNeal v. Tate County School District (1975);

(8) Vorchheimer v. School District of Philadelphia {1976);
(9) Everett v. 1·1arcase (1977).

The third category includes selected cases from both state and
federal courts relating to the following sub-topics:
(1) Racial discrimination resulting from grouping and/or tracking

practices;
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(2) Grouping and/or tracking and the use of standardized tests;
(3) Student classification based on sex or other unalterable
condition.
Most of the decisions rendered in the cases reported in this category were based on legal precedents established by the United States
Supreme Court landmark cases cited in category number one above or on
"case law" established by the major Federal District and Circuit Court
decisions in the cases cited above in category number two.
The final category of cases selected for review are the recent
cases regarding the identification and placement of students into
special education classes.

Even though the major thrust of this study

concerns issues related to ability grouping and tracking practices of
the so-called "normal" students, it is not possible to separate the two
areas completely.

For example, use of tests, denial of due process, and

racial discrimination are issues that are related to the assignment of
students to various groups and tracks and to the classification and
placement of students in special education classes. Therefore, the
following key court cases in the area of classification and placement of
handicapped students are reviewed in this section of the study:
(1) Stewart v. Phillips (1970);
(2) Diana v. State Board of Education (1970);
(3) Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children v. Commonwealth
of Pennsylvama (1972);
(4) Mills v. Board of Education of District of Columbia (1972);
(5) larry P. v. Riles (1972).
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UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT LANDMARK
DECISIONS--RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
AND DENIAL OF DUE PROCESS
Brown v. Board of Education

347

u. s.

483 (1954)

Overview
Since this was the most far-reaching landmark decision regarding
the constitutionality of public school pupil segregation, it is referred
to in almost every court decision related to discrimination or denial
of equal educational opportunities. Many of the recent court decisions
regarding testing, grouping, or classifying students have been based on
the legal tenets established in this case.
Facts
Several cases which had their origins in state or district federal
courts involving the issue of racially segregated public schools were
grouped together on appeal because of the common legal questions.

The

United States Supreme Court handed down its consolidated opinion on
May 17, 1954.
The major constitutional questions in this case were as follows:
(1) Can state and local school systems maintain separate school
organizational plans for white and black students if facilities, programs, and personnel are equal?
(2) Do laws permitting segregation in the public schools according
to race violate the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution?

99

(3) Is public education a right or a privilege, and must it be

provided to all citizens on an equal basis?4

Decision
The Suprerre Court ruled that forced segregation of students was a

denial of the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendrrent; that the doctrine of 11 separata but equa1 11 had no place in the

field of public education; that public schools ought to be 11 color-blind 11
in their dealings with students; and that the opportunity for education,
where the state has undertaken to provide it, must be made available to

ali on equal tenns.

The various cases that were consolidated into this

one opinion were remanded to the District Courts with instructions to
require the school boards to begin admitting students to schools on a
nondiscriminatory basis with all deliberate speed. 5
Discussion
This decision is considered by most educators to have been the
most important decision handed down by the United States Supreme Court
in the area of public education.

As a time reference, educational issues

often are discussed in terms of pre- and post-Brown.

Almost no facet

of public education has been undisturbed by the decision in this case.
Nurrerous academic debates. Board of Education policies, state and
federal laws have had as their origin the decision in the Brown case.6
4srown v. Beard of Education, 347 U. S. 485 (1954).
5 rbid., p. 495.
6Edmond E. Reutter and Robert R. Hamilton, The Law of Public Education, (Mineola, New York: The Foundation Press, Inc., 1976), p. 523.
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Many court decisions in the areas of testing, ability grouping, and

classification of students are based on legal precedents established by
the Bro'fm case.
Alexander v. Holmes Countr.J3oard of Education
396 u.s. 19 (1969)

Facts
The United States SupreiTE Court received this case on appeal from

the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.

The case involved. the alleged abuse

by several Mississippi school boards of the l'with all deliberate speed 11
standard for desegregation of the public schools.

The contention of the

plaintiffs was that many school systems were empioying endless stalling
tactics for integrating the schools.

They sought a court order that

would require all school systems to end immediately all aspects of
school segregation.7
Decision

The Suprerre Court ruled that the

11

all deliberate speedn doctrine for

desegregating the public schools was no longer constitutionally permissible and that every school district was to terminate irranediately all aspects
of dual school systems and begin operating completely unitary systems.&
Discussion
In essence, this decision had the inmediate result of causing hundreds of court orders to be issued to school systems who had moved too
slowly in desegregating dual systems.
7Alexander v. HolJOOs County Board of Education, 396 U. S. 20 (1969).
8Ibid., p. 26.
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While not directly related to the topic of grouping and tracking,
this case is important to this study in that it eliminated the use of
tracking and grouping as a stalling tactic in desegregating schools.

In later cases involving questions of in-school segregation, judges used
the doctrine of irrnnediate desegregation established by the Alexander v.

Holmes decision as the legal precedent for declaring unconstitutional
some grouping practices.
Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Board of Education

300 F. Supp. 1358 (1969)
402 u. s. 1 (1971)

Facts
The Charlotte-fJiecklenburg School System, which is the largest
system in North Carolina, was cha11enged over its nfreedom-of-choice 11

and 11 neighborhood 11 school plan.

The object of the plaintiff was to

force the system into greater speed in its desegregation of the
schools and to eliminate certain alleged educational inequalities.
Evidence revealed that a considerable number of the black students
were continuing to attend schools that were practically all black, and
that achievement test scores continued to be low for these students.
The decision in this case was rendered by Judge James McMillan in the
United States District Court for the Western District of North Carolina
in the Spring of 1969.
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Decision
The following orders regarding the desegregation of the CharlotteMecklenburg Schools were given by the Court:
(1) a complete desegre9ation of faculty plan which would

apportion all faculties in all schools on a ratio equal
to that of the total system;

{2) a new student desegregation plan which would increase desegregation--with no ratios specified;
{3) provisions for free transportation 9for students transferring

from majority to minority schools.

On appeal by both the plaintiffs· and the school board, the decision
of Judge McMillan was affirmed by the United States Supreme Court in
1971.10
Lega1 Precents Estab1i shed
While the issues of grouping and tracking were not directly addressed
in this case, the legal principles established by this landmark decision
are applicable to cases related to grouping, testing, and tracking. The
major legal principles established in this decision are as follows:ll
{1) local school boards, and not the courts, have the duty and
responsibility to assign pupils and operate the schools in a constitutionally acceptable manner.
{2) School boards are clearly charged with affirmative duty to

desegregate the schools in a positive manner.
9Swann v. Charlotte-HecklenburQ Board of Education, 300 F. Supp.
1373 {1969 •

10swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402 U. S. 1,
{1971).
11 Ibid., pp. 95-98.
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(3) The Constitution is not necessarily "co1or-blind 11 --it may be

impossible to dismantle a dual school system and completely ignore race;
hence~

the principle of affirmative action may have to be employed.

(4) Corrections must be made for any segregation caused by official
actions of a school board or administrator; conversely, segregation

caused by residential patterns does not always have to be corrected by
the school board.

(Thus~

the principle of racial ratios in every school

within the system was struck do\'m.)
Goss v. Lopez

419 u. s.' 565 (1975)

Facts
This case was an appea 1 by schoo 1 administrators of the Co 1umbus,
Ohio Public School System of a ruling by the Federal District and Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals

regardin~

the suspension of students.

due process of the law as it relates to

The lower courts had ruled that the

appelees, who were high school students in the Columbus School System,
had been denied their constitutional rights to due process when they
were suspended from their high school.

The facts of the case had re-

vealed that the students were not given a hearing prior to the suspensions or \Vithin a reasonable time thereafter. 12
The school administrators appealed the decisions of the lower courts
based on the contention that there was no constitutional right to an
education at pub1i c expense, and therefore, students suspended from
school were not protected by the Due Process Clause.
12Goss v. Lopez, 419 u. S. 565 (1975).

They further
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contended that even if the right to a public education was protected by
the Due Process Clause, it could only be considered when an individual
is subjected to a severe detriment or grievous loss; in this

instance~

the school officials contended that the ten-day suspension was neither
severe nor grievous .13

The United States Supreme Court held that education was a property
right protected by the United States Constitution.

In delivering the

opinion of the Court, Justice White stated:
Having chosen to extend the right to an education to
people of appellees' class generally, Ohio may not withdraw
that right on grounds of misconduct absent fundamentally
~~~~r~~~~\'2ures to determine whether the misconduct has
The Court continued in its ruling to outline the type of process
that is due to students who are threatened with suspension.

The Court

was very careful not to get involved with debating the merits of suspension or the right of the schools to suspend students.

The Court did

state that the school must provide an informal hearing procedure for any
student who is threatened with suspension in order that he might have
an opportunity to explain his version of the facts.
Legal Principles Established
Even though this case did not directly involve the issues of grouping and tracking, it did establish certain legal tenets which can be
applied to legal issues related to the classification of students for
13 Ibid., p. 566.

14 Ibid., p. 567.
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special education classes and possibly to cases involving the assignment
of students to low groups or tracks.
Among thE legal principles that this decision helped to establish
are the following:
(l) Once a state establishes a public school system, it becomes

a property right of individual students which is protected by the Due
Process Clause of the Constitution.
(2) Even a short-term suspension cannot be imposed on a student
without pro vi ding a minimum due process hearing for the student.l5
School systems no longer can exclude students, even for a short
period, without providing them with a hearing procedure.

Neither can

schools assign students to special education classes without affording
them with appropriate due process procedures.

While no case has been

decided on by the Court requiring school systems to provide students
with some form of due process hearing before assigning them to groups
or tracks, the question of loss of property right could logically be
raised when a student is assigned to a low group or to a track which
removes him from the mainstream of the public school.16

15Ibid., pp. 566-571.
16chester M. Nolte, Due Process and Its Historical Develotment in
Education~ U. S. Educational Resources Informabon Center, ERI Document ED 088 186 (April 1974) p. 14.
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CASES CONTRIBUTING
SIGNIFICANTLY TO THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF CASE LAW IN AREAS OF TESTING,
GROUPING, AND TRACKING
Hobson v. Hansen
269 F. supp. 401 (D. D.C., 1967)
Overview
The widely publicized court decision affecting the assignment of
students within a school was handed down in 1967 by Judge J. Skelly
Wright in the Federal District Court of Washington, D. C. While this
case dealt with a multiplicity of issues involving discrimination, the
assignment of pupils within the school was the most important aspect of
the case.

For the first time ever, Hobson v. Hansen put to test the

claim that ability grouping guaranteed equal educational opportunity by
providing different programs according to the pupil's ability.
Facts
Prior to becoming superintendent of the District of Columbia School
System, Carl Hansen, as Director of Instruction, had designed a fourtrack system in which students were assigned to classes according to
scores received on academic and achievement tests.

Later, as superin-

tendent of the District of Columbia School System, Hansen found himself
the defendant in a federal court case where one of the major issues was
that the tracking system discriminated against non-white and poor
children. 17
17Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401 (D.D.C., 1967).
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The plaintiffs in the case were parents of non-white children who
were asking the court to issue an order ending several alleged discriminatory practices of the public school system.
The basic contention of the plaintiffs was that the tracking system,
which assigned a disproportionate percentage of non-white and poor
children to the lower tracks, was denying them of an equal educational
opportunity. Specifically, the suit contained the following allegations:
(1) There was no remedial instruction provided for children in the
lower tracks; hence, children assigned to these tracks had very little
opportunity to move up.
(2) The curriculum in the lower tracks was very limited; the
children placed in these tracks were stigmatized and were not receiving
equal educational opportunities.
(3) The tests used to place students in tracks were biased because
they were standardized on wnite,_ middle-class norms. The result was
that many of the classes were resegregated.
(4) The self-image of students assigned to low tracks was damaged.
(5) Children assigned to the lower tracks were not expected to be
able to do well in academic work; thus, teachers did not challenge students, and the result was a "self-fulfilling prophecy."lS
Superintendent Hansen and the Oistrict School Board defended the
tracking plan on the grounds that it did guarantee equal educational
opportunities by providing different programs according to the students'
IBrbid., p. 420.
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abilities. Hansen said that the tracking program was •a legitimate
educational response to the problems of disparicy in achfevements."19
Hansen did admit, however, that the tracking system was initiated
partially as an effort to minimize the impact of integration and to
create a cushioning effect by which the parents of white children would
not take their children out of the public schools. 20
Evidence presented in this case documented the fact that the ratio
of students assigned to tracks was directly related to the concentration
of blacks and poor students in a particular school.

The predominately

black schools in the poor neighborhoods had a large number of students
in the low tracks and in some cases had no honors track.

The opposite

was true in some predominantly white schools where very few children
were assigned to the lower tracks.

In racially-balanced schools, the

top tracks were composed chiefly of children from middle-and upper-middle
class white homes, while blacks and poor whites were predominant in

the lower tracks.21
Decision

In a decisive ruling, Judge Wright permanently enjoined the District
of Columbia School System from further operation of the track system as
19carl F. Hansen, The Four Track Curriculum in Today 1s High Schools
(Englewood Cliffs: Prent1ce-Hall, 1964), pp. 7-8.

20 rbid., p. 9.
21Hobson v. Hansen, p. 490.
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it existed at the tiue of the trial. 22 His decision was based on the
following conclusions concerning the tracking program:
(1) Track assignuents in the schools were significantly related

to class and race.
(2) Track assignuents had not been shown to be directly related
to ability to leam.
(3) Track assignments significantly limited vocational choices.
(4) Track assignments did not allow students to move from the
1ower to the higher tracks.
(5) The lower track assignments did not include remedial reading
programs for the students assigned to these tracks.
(6) Tests used to classify students were inappropriate for a large
proportion of the black and poor white students in that they were standardized primarily on white, middle-class students.23
The Constitutional opinion as stated by Judge Wright is as follows:
The sum result, when tested by the principles of equal protection and due process, is to deprive the poor and a majority
of the Neoro students in the District of Columbia of their
Constitutional rights to equal educational opportunities.24
Discussion

While there was a decisive ruling on the questions of ability
grouping, it left many questions unanswered and did not establish a
clear legal precedent regarding this issue.

Since Judge Wright

specifically stated that his ruling applied only to this one situation
22rbid., p. 517.

23Ibid., pp. 512-514.

24rbid., p. 511.
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and that is should not be interpreted that all academic classifications
were unconstitutional, the case left the future legal status of grouping
and tracking unanswered.

Regarding this issue, Judge Wright's rationale

stated that:
••• not all classifications resulting in disparity are unconstitutional. If the classification is reasonably related
to the purpose of the governmental activity involved and is
rationally carried out, the fact that persons are thereby
treated differently does not necessarily offend.25
The decision specifically stated that. a school system could legally
provide different kinds of students with different educational programs.
The decision did, however, make it clear that any such programs must
meet the following constitutional tests:
(1) Ability grouping must be reasonably related to the purposes
of public education.
(2) Any system of grouping would have to include a compensatory
educational component designed to bring the disadvantaged students

into

the mainstream of public education.
(3) Classification must be based on criteria that are not

biase~

toward non-white and poor children. Tracking or grouping must not be
based on social or economic status.26
The school system appealed the decision handed dOI'/11 by Judge Wright.
The Court of Appeals affirmed the rulings of the District Court, but it
did tone down the wording of the ruling, particularly as it related to
judicial involvement in administrative prerogatives of local school
officials. This Court went into some detail spelling out the fact
25Ibid., p. 511.

26lbid •• pp. 512-514.
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that the Courts would not become involved in matters of administrative
prerogatives.27 In the original ruling, Judge Wright had expressed

regret that it had becone necessary for the Court to involve itself in
an area alien to its expertise, but he concluded that when constitutional
rights are being challenged, the judiciary often must accept its

responsibility to assist in finding a solution.28
The Court of Appeals did not address itself to the constitutional
test of ability grouping outlined by Judge Nright.

In later cases in-

volving the question of ability grouping. this omission has become a

judicial point of speculation and argument.

In its zeal to assure

school officials that the Courts did not wish to take over school
officials• administrative prerogatives, the Court of Appeals also left
some of the legal questions regarding testing and grouping unanswered.
Singleton v. Jackson Separate
Mun1c1pal School D1str1ct
419 F 2d., 1211 (Flfth C1r., 1970)
Facts
several cases involving school desegregation orders were appaaled

to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in December of 1969. Since these
cases involved co11100n questions of law and fact, the Court consolidated
them for opinion purposes and heard them en bane on successive days.
Many issues involving the establishment of a unitary school system were
included in this case.
27smuck v. Hobson, 408 F. 2d., 186-188 (1969).
28tJobson v. Hansen at 517 (1967).
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Of importance to this study is the section of the consolidated
opinion dealing with testing and grouping, No. 28261--Marshall County
and Holly Springs, Mississippi.

The District Court had approved a

desegregation plan to assign students in Marshall County and Holly
Springs, Mississippi to various schools within the systems based on
achievement test scores.

The Justice Department appealed this decision

based on the contention that such a plan denied minority students
equal protection of the law and equal educational opportunity.29
Decision

Evidence reviewed by the Court revealed that both systems recently
had been ordered to present an acceptable plan to end the dual school
system.

The Fifth District Court of Appeals rejected the plan whereby

students would have been assigned to schools based on achievement test
results.

Said the Court:

We pretermit a discussion of the validity per se of a plan
based on testing except to hold that testing cannot be employed

J~s~~~.~~ent until unitary school systems have been estab-

The Court reversed the lower courts' decision and sent it back to
the District Court with instructions that the Board of Education be
resuired to submit a desegregation plan which would comply with the
Alexander v. Holmes ruling of the United States Supreme Court requiring
immediate desegregation.
29singleton v. Jackson f1unicipal Separate School District, 419 F.
2d., p. 1219 (Flfth Clr., 19/o).
30Ibid.
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Before giving opinions on the appeals in this consolidated case,
the Fifth District Circuit Court of Appeals pointed out that the recent
Supreme Court decision in Alexander v. Holmes had changed the entire

status of litigation involving desegregation. No longer was the doctrine
of 11 deliberate speed•• applicable; the doctrine of immediate operation
of unitary school systems was now the law of the land.

As a result of

this decision, the Court noted that all questions in the pending appeals
t:ere resolved except for the mechanics~ and these were· to be accomplished

11ithin the framework of imnediacy laid down in Alexander v. Holrnes.31
Armed with the Supreme Court's decision in Alexander v. Holmes, the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals rendered a decisive decision barring the
use of tests for purposes of assigning students in recently desegregated

school systems. This ruling established a precedent which was used in
several related cases between 1970 and 1975. !lhile not specifically
stating it, the Court implied that it would consider the validity of
the testing issue in the future if it became an issue within a unitary

schoo1 system.
Moses v. Washington Parish School Board
330 F Supp. 1340 (E. D. La. 1971)
Facts
Since 1953, the Franklinton, Louisiana white elementary school had
used a form of tracking within a nongraded program based on achievement

31Ibid., 1216-1217.
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and aptitude testing.

The black elementary school, which had been

closed by court orders in 1969, had used heterogeneous grouping in a
traditional graded structure with no systematic achievement or aptitude
testing. 32
Following the Court order to close the black school in 1969, the
black students were assigned to the former a11-white school in Franklinton, making it 69 percent black.

The school retained the classification

system previously used in the white school with the exception that
grouping was based on reading scores only instead of reading and math.

The result of this grouping plan was that over 80 percent of the white
students ended up in the top three sections of the eleven levels; 63
percent of all of the blacks were in the Tower three sections, and the
bottom three sections of each level were 100 percent black.33
The parents of some of the black students brought suit in the
federal courts charging that the ability grouping plan of the Franklinton School violated the right of the black students to equal protection
of the law as guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution. The plaintiffs requested that the school board
be required to assign all students to

heterogeneous~

racially integrated

classes and to adopt compensatory educational programs to remedy the
effects of the previous discriminatory policies.34
32Moses v. Washington Parish School Board, 330 F. Supp. 1340-1341
(1971) aff'd, 456 F 2d (1285 (Flfth C1r., 1972).
33rbid., p. 1344.
34Jbid.' pp. 1340-1341.
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In presenting their case, the plaintiffs argued that the ability
grouping plan at Franklinton Elementary School was a perpetuation of the
results of past discrimination of the former dual school systems because
of inferior educational opportunities in their previous school.

This,

they contended, was clearly a denial of equal educational opportunity
and equa 1 protection of the 1aws _35
The plaintiffs also contended that the homogeneous grouping plan at
the Franklinton School resulted in segregated classes which were not
educationally justified.

Numberous educational experts presented testi-

mony concerning the advantages and disadvantages of ability grouping,
both for the defense and for the plaintiffs. This represented a significant departure from other cases involving school integration in that the
Court considered educational philosophy and educational issues in arriving at a judicial decision.
Decision
Judge Frederick Heebe ruled that the plaintiffs had successfully
challenged the use of ability grouping in a recently desegregated school
system and ordered the reassignment of all the students to racially
integrated classrooms.

In arriving at this decision, Judge Heebe noted

the inconclusiveness of the research regarding academic achievement and
ability grouping.

He also noted the lack of student movement from one

group to another within the organization which resulted in a racial caste
system where students tended to remain in the same system throughout the
elementary school years. 36
35rbid., p. 1343.

36Jbid.' pp. 1340-1341.
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The official opinion of the District Court regarding the use of

testing is as follows:
Without determining the per se validity of the use of such
tests, the Court holds that testing, as presently used in Franklinton Elementary denies plaintiffs equal educational opportunity and impedes the immediate establishing of a truly unitary
school as compelled by Alexander v. Holmes County Board of Education 396 U. S. 19, (1969), and has the effect of tending to

=6~ ~~~c;~~~n ~Y3~~mU~f5 ~d4~~til~s~)~~}bi ted

under

~·

The Court referred to several Fifth Circuit cases banning the use
of testing in recently desegregated school systems.

The Court found that

the probable motivation for the testing plan was to perpetuate school
segregation and held that resegregation through testing was impermissible.
This part of the opinion stated:
. . . It is equally apparent, given the obvious reluctance and
recalcitrance of school boards to establish unitary schools,
that the school board in deciding to use testing, probably anticipated that most whites would score well and thus used testing
to maintain as many segregated schools as permissible.38

Discussion
The concept of ability grouping was discussed by the Court in making
its ruling. While not specifically ruling that this practice was unconstitutional, the Court did state its agreement with testimony that there
was evidence of hannful effects of grouping upon low-ability children
and that homogeneously· grouped children usually do not achieve better
than heterogeneously grouped children. 39
The Court also noted that grouping students for all subjects based
on test performance on a single test (reading) was the worst form of
37lbid.' p. 1342.

381bid.' p. 1345.

39lbid.' p. 1344.
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homogeneous grouping. 40 The schoo 1 board appealed Judge Heebe 1 s ruling,

but the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the District Court deci-

sion one year 1ater.41
While this case went further than previous cases in discussing test-

ing and ability grouping as these relate to equal educational opportunity

and equal protection of the law, the decision did not declare these
practices unconstitutional.

The key portion of this ruling stated that

testing for ability grouping purposes could not be used in recently
desegregated school systems.

This became a legal preCedent which was

used by various courts in cases involving similar issues.

The impli-

cation of the Court in this decision was that it would not want to ban
the use of these educational practices in the future if the school
systems could present sufficient evidence that such practices were not
discriminatory and that they were educationally sound.
Copeland

Vo

School Board of City of

Portsmouth, Vir inia
464 F 2d 932

1972)

Facts
Both the plaintiffs and the school board appealed an order of the
United States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia establishing a plan for the unitary operation of the school system of the
City of

Portsmouth~

Virginia.

While there were several issues involved

40lbido' PPo 1342-1343o
41 Moses v o Washington Parish School Board, 456 Fo 2do 1285 (Fifth
Ciro, 1972)o
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in the appeal relating to school desegregation, the ones Included for
discussion here concern the use of tests and examinations for assigning

students to special schoo1s.
Two fonnerly black-Identified schools were being used by the school
system as schools for students with special learning problems.

One of

these schools, Mt. Vernon, was used for retarded children, both black
and white; while the second school, Reddick-Weaver, was used for stu-

dents with specific learning disabilities.
The plaintiffs, who were parents of black students assigned to the
schools, argued that the fact that over 75 percent of the students
assigned to the special schools were black was sufficient evidence that
the schools should be closed. There apparently was no inquiry by the
plaintiffs into the reliability or relevance of the standardized tests
used by the system in ascertaining retardation. 42
The school system maintained that modern educational practices
sustain the methods being used by the system for correcting learning
problems and for offering better services to retarded children. The
system further argued that all assignments were made without regard to
race and on the basis of

~aminations

professionally-trained personnel.

administered by competent and

Furthennore, the school system stated

that a mentally retarded child, whether he be black or white, is better
served by assignment to a special school where he can be given a fonn
of education adopted to his capacity. 43
42cofeland v. School Board of City of Portsmouth, Virginia, 464 F.
2d., 933 Fourth C1r., 1972).
43Jbid. ' p. 933.
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Decision
The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals held that when pupil assignments

are made to special schools to benefit students with special learning
problems, such assignments do not deny equal protection or equal edu-

cational opportunity merely because such schools are not racially
balanced.

Said the Court:

Merely because there may be in any school system more mentally retarded black children than there are \•!hite, or vice-

versa, is no reason for the discontinuance of a special school
• • • • Any other rule would mean the sacrifice of the student
and his education to the sinole goal of absolute, inflexible
racial balance.44
•
The Court ruled that while racial balance was not required by the

constitution, it was necessary to establish that the tests and examinations used in making assignments be
discrimination.

relevant~

reliable and free of

Therefore, the Circuit Court directed the District

Court to detennine whether the tests being used by the school system
for assignment purposes met the above requirements. 45
Discussion
Even though the plaintiffs had not questioned the validity of the

tests and examinations being used by the Portsmouth City School System
for assigning students to the two special schools, the Circuit Court of
Appeals noted that this could very definitely be a consideration in this
and other related cases. This portion of the discussion was significant
in that it represented one of the few instances when a Federal Court
addressed itself to the question of actual test validity as an issue in
the equa1 protection question.
44Ibid., p. 934.
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·Serna v. Portales ~unicipal Schools
351 F. Supp. 1279 (1972)
Facts
Plaintiffs in this case were Spanish-surnamed children who were
seeking an injunction against the Portales, New Mexico ,.,unicipal Schools
requiring them to offer a specially designed curriculum for Spanish-

speaking students. The plaintiffs contended that the school system had
been discrimi_nating against this class of students because the educational

program did not satisfy their learning and social need.s. 41; Thus, this
case presented an issue which was the reverse of issues in other cases
concerning discrimination; here, the plaintiffs were asking for special

programs for a specific group of students to be in the same program.
The facts of the case revealed that lindsey Elementary School had
a Spanish-surnamed population of 86.7 percent in the 1971-1972 school
year, while the other three schools in the district had a Spanish-surnamed
population of from 12 to 22 percent. The major contention of the
plaintiffs was that the Portales school system was tailored to educate
the middle class from English-speaking families without regard to the
needs of Spanish-speaking families.47
Evidence presented in the case showed that achievement and intelligence test scores for children at lindsey School were considerably lower
than were the scores for children at other schools.
46sema v. Portales Municipal Schools, 351 F. Supp. 1279 (D. C.
New Mexico, l972).
47Ibid., p. 1281.
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Decision

The District Court for New Mexico ruled that the school system was
not providing the specialized program needed to meet the needs of the
minority students.

The Court said that

'Jt would

be a deprivation of

equal protection for a school district to effectuate a curriculum not
tailored to the educational needs of the minority children.''48 The
school system was given ninety days to present plans for remedial

education to correct inequities in the educational program identified
by the Court.
Discussion
There was no contention by the Plaintiffs that the education program was poorer in the school with the high percentage of Spanish-

speaking students than in the other schools; the issue in this case was
that the educational program needed to be different for students whose
needs were different.

By agreeing with the plaintiffs, the Court

established a new dirrension to the issues of discrimination and denial
of equal educational opportunity:

educational programs have to be

different in schools within the same system if the students' needs are
significantly different.

4srbid., p. 1283.
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McNeal v. Tate County School District
So8 F. 2d 1017 (19/S)
Facts
The United States District Court for the Northern District of
Mississippi approved the Tate County School System's desegregation plan,
which included assigning students to classrooms based on ability.

The

District Court reasoned that recent decisions of the Supreme Court which
allowed for some segregated classrooms in certain metropolitan systems
had superseded decisions rendered by Federal District and Circuit
Courts. 49
The classroom assignment plan 11as based on teacher evaluation of
the pupil's past performance, with the principal making the final decision. The Tate County School System had an enrollment of 2152 black
students and 1367 11hite students in five schools.
Evidence presented to the Court revealed that the student assignment
plan had produced from one to four all-black sections in every elementary
grade (1-6) and a
dence also

sho~<ed

fe~<

all-11hite sections in the advanced grades.

that a number of the all-black classrooms

>~ere

Evitaught

by black teachers. 50
The parents of some of the black students appealed the District
Court's ruling claiming that this decision violated the court's initial
order enjoining the maintenance of segregated classrooms.

The plain-

tiffs also asked the court to require that the racial ratio in each
classroom reflect the ratio in the respective grade.51
49Mdleal v. Tate County School District, 508 F. 2d, 1019 (Fifth
Cir., 1 5 •
sorbid., p. 1018.
51rbid., p. 1019.
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Decision

The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
sion.

rev~rsed

the lower court•s deci-

The Court held that an assignment plan based on ability or

achievement grouping which resulted in racially segregated classrooms
could not be used by a system until it had operated a unitary system
without ability-grouped classrooms for a period of time sufficient to

assure that the underachievement of the slower groups Has not due to
educational disparities caused by prior segregation. 52

In arriving at

this decision, the Court reviewed the judicial rationale established in
Sinqleton v. Jackson (1970) and in Lenon v. Bossier (1971) that the

validity of using tests for classroom or school assignment purposes
could not be considered until the system had operated as a unitary
system for several years.

In this case, the Court noted that black

students had never been allowed to attend a unitary school system \llhere
ability grouping was not used.
The Court stated that the judicial ban on ability grouping could be
lifted when a school system could show it had taken the necessary steps
to end the educational disadvantages caused by prior segregation. 53
Since the decision in this case summarized many of the key points
made by various courts in related cases, a portion of the ruling is
included belO'I'I:
Ability grouping, like any other non-racial method of student assignment, is not constitutionally forbidden. Certainly
educators are in a better position than courts to appreciate the
educational advantages or disadvantages of such a system in a
particular school or district. School districts ought to be,
53Jbid.' p. 1021.
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and are, free to use such grouping whenever it does not have
a racially discriminatory effect. If it does cause segregation, whether in classrooms or in schools, ability grouping
may nevertheless be permitted in an otherwise unitary system
if the school district can demonstrate that its assignment
method is not based on the present results of past segregation
or will remedy ~uch results through better educational
opportunities. 5
Discussion
As was the case in similar cases several years earlier, the Fifth

Circuit Court of Appeals did not get into the educational arena with
this decision.

The fact that the Court specifically stated that even

ability grouping resulting in segregated classrooms was permissible if
the school system could prove that such programs would result in better
educational opportunities shows that the court wanted to maintain its
distance from strictly educational decisions.
Vorchheimer v. School District of Philadelphia
532 F. 2d 880 (1976)
Facts
A female high school student who had been denied admission to an
all-male academic high school because of sex brought a class action to
challenge this alleged constitutional discrimination.

An injunction was

granted by the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, and qualified female students were ordered to be admitted
to the all-male schooJ.55
54 Ibid.' p. 1020.
55vorchheimer v. School District of Philadelphia, 532 F. 2d 880
(Third C1r., 1976).
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The District Court order was appealed by the school district to the
Third Circuit Court of Appeals.
Decision
The question before the Court of Appea1s was whether or not the
denial of the right to attend the all-male school was a denial of the
equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States
Constitution.

The Court said it had to determine if the Constitution

and laws of the United States require that every public school in the
nation be coeducational. 56
After reviewing the evidence, the Court of Appeals reversed the
judgment of the District Court and held that where attendance at either
of two single-sex high schools was voluntary, and the educational
opportunities offered were essentially equal, the admission requirements
based on gender were not unconstitutional. 57
This case was appealed to the United States Supreme Court where
the decision of the Appeals Court was affirmed.
Discussion

The Court found that there was no evidence that the all-male school
offered a superior academic program to that offered at the all-female
school.

Since attendance at either of the special schools was voluntary,

the Court could find no reason to rule that the admission requirement
of gender was a denial of the equal protection clause.
56rbid., p. 881.

57rbid., p. 885.
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The Court was careful not to get involved in educational philosophy.
The Court noted that if its ruling allowed the plaintiff to attend the
all-male school, all single-sex schools would have to be abolished, and
this would deny parents and students who prefer an education in such
schools that opportunity.58

It should be noted that this court continued

the precedent established by the other courts in refusing to get involved
in administrative issues which it deemed to be the sole responsibility of
the school system.

The summary statement of the order illustrates this·

point.
It is not for us to pass upon the wisdom of segregating
boys and girls in high school. He are concerned not with the
desirability of the practice but only its constitutionality.
Once that threshold has been passed, it is the school board's
responsibility to determine the best methods of accomplishing its mission.59
Everett v. Marcase
425 F. Supp. 397 (1977)
Facts
A recent case which involved an issue similar to tracking was
heard by the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania in January of 1977. The plaintiffs in this case were
parents of students who had been "laterally" transferred from one
school to another in Philadelphia. The parents brought suit challenging
that the system had no specific due process guidelines to use in making
58Ibid., p. 888.

S9rbid., p. 888.
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the transfers.

The suit asked the Court to compel the Philadelphia

School District to adopt specific procedures which would guarantee procedural due process for any students before they could be transferred to
a different school. 6D
The school system took the position that no cognizable property
rights had been denied the plaintiffs and that the 11 1ateral 11 transfers

did not amount to punishment; therefore, the school district contended
that no procedural due process rights were required. 61
Decision

The District Court ruled that even though the transfers may in certain specific instances be for the good of the pupil, it nevertheless
bears the stigma of punishment.

The Court ruled that such transfers did

involve protected property interests of the pupils of sufficient significance to warrant the skeleton of due process protection. 62
In arriving at the decision in the Everett v. Marcase case, the

District Court Judge used the Goss v. Lopez decision as the legal precedent for requiring minimal due process proceedings.

In Goss, the United

States Supreme Court ruled that a student must be afforded a minimal due
process hearing before he could be suspended, even for a short period.
In Everett v. Marcase, the Court reasoned that the

11

1ateral 11 transfers

of students were at least as important to the student as short-term
suspension, and therefore, due process must be afforded students before
they can be transferred to another schoo 1 •63
60 Everett v. Marcase, 426 F. Supp. 397 (D.
61 Ibid., p. 398.

62 Ibid., p. 4CO.

c.

East Dist. Pa. 1977).
63Ibid.

lZB
Discussion

Since the assignnent of students to specific tracks within a school
results in some of the sarre stigmas as does a forced transfer to another
school, minimal due process protection caul d be required for students

being assigned to low tracks or groups.

If a legal challenge is raised

on the issue of track assignment without due process, it could be supported
by the contention that students in the low groups and low tracks often do

not receive training necessary for obtaini(lg high-paying jobs or for
admission to college--hence, the issue of denial of equal educational
opportunity as a result of track assignment without due process of law

could be a litigious issue in the future.
CASES RELATED TO RACIAL AND SEX
DISCRIMINATION AND TO THE USE OF STANDARDIZED TESTS

Miller v. School District Number 2,
Clarendon County~ South Carollna
256 F. Supp. 370 (1966)
Facts
The main issue in this case was the right of parents of minority
children to transfer their children to formerly all-white schools.

The

county 1 s desegregation plan contained restrictive provisions for allowing school transfers. provisions which became the basis for this
litigation.
Other questions raised by the plaintiffs included whether or not
a school system could group students according to ability or achieverrent
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and whether or not 1oca 1 districts had to adhere to a11 of the desegregation guidelines established by the Office of

Health~

Education, and

Welfare. 54
Decision

The United States District Court for the District of South Carolina
ruled that the county•s restrictive plan for allowing freedom of choice
transfers was not in keeping with the spirit of the law requiring school
systems to end all vestiges of school desegregation.
Concerning the issue of separating classes into accelerated and
slow groups, the Court ruled that such practices were proper and that

such decisions were matters solely for educators.
11

The Court stated that

discrimination 11 based on educational need was not a constitutional

question, but that it is

11

racia1 discrimination 11 in public education

which must be removed. 65
Discussion
The Court attempted to make a distinction between racial discrimination and legitimate educational discrimination in this decision.

How-

ever, since no further clarification or distinction was made by the
Court regarding what it meant, the case did not provide educators with
any relevant guidelines regarding academic grouping practices.
64Miller v. School District Number 2, Clarendon County, South
Carolina, 256 F. Supp. 370 (D. C. S. C. 1966).
Gsrbid., p. 375.
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U.

s.

v. Choctaw County Board of Education

417 F.

za.

838 (19691

Facts
The United States District Court for the Southern District of
Alabama had ruled against black parents who were seeking total integration of the Choctaw County public schools. The Court's reasoning was
that it would create violence and turmoil and that it would not work
effectively at that time. The plaintiffs appealed this decision to
the Circuit Court of Appeals.
The issues of the case were whether or not a "freedom-of-choice"
plan or a zoning plan are constitutional if they do not result in
significant school integration. Also at issue was whether school desegregation could justifiably be delayed on the grounds that black children
had lower educational levels than did white children at the same age or
grade 1eve 1 . 66
Dacision
The Court of Appeals reversed the District Court's decision and
ordered the school system to submit a new plan for desegregation that
would immediately eliminate all-Negro schools. The Court gave the
system the following specific guidelines:
(1) School Boards have the affirmative duty under the Fourteenth
Amendment to bring about an integrated, unitary school system.
66U. S. v. Choctaw Board of Education, 417 F. 2d. 838 (D. C. So.
Dist. Ala. 1969).
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(2)

The dual system must be liquidated 11 lock, stock, and barre1 11 - -

students. teachers, staff, facilities, transportation, and school activities.
(3)

The only school desegregation plan that meets constitutional

standards is one that works immediately to end segregation.67

The decision further stated that school desegregation could not
be delayed because Negro pupils had lower educational levels than

whites in the satre grade leve].68
Discussion
~lhile

this case did not directly address the subject of ability

grouping, it did help to establish the legal principles for later cases
that were directly related to grouping.

The Court of Appeals made it

clear in this decision that it was not the desire of the Courts to
scrutinize the internal operations of the schools and that if school
systems would face up to their responsibilities of affirmatively bringing
about total school integration, the Courts would gladly retire from the
school business.69

67Ibid., p. 842.

68Ibid., p. 83g.

69Ibid., p. 839.
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United States of America v. Board of Education
of Lincoln Counfv
301 F. Supp. 1024 ~969)
Facts
The Lincoln County, Georgia, School System operated two twelve-

grade schools.

In 1968, each school was completely segregated w;th

698 white pupils in one school and 945 Negro pupils in the other
school. The United States Attorney General and some parents of black
students initiated a suit seeking to enjoin the Board of Education from
operating a dual school system.70
Decision

The decision of the United States District Court for the Southern
District of Georgi a was to order the schoo1 system to take whatever steps
necessary to convert the district into a unitary system in which all

vestiges of discrimination would be eliminated.71
The Court specifically rejected as irrelevant the testimony of two
college professors which claimed that tests given to all students in the
schools revealed a perfoimance gap between black and white students that
would cause serious educational problems should the system have to integrate its schools.

Regarding this issue, the Court stated:

Under latter day Fourteenth Amendment interpretation, scholastic aptitude means nothing. Total integration of the schools,
regardless of the consequences to the system, is all that
70United States v. Board of Education of lincoln County, 3~1 F.
Supp. 1024 (D. C. So. D!st. Ga. 1969).
71 Ibld.' p. 1028.
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counts. The higher courts apparently look no further.
If a lower court were to do so, it would be met by an argument that it is impennissible to allo\1 the school boards to
assert the educational results of past discrimination as
justification for continuation thereof. 72
Discussion

This district court case is included for revie\1 and analysis because
it was one of the earlier cases to establish the legal principle that

educational results of past discrimination may not be used as justification for the continuance of the same practices. This principle has
since been used by numerous other courts in cases containing issues
related to ability grouping.

It is also significant that the court ruled that the results of
ability tests were irrelevant.

Test results had indicated the existence

of a wide range of abilities between white and black students.

The

psychologists who had administered the tests had recommended that a
tracking system would be the best plan for integrating the schools.
Based on the test
room integration.

scores~

this would have resulted in very little class-

Not only did the Court reject the tracking proposal,

it ruled that the test discussion, itself, was not valid in a case in-

volving school integrationJ3
Moore v. Tangioahoa Parish School Board
304 F. Supp. 244 (1969)
Overview
While this case is not specifically concerned with the question of
ability grouping and testing, it is an important case in a series of
72Jbid .• p. 1029

73Jbfd •• p. 1030.
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court decisions dealing with constitutional questions of student assignment.

It is included for discussion here because portions of the ruling

were later applied to cases which were specifically concerned with grouping and testing issues.

Facts
In October of 1968, the District Court for the Eastem District of
Louisiana ordered the largely segregated Tangipahoa Par ish School Board

to come up with a plan for the unitary operation of its schools for the
1969-1970 school year. The Board reported to the Court in November of
1968 that it was unable to find a better plan than the "freedom of
choice 11 plan then in use.

Under this plan, more than 96 percent of the

Negro students were attending all-black schools. The Court disagreed
with the school board and ordered them to seek outside assistance in
drawing up a new plan.74
The school board apparently disregarded the outside consultant's
integration plan and presented a new plan which would phase out freedom
of choice plans over a three-year period. The plan called for the principal to be responsible for actual classroom assignments of individual
students with the implication that there might be all-white classes and
all-black classes within the same school. The plan also called for the
separation of boys and girls into separate schools in one section of the

county.75
74t4oore v. Tangipahoa Parrish School Board, 304 F. Supp. 244
(D. C. East Oist. La. 1969).
75Ibid., p. 249.
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Decision
The Court did not accept the new plan of the school board and issued
a comprehensive order giving the school system specific instruction con-

cerning the desegregation of the schools.

The part of the order that

relates to academic grouping states:
All classroom assignments shall be made on a racially
nondiscriminatory basis a9d in such a manner that no class
is racially identifiable. 6
In explaining the ruling, the Court made it clear that students

could be classified by the school system so long as the criteria for
the classification was not racially discriminatory.

The Court said,

however, that the burden of proof that tests or other criteria selected
for classification purposes were free from racial bias clearly rested
with the school system. 77
Discussion
In this case, the Court attempted to establish a clear distinction
between its duty to protect the constitutional rights of all students
and the administrative prerogatives of the school board.

The following

specific judicial opinions about the relationship of the courts to the
local schools were included in the decision:
(1)

The court recognizes the right of the school board to run the

schools, and it should be afforded every opportunity to do so as long
as it guarantees every child equal protection of the law.
76 Ibid.' p. 252.

77Jbid., p. 249.
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(2)

The court will never alter particulars of a school desegregation

plan submitted by a local school board merely because the particulars
appear to be administratively awkward.
(3)

Local plans may be defective in educational principles, or

require alteration after a trial period, but local boards must be free
to experiment within constitutional grounds.
(4)

It is proper that classroom assignments be made by the individ-

ual school principal so long as these assignments are made in ,a nondiScriminatory fashion and so long as the assignments do not result in

racially identifiable classesJ8
References to these judicial opinions have been made several times
by various courts in cases involving questions of testing, grouoing, and
classifying students.
U. S. v. Tunica Countf School District
421 F. 2d. 1236 (Flfth Cir., 1970)
Facts
The school systen in Tunica, Mississippi traditionally had operated
two white schools (grades 1-6 and 7-12} and two all-Negro schools (grades
1-8 and 1-12}, serving 555 white pupils and 3,155 Negro pupils respectively.
Since the school systen's "freedom of choice'' attendance plan had resulted
in very little school

integration~

the District Court ordered the school

board to subitit a new integration plan.
The school board responded by submitting a new "freedcm of choice"
plan and an alternate plan whereby
78Ibid., pp. 247-248.

stud~nts

would be assigned to schools
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based on achievement test scores.

Students in four grades would be

tested per year, with the highest scoring students assigned to the
predominantly white schools and all others to the Negro schools.7 9
The United States District Court for the Northern District of
Mississippi approved the three-stage olan for pupil assignment based on
achievement test scores.

Both the school board and the United States

Justice Department appealed the ruling.

The school board maintained that

the Court should have approved the new "freedom of chojce" plan; the
Justice Department contended that the achievement test assignment plan
violated the equal educational opportunity rights of minority children. SO
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals reviewed the case and rendered its
decision in 1970.
Decision

The Fifth Circuit Court of ft.ppeals concluded that the facts in this
case

~<ere

identical to those in the Marshall County case (Singleton v.

Jackson 1970) and ordered the judgment of the District Court reversed
and remanded for further proceedings. 81 The Court of Appeals also
instructed the District Court to order the school board to submit a new
desegregation plan complying with all of the provisions of the Singleton
ruling. 82
79u. S. v. Tunica County School District, 421 F. 2d. 1236 (Fifth
Cir. 1970); cert. den., 398 0. s. 951 (D. c. N. Dist. Miss. 1970).
80Jbid., p. 1237.

81Jbid., p. 1237.

82 sinqleton v. Jackson, 419 F. 2d. 1219 (1970).
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Discussion
The Fifth Circuit Court determined that the Tunica County School
Board was simply trying to avoid its constitutional duty to establish

and operate a unitary school system. The Court noted that the doctrine
of immediate inte9ration had been firmly established by the United States
Supreme Court in Alexander v. Holmes {1969) and that attempts to delay
and/or circumvent compliance would not be tolerated by the eourt.

The question of the right of a school system to use tests to determine pupil assignment was not discussed by the Court except as it
referred to the portion of the Singleton ruling regarding tests.

Here

the Court had stated:

He pretermit a discussion of the validity per se of a
plan based on testing except to hold that testing cannot be
~~~!~{~~h!~.§W event until unitary school systems have been

United States v. Sunflower County School District
430 F. Zd. 839 (!970)
Facts
The United States Justice Departl'll:nt asked the District Court to
order the Sunflower County School Board to terminate its dual school
operation at the close of the 1970 school year.

The school system had

been assigning students based on achievel'll:nt test scores with the result
that over 95 percent of the Negra students continued to attend schools
that were essentially all Negro.
83Jbid .• p. 1221.
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The District Court ordered the School Board to rescind its practice
of assi90ing students to schools based on achievement test results. The
order further stated that all aspects of the dual school system were to
be terminated and a unitary school system established immediately as
required by the United States Supreme Court decision in Alexander v.
Holmes County Board of Education (1969). 84
The District Court's ruling was appealed by the Sunflower County
School Board, -and the case was reviewed by the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals.
Decision

The Court of Appeals rejected the school board's appeal and affirmed
the action of the District Court. The Court ruled that the District
Court had indeed issued a clear and concise order which was in accordance

with the decision of the U.

s.

Supreme Court and with the Sinoleton

decision previously issued by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.BS

Facts
The plaintiffs in this case were the parents of a nonwhite child
who were seeking to force the Pasadena, California, School District to
change its school assi90ment plan so that it would result in more racial
balance in the schools.
84united States v. Sunflower County School District, 430 F. 2d.
839 (Fifth C1r., 1970).
85 Ibid., p. 840.
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While there were several issues involved in this desegregation case,
the one relating to the topic of this study concerned ability grouping.
Students in the secondary schools were grouped in fast, regular, and
slow sections, with the result being that larger numbers of black students were assigned to the lower sections. The grouping was based in

part on scores the students made on achievement and intelligence tests

and on teacher and counselor reconmendations. Parents also could request
that their children be assigned to a particular section.86
~

The case was heard by the United States District Court for the
Central District of California. The Court ruled that the practice of
ability grouping used by the school system which resulted in racially
i!llbalanced classes was a violation of the equal protection clause of

tha Fourteenth Amendment. Said the Court:
Under the Fourteenth Amendment a public school body
has an obligation to act affirmatively to promote integration,
consistent 1<1ith the principles of educational soundness
and administrative feasibility.87
The Court said that when school officials make educational policy
decisions based wholly or in part on considerations of the race of the

students or teachers which result in increased racial segregation within
the system or within the school, then this is evidence that a violation
of the Fourteenth Amendment has occurred. 88

86~angler v. Pasadena County Board of Education, 311 F. Supp. 501
(D. C. nt. Oat. tahf., 1970).
87Ibid., p. 521.

88Ibid.
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Lemon v. Bossier Parish School Board
444 F. 2d. 1400 (F1fth C1r. 1970)
Facts
The United States District Court for the Western District of
Louisiana approved a school desegregation plan for the Plain Dealing
Louisiana School System which allowed the system to assign students in
grades 4-12 to one of two schools on the basis of scores made on the
California Achievement Test. The plaintiffs appealed this decision,
contending that such a plan was not in COmPliance with legal principles
established by the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals.89

The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the lower court's
decision and remanded the case to the District Court with instructions

to have the school system

rewrite the student assignment plan. The

Court of Appeals stated that the plan of assigning students based on
achievenent test scores was obviously not in tOIJ1)1iance with previous

orders of that Court in school desegregation cases. 90 Specifically,
the Court referred to the precedent case of Singleton v. Jackson (1970),
which held that the Court would not even discuss the question of
testing in a recently desegregated school system. 91
89Lemon v. Bossier Parrish School Board, 444, F. 2d. 1400 (Fifth
Cir., 1
90 Ibid.
91singleton v. Jackson, 419 F. 2d. 1219 (Fifth Clr., 1970).
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The Court noted that it had repeatedly rejected testing as a basis
for student assignrrent since the Singleton decision and that it saw no
reason to

depa~

from this ruling in this particular case.

Since the

Plain Dealing School System had been operating as a unitary system for

only one semester, the Court reasoned that this was insufficient time
to raise the issue of the validity of testing.92
Discussion

While th.is case is very similar to previously reported cases from

the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. it does go a step further in
clarifying some of the issues left unsettled by the Court in previous
cases.

For example, the school systems wanted to kn01., how long the

court would require a school system to operate as a unitary system
before allowing it to assign students based on test scores.

In this

case, the Court said that as a minimum the district in question \'lould
have to operate as a unitary system for several years before attempting
to implement such a plan.93
/Js in previous cases, hoNever, the Court aQain declined to rule on

the validity of testing per se.

Regarding this issue, the Court

stated:
Hhen a school district that has operated as a unitary
system for a sufficient time raises the issue, we will then
decide that complex and troubling question which, suffice it
to say, is not simplistic.94
92Lemon v. Bossier Parish School Board, op. cit., p. 1401.
93Jbid.

94Jbid.
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Thus, this Court was able to continue the policy established by the
Supreme Court in Alexander v. Holmes (1970) and by other District Courts
in related desegregation cases of not getting involved directly in educational issues.95 By sticking to the equal protection question and the
equal educational opportunity issue, the Court was able to postpone its
direct involvement in educational issues.
United States v. State of Texas
342 F. Supp. 24 (E. D. Texas, 1971)
Facts
The San Felipe Del Rio Consolidated Independent School District included many students who were classified as Mexican-Americans.

This

case originated as an effort to get the Court to declare the MexicanAmerican or Spanish-surnamed Americans to be a separate and distinct
national origin group so they could receive benefits of class action
rulings of the Court and receive the protection afforded a class of
people by the Civil Rights Act.
Specifically, the plaintiffs, who were parents of Mexican-American
students, wanted the school system to provide a curriculum that would
be relevant to the unique needs of the minority children.96
Decision
The District Court ruled that the Mexican-American students did
constitute a distinct, identifiable ethnic-minority group, and that
95Moore v. Tangipahoa Parrish School Board, op. cit., p. 145.
96united States v. State of Texas, 342 F. Supp. 24 (D. C. East
Dist. Texas, 1971).
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as such, they were entitled to all judicial protections afforded other
racial and ethnic minority groups.
The Court ruled that the San Filipe Del Rio School District must
create a unitary school system with no Mexican schools and no white
schools but just schools.97 The Court noted that the United States
Supreme Court had not specifically defined a unitary school system beyond
saying it is one that offers equal educational opportunities to all
students98

and one that offers the greatest amount of desegregation

possible.99 Since no specific definitions of a unitary system had been
provided by previous court decisions, the District Court proceeded to
give the school district specific instructions as to what it should do
in order to satisfy the unitary school system requirement. Some examples
of the Court's order follow:
(1)

Modify the curriculum design in order to provide for the

linguistic pluralism of the student body;
(2)

Use the child's native language for instructional purposes;

(3)

Implement an individualized instructional program within the

context of completely heterogeneous classrooms;
(4)

Provide for special educational needs of migrant children

through special groupings not to exceed one hour of the school day)OO
97 Ibid., p. 27
98Alexander v. Holmes County Board of Education, 396 U. S. 19 (1969).
99swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402 U. S.
(1971).
lOOu. s. v. State of Texas, op. cit., pp. 32-34.
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Discussion
Whereas previous decisions were criticized by school officials for
not providing more explicit guidelines or definitions for unitary school
systems s this decision was the complete opposite in that it spelled out in

minute detail how the school system should be organized and what the
program should be.
Previous court decisions had contained statements to the effect that
the courts did not wish to become involved in the internal school processes.

In this instance, however, the Court apparently felt that the

constitutional rights of the minority students could best be protected
by the specific court-ordered desegregation plan.

Facts
This school desegregation case involved a number of related issues
including faculty assignments, location of new schools, promotion of
employees, and in-school segregation. The case was heard by Judge James

McMillan, who had recently been directly involved in the U. S. Supreme
Court case of Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education.
The related issue in this case is that of in-school segregation.

Evidence revealed that as many as thirey of the 155 classes in the
Anson County schools were all-black and that several of these resulted
from the practice of assigning pupils to classes based on ability of
achievement.lD1
1D1singleton v. Anson County Board of Education, C. A. No. 3259
(W. D. of N.

C. 1971).
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Decision
Judge McMillan ruled that the Anson County School System would have
to make several changes in its school desegregation plan in order to
comply with the Constitutional principles established by the Supreme
Court in the Swann v. Charlotte-f·lecklenburg case.

Regarding the issue

of ability grouping and in-school segregation, the Court said:

Ability grouping, or the so called "track-method," may
have academic justification and may be an educational rather
than a constitutional issue, but . • . .is suspect when it
first begins to flourish on the eve of or during a desegregation suit.l02
The Court directed the school system to disallow in-school separation caused by ability grouping plans, ESEA guidelines, or any other
such justifications except for that portion of the school day required
for the ad hoc classes.

During the rest of the school day the classes

were to be composed of a mixture of all of the students at a given age
level.

Judge McHillan made it clear that HEW guidelines did not super-

sede the constitutional rights of the students.l03
Murray v. West Baton Rouge Parish School Board

427 F.

za.

438 (19731

Facts
The plaintiffs in this case were black students in the

~lest

Baton

Rouge Parish public schools who were challenging the constitutionality
of (1) the Louisiana public school disciplinary statutes; (2) the rules
and regulations of the Port Allen High School; and (3) the system of
102Jbid.

103Ibi d.
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psychological testing used in the elerrentary schools.

A complaint was

filed with the District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana which
asked for declaratory and injunctive relief.

The suit alleged that

certain rules and practices of the school board were unconstitutional.
The District Court, however, dismissed all of the plaintiff's complaints,

whereupon the case was appealed to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.l04
Decision

In each of the three cha1lenges, the three-judge Court of Appeals
found that the plaintiffs had totally failed to prove a deprivation of
any Constitutional rights.
In the issue relating to psychological and achievement testing,

the plaintiffs had alleged that the tests were being used to discriminate
against black students.

The Court concluded that there was absolutely

no evidence that the testing was being used to foster segregation in the
classroom, nor was there any evidence that the tests were being administered in a discrir:Jinatory manner.l05
Discussion
Ps had been the case in previous decisions of the Fifth Circuit
Court in cases relating to the use of

tests~

the Court was very careful

not to infringe upon the administrative prerogatives of the local school
district. The Court stated:
• . • the Constitution is not fenced out of the school grounds~
but that every barb felt by students or parents in the school
104Murray v. West Baton Rouqe Parrish Schoo1 Board, 427 F. 2d 440
(Fifth C1r., 1973 .
.
105lbid., p. 444.
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fence is not constitutionally offensive •••• For better or for
worse. our jurisdiction attaches only when the Constitution
has been violated--not every time a principal acts arbitrarily or unfairly .106
In essence. the Court was saying that its decision to dismiss the
plaintiffs• claims did not mean it was placing its approval on the

testing practices of the school system. The Court felt that the wisdom
and propriety of such decisions should be left to the good judgment
of the school officials; only if the plaintiffs could prove a deprivation of ani constitutional right would the Court intervene.l07
Morales v. Shannon
516 F. Zd. 4ll (Fifth Cir., 1975)
Facts
The plaintiffs in this case were Mexican-American parents who

challenged a Texas elementary school district's neighborhood school
assignment plan. The defendant in the case was E. P. Shannon, principal
of the Robb Elementary School in flalde County, Texas.
The United States District Court for the Western Dlstri ct of Texas
had ruled that the school's class assignment plan was not discriminatory
and that there was no segregatory intent in the system•s school assignment

plan. The plaintiffs then appealed their case to the Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals.
Evidence presented to the Court revealed that the assignment plan
had resulted in a high concentration of Mexican-American students in two
elementary schools and a rather high percentage of Mexican-American
106!bld., p. 445.
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students in the low sections in all of the schools.

The Court found that

the ability grouping plan was based on both language and math standardized
test scores, as well as past academic grade performance and teacher
judgment.108
Decision

The Court of Appeals found that the system's neighborhood assignment plan for students, coupled with the freedom of choice plan, did
result in segregatory intent.

Thus, the Court remanded that section of

the suit to the District Court with instructions that the system prepare
a new student assignment plan.109
On the question of ability grouping for class assignment, the Court
of Appeals found no grounds for the plaintiffs' contention that this
plan was intentionally discriminatory.

The Court determined that since

the school system had not used ability grouping for four years in the
otherwise unitary school system, this was a legitimate educational plan
designed to give students a better educational opportunity.

The element

of intent to segregate" by administrative action \'las not proven by
11

the plaintiffs.llO
D:iscussion

In a long series of cases involving classroom assignment plans
based on ability grouping, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals consistently
had ruled against such practices if they resulted in segregated classrooms, or if such practices were instigated shortly after court orders
109jbi d.' p. 414.

llOibid., p. 415.
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requiring the establishment of unitary school systems.

In almost every

one of these cases, however, beginning with the Moore v. Tangipahoa
Parish School Board in 1969, the Court had insisted that it did not wish

to make educational decisions. At the same time, the Court had stated
that judicial decisions regarding the grouping of students could be made
after several years of operation of a unitary school system where ability
grouping was not practiced. Thus, this case represented a culmination of
numerous decisions rendered by the Fifth Circuit Court over a period of
several years; finally, the court handed down a ruling which it had been
predicting it would make when and if the circumstances mandated it.
In arriving at this decision, the Court referred to the "case law"
on the issue of grouping that was established by the decision in McNeal
~earlier

in 1975.

Here, the Court had stated that ability group-

ing was not constitutionally forbidden and that educators were in a far
better position than were the courts to make such educational decisions.
That decision also included a declaration to the effect that even if the
grouping plan resulted in some classroom segregation, it could still be
permitted in an otherwise unitary system if the plan was not based on
results of past segregation and if it would remedy such results by providing better educational opportunities.lll
llhile the legal principle had been established in McNeal v. Tate,
the Morales v. Shannon decision represented the first time the Fifth
Circuit Court had approved any classroom assignment plan based on ability
grouping which resulted in resegregating some classrooms.
lllMcNeal v. Tate County School District, 508 F. 2d, p. 1020 (Fifth
Cir. 1975).
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Board of Education, Cincinnati v. Departrrent of HE\ol

.J96 F. Supp. 203 (Ohio, 1975)
Facts
The United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare had

notified the Cincinnati Board of Education that the school system vtas
no longer eligible for emergency school desegregation funds (ESAA).

The

reason given by Health, Education, and Welfare officials was that the
school system was using grouping practices which were in violation of the
agreement the school system had signed when they accepted the Errergency

School Aid Act funds.

Upon receipt of this notification, the Cincinnati

Board of Education initiated legal action against the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare to restore the funds.

The suit also

alleged that the Secretary of the Department of Health,

Education~

and

Welfare had exceeded his discretionary power in establishing rules and
regulations governing school organization. 112
Decision
The decision of the District Court for the Southern District of
Ohio was to uphold the decision of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare to terminate funds to the school system.

The Court ruled

that the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare had not abused his
discretionary power in approving the guidelines governing school organization, and that the decisions of the Department officials were neither
arbitrary, capricious, nor an abuse of their authority.ll3
112soard of Education. Cincinnati v. Department of HEW, 396 F.
Supp. 203 (D. C. Ohio, 1975).

ll3Ibid., p. 219.
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Discussion

The specific part of the regulation governing emergency desegregation funds which Health, Education, and Welfare officials sai

·.he

Cincinnati School Board \'las violating had to do with raciallyidentifiable schools and classrooms.

The rule states:

No educational aoency shall be elioible for asSistance
under this chapter i { it has . . . in effect any orocedure
for the assignment of children to or \·lithin classes which
results in the separation of minority aroups from nonminority groups of children for a substantial portion of the
school day~ except that this clause does not prohibit the
use of a bona-fide ability groupinp by a local educational
agency of a standard pedagological practice.114
Evidence was presented to the Court showing that "several hundreds
of students were assigned to racially identifiable classes for which no
educational justification has been furnished. nll5 The Coutt noted that
the school system could have separated minority from non-minority
children for a portion of the day which would have allowed for 11 bona
fied 11 ability grouping, provided the grouping \tas based upon nondiscriminatory objective standards of rreasurement which were educationally
relevant to the purposes of such \=!rouping.

Other regulations concerning

such groupinqs outlined by the Court included a prohibition against
using tests Yrhich primarily Measure English lan9uage skills for national
origin minority-group students; a provision that such grouping be maintained only for the portion of the day necessary to achieve the purposes
of the groupinq; proof that the program of instruction was designed to
meet the special needs of the students in each group; and a provision
114rbi d., p. 220.

115rbid.
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for evaluation based on test scores or other reliable objective evidence
indicating the educational benefits of such grouping procedures. 116
The Court affirmed the principle of law established by earlier court
decisions that grouping and tracking are legitimate educational conventions which can be employed so long as they are not subterfuges for

racial discrimination. 117
The rather extensive decision and accompanying discussions contained

in this case furnish school officials with some sound principles and
guidelines for making decisions regarding ability grouping.

lau v. Nichols
414 u. s. 563 (1974)

E!sll.
Parents of Chinese students instigated legal proceedings against
the san Francisco Public School System in 1973, alleging that the system
was not meeting the needs of the non-English-speaking students.

The

legal issue was that the Chinese students were being denied equal protection of the laws and that the system was violating Section 601 of the
1964 Civil Rights Act which bans discrimination on any grounds in all
programs receiving Federal financial assistance.11 8

The plaintiffs' claim was rejected by both the District Court and
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

The Appellate Court reasoned that

provisions for special services by the school board, in addition to those
116 Ibid.' p. 244.

117 Ibid., p. 238.

118 Lau v. Nichols, 414 U. S. 563 (1974), 483 F. 2d, 791 (Ninth Cir.,
1973).
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provided for students in general, was not constitutionally required.
The case was then appealed to the United States Supreme Court.
Decision
The Suprerre Court reversed the ruling of the Court of Appeals and

ruled that the lack of special remedial English instruction was a
violation of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
for the

Court~

~lriting

the majority opinion

Justice Douglas stated:

Under these state-imposed standards, there is not equality
of treatment merely by providing students with the same
facilities, textbooks, teachers, and curriculum ... ; basic
English skills are at the very core of what the public schools
teach, and students who do not understand English are
effectively foreclosed from any meaningful education.119
Discussion
In this case, the Court moved from requiring equal treatment for
all children to a ruling that said that equal treatment for all students
that has discriminatory results is not legal under the 1964 Civil Rights
Act.

This case went beyond the simple rights of a student to attend

school and addressed the issue of fitting the curriculum to the needs
of the students.
The implications of this decision for school refonn are apparent:
in order for a program to be acceptable to the Courts, it must be
appropriate to the needs of the students.

Handicapped children will find

that this legal principle will have much impact on their quest for
appropriate education a1 programs.

119rbid., p. 566.
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This decision may also have impact on the grouping and tracking

issue.

If the grouping plan does not provide the student with an

appropriate educational program, and if it does not benefit the student
more than a non grouped program, a legal case could be raised based on

the precedent established in the lau v. Nichols case.

Morgan v. Kerrigan
530 F. 2d. 401 (flrst C1r. 1976)
Facts
The Boston School Corrmittee was ordered by the District Court of

Massachusetts to implement a court-ordered desegregation plan.

The

School CoiTJilittee appealed this ruling to the First Circuit Court of

Appeals.

One of the issues in the desegregation plan involved the

question of whether or not a school system could operate an elite
academic school if low inco.'Tie or minority children might be underrepresented in the student body.120 Several other issues were included, but
the above issue is the only one that related specifically to grouping
and tracking.

The First Circuit Court of Appeals affinned the rulings of the
District Court on each issue.

The District Court had ordered the elite

schools to guarantee that each incoming class would have at least 35
percent minority students.

The Boston School Committee had alleged

l20Morqan v. Kerrigan, 530 F. 2d. 401 (First Cir. 1976).
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that this was in conflict with the Supreme Court's ruling in Swann v.
Mecklenburg where fixed quotas were not required.

The Court of Appeals reasoned that the elite schools were a definite
part of the total Boston School System which previously had been found
to be administered in an unconstitutional manner.

The 11 academically

elite" schools were considered to be unlawfully segregated, and the Court
ruled that they must be included as a part of the remedial plan of deseg-

regation.l21

The Court stated that this order was a temporary, expedient order
designed to insure that the academically elite schools participated fully
in the Boston desegregation paln.

Once the full desegregation of the

elementary schools was achieved and advanced work classes successfully
integrated, the Court projected that neutral admission policies could
once again be established for the elite schools)22
Discussion
The Court stated in its ruling that it is not unconstitutional, per
se, for a school system to operate an elite school even though low income
or minority children may be underrepresented in the student body due to
their low scores on the admissions

tests~

Even so, the Appeals Court

refused to overrule the District Court's order that the Boston elite
schools had to operate with a racial quota system for the incoming
classes. Hhile the Court attempted to justify this ruling with its
stated legal position by projecting that the quota system could be
121rbid., p. 424.

122rbid., p. 425.
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removed within a

fe\.'1

years, it is questionable whether or not this part

of the ruling is in conflict with the United States Supreme Court's
ruling in Swann v. Mecklenburg.

Bray v. lee
337 F. Supp. 934 (1972)
Facts

The plaintiffs in this case 1·1ere a group of female students 1<1ho
alleged that they \'!ere required to score higher than boys on academic
tests for admission to a special academic school.

They sought an injunc-

tion and declaratory relief against this admissions policy,
Decision

The District Court ruled that the Boston School Committee could not

use a different standard to determine the admissibility of boys and
girls to any school operated by the City of Boston, including the Boston
latin School.

To do differently, the Court stated, would be a violation

of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which plainly
prohibits prejudicial disparities before the law.123
DiscusSion
The Court came to the sarre conclusion in this case involving
alleged discrimination based on sex that other courts had in cases involving alleQ:ed racial discrimination.

Thus, Bray helped to estab-

lish that the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment applies
to all fonns of discrimination.
123Bray v. Lee, 337 F. Supp. 934 (D. C. Massachusetts, 1972).
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The Court stated that local school systems do have the right to
establish different admission standards for different kinds of schools,
but that they cannot use separate standards for boys and girls for
schools of the same type.
Berkelman v. San Francisco Unified School District
501 F. 2d. l264 (Ninth Cir., 1974)

fill!
The plaintiffs in this case were parents of black children who had
not been admitted to the academically elite Lowell High School in San
Francisco.

The school system assigned students to this school whose

academic achievement placed them in the top fifteen percent of the
junior high school graduates in the district. The District Court denied
the plaintiffs' request for an injunction ordering tha school system to
change its method of assigning students to Lowell High School, and the
plaintiffs appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.
One of the issues in the appeal was whether a school district could
admit students to a preferred high school based on past academic achievement if the percentage of black, Spanish-American, and low-income students
who qualify was substantially lower than the percentage of such students
in the school district. Another issue related to classification was
whether a school district could require higher admission standards for
girls than for boys in order to maintain an equal number of boys and girls
in the academically elite schoo1.124
124Berkelman v. San Francisco Unified School District, 501 F. 2d.
1264 (Ninth Cir., l974).
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The Court ruled against the plaintiffs and upheld the constitu-

tionality of the school board's plan for assigning students to the
academically elite lowell High School.

The Court reasoned that:

Admission standards were not unconstitutional since
the district's legitimate interest in establishing an academic high school far outweighed any harm imagined or suffered
by students whose academic achievement had not qualified
them for admission to that school.l25

The Court examined the plaintiffs' claim that certain minority
students were being denied equal educational opportunity as a result of
the method of selecting students for admission to lowell.

The Court

noted that the school had not become an exclusive province of the
affluent and white as evidenced by the fact that over 37 percent of
the students were Oriental and over 12 percent were black and SpanishAmerican.

The Court noted that the percentage of black and Spanish-

Americans was considerably less than the district-wide percentages;
however, the Court found absolutely no evidence that the admission
standards were intentionally discriminatory nor that they were neutral
standards applied in an intentionally discriminatory manner.126
In the second major issue of this case, which involved higher
admission scores for girls than for boys in order to insure a balance
of the sexes in the elite school, the Court ruled that this practice
was a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.127
125Jbid.' p. 1268.

126Jbid.' p. 1266.

127Jbid.' p. 1269.
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Discussion
Unlike some of the earlier cases, this case obviously was notrelated to racial discrimination.

The form of grouping used by the San

Francisco School System was not racially suspect since it did nat depend
on scores made on standardized tests.

The Court viewed the admission

standard of past academic achievement to be a nonsuspect classification.
Since the school district was able to present proof that this special
schoo 1

did~

indeed. further the system's total educati ana 1 objectives,

and since it was able to prove that its assignment policies were not
racially motivated, the Court had no recourse but to rule in favor of the
school system.
Using the same reasoninq regarding the lack of educational soundness
in requiring racial balance in this special school, the Court likewise
concluded that a balance of males and females was not a requirement for
meeting the goal of better academic education.

Thus, the Court deter-

mined that separate admissions requirements for boys and girls were
discriminatory.
Since the academic standards at Lo\'le 11 High Schoo1 were very high
and resulted in its graduates being prepared for admission to the better
universities and hence, to better jobs, the Court correctly determined
that higher standards of admission for girls was a direct discrimination
based on their sex.
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CASES RELATED TO CLASSIFICATION
AND PLACEMENT OF STUDENTS
BASED ON ACADEMIC ABILITY OR
HANDICAPPING CONDITION

Stewart v. Phillips
C. A. No. 70--li99 F (0. Mass., Sept. 1970)
Facts
Parents of black children filed a class action suit on behalf of all
black and/or poor students in the Boston School System who allegedly had
been misclassified as mentally retarded and improperly placed in special
education classes.

The plaintiffs were seeking monetary damages of

$20,000 for each misclassified child, an end to all placements based
solely on I.Q. scores, revisions in placement procedures that would
ensure that no student may be excluded from school because of handicapping
condition, the use of better qualified psychologists, and the development
of a transitional compensatory program for children previously misclassified.128
The complaint filed by the plaintiffs contained the following
specific allegations regarding the existing identification and placement
program for handicapped children:
(1)

The classification system was improperly evaluated and not

rationally related to classification decisions.
(2)

The tests used for evaluation were biased and standardized to

a white, middle-class norm.
128stewart v. Phillips, C. A. No. 70--1199--F (D. Mass., 1970).
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(3) The sinQle-score tests failed to distinguish anxmg a widerange of learning disabilities.

(4) Many of the school psychologists were unqualified to administer
and interpret the tests.
(5) Parents were given inadequate notice concerning classification
meetings.

(6) Students were being denied equal protection and due process
because they were segregated from normal children and· _thus subjected to·

stigmatization by peers and teachers.129
The Boston School System filed a motion for summary jttdgment in

July of 1972, claiming that there was no disagreement as to the facts.
During the interval between 1970 and 1972 the Massachusetts Department
of Education had issued ne\'1 regulations concerning the placement of

students in special education classes.
that these

re~ulations,

The school system maintained

when properly irnplerrented, NOul d correct all

of the issues contained in the plaintiffs' original action.
Decision

In January of 1973, the District Court Judge denied the defendants'
motions for dismissal of the conplaint. Evidence had shm<n that there
was still considerable disa!;n"eement as to the facts.

The plaintiffs

contended that old test data was still being used to place children in
special classes; that the special classes were still being used as
dumping grounds for behavior problems, and that the parents were not

129rbid.
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being involved in placement decisions.

The District Court Judge con-

cluded that the new regulations of the State Department of Education
did not make provisions for rerredying past wrongs which may have

occurrect.130
Diana v. State Board of Education
C-70 37 RFT (Feb. 1970J
Facts
The plaintiffs in this action were parents of

Spanish-~peaY.ing

children who claimed that their children had been misplaced and mis-

labeled as a result of tests that were either biased or that had beer.

unfairly administered.

Since these intelligence tests \<tere administered

in English, the parents contended that this violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment .131
The plaintiffs claimed that irreparable damage was being done to

their children who were stigmatized as mentally retarded when in fact
the inte11 igence tests were biased. 132

The plaintiffs were seeking

injunctive and declaratory relief against further identification and
placement based on standardized tests.
Decision
The defendants in this case were members of the State of California
Board of Education.

They agreed with the plaintiffs on a number of the

130Jbid.
131oiana v. State Board of Education, C. A. 70 37 RFT (N. D. Cal.,

Feb.

3~

1970) Clearinghouse No. 28:>9.

132Ibid.
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issues~

and they agreed to an out-of-court settlement which contained

the following main points of the agreement.
(1) All children whose primary home language is other than
English (e.g. Spanish, Chinese, etc.) from now on must be tested in
both their primary language and in English.
(2) They may be tested only with tests or sections of tests that
don•t depend on such things as vocabulary, general inf<?rmation ( 11 l4ho
wrote Rorreo and Jul iet? 11 ) , and other similar unfair verbal questions.

(3) Mexican-American and Chinese children already in classes for
mentally retarded mu• .. be retested in their primary language (unless they
were previously tested in it) and must be reevaluated only as to their
achievement on

nonverbal tests or secti.ons of tests.

(4) Each school district is to submit to the state in time for the
next school year a sunmary of retesting and reevaluation and a plan

listing special supplemental individual training which will be provided to help each child back into regular school classes.
(5) State psychologists are to work on norming a new or revised
IQ test to reflect Mexican-American culture. This test will be normed
by giving it only to talifomia Mexican-Americans so that in the future
Mexican-American children tested will be judged only by how they compare to the performance of their peers, not the population as a whole.
(6) Any school district which has a significant disparity between
the percentage of Mexican~American students in its regular classes and

in its classes for the retarded must submit an explanation setting out

the reasons for this disparity.133

!65
Discussion

Since this case was settled out of court, no legal precedent was
established by the case; however, the issues raised in this case and
the subsequent agreement between the school board and the plaintiffs led
to the decision by the State of California Board of Education to adopt

specific guidelines for the classification and placement of special

education students.
larry P. v. Riles
343 F. Supp. !306 (N. D. Cal., 1972)
Facts

Parents of black students in the San Francisco School System initiated a class action suit challenging the placement of their children in
classes for the mentally retarded.

Their contention was that their

children had been improperly labeled and placed in special classes, thus
violating their constitutional rights under the Equal Protection Clause
and violating their rights to equal educational opportunities.

Specif':'

ically, the plaintiffs• suit contained the following allegations:
(1) That the children were improperly placed in special classes
when~

in fact, they were not even mentally retarded;
(2) That testing procedures failed to recognize their cultural

differences and ignored their learning experiences in their environment;
(3) That the tests used for placement had been nonned only on white
Anglo-American children and therefore were not proper tests to use as
a basis for placing black children in special classes;
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(4) That the improper placement was a stigma which caused peer
ridicule;

(5) That special education classes contained a disproportionate
percentage of black

students~

and that the inferiority of the special

education programs resulted in a denial of equal educational opportu-

nity for the black students.134

Based on these allegations, the plaintiffs sought to enjoin the
school board from using unfair and biased tests as a basis for placing
black children into classes for the mentally retarded: to remove all
black children from such classes until they could be reevaluated with

culturally-fair tests; to remove from school records all statements concerning prior placement of black students in special education classes;

and to employ additional black psychologists for the school district.
Testimony in the case revealed that blacks comprised 66 percent
of the retarded classes while the total school population contained a
black population of only 28 percent. 135

Decision
The District Court for the Northern District of California ruled
that black students could no longer be placed in classes for educable
mentally retarded on the basis of IQ tests which result in racial imbalance in the composition of the c1asses.l36
The court concluded that because blacks constituted 66 percent of
all educable mentally retarded

classes~

but only 28 percent of the total

l34Larry P. v. Riles, 343 F. Supp. 1306 (D. C. N. Dist. Cal., 1972).
135Jbid., p. 1307.

136Jbid., p. 1308.
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district
exist.

enrollment~

racial imbalance caused by I. Q. test scores did

The Court ruled that the school system had not shown a rational

relationship between the results of the I.

Q.

test and a student 1 s abi1ity

to leam, particularly in the case of black students. Since the school
system could not demonstrate such a relationship, the c'ourt granted the

plaintiffs' request for an injunction against the use of such tests for
identification and placement of black students in special classes.
The Court did not require the remova 1 of a11 b1ack students from

classes for the mentally retarded; however, the ruling did require an
annual reevaluation of all students so placed.

This case was left open

for a later permanent ruling regarding the legality of the I. Q. tests.
In 1974, the preliminary injunction aqainst the use of tests for placement purposes was extended to the entire state of California.
Discussion
This was an iMportant decision in the series of cases involving
the use of I. Q. tests for placement of minority students into classes
for the mentally retarded.

Hhile the decision did not eliminate all

I. Q. testing as the plaintiffs had sought to do, it did prohibit the

San Francisco School District form using such tests as the main criteria
for placing blacks in classes for the mentally retarded.
Another portion of the ruling in this case which has since become
an important part of state and federal regulations regarding exceptional
137 Jbi d•• p. 1311
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children is the requirement for annual reevaluation of all children

placed in special classes.
This case, which was filed in 1971, is now back in the Federal Court
in San Francisco.

A judge is currently taking testimony regarding the

use of I. Q. tests for placement of students into special education

classes. llhile the case specifically involves only the placement of
California's black children, the decision could affect all of the states.
The issue at stake in the current trial" fs whether or not to convert the
temporary injunctions against the uses of standardized I. Q. tests into

pennanent injunction.l38 Should this happen, it is likely that the use
of standardized !. Q. tests for all purposes would be greatly decreased.

Facts
The plaintiffs, who were parents of retarded children, challenged
the constitutionality of statutes and practices which excluded retarded
children from public education in the state of Pennsylvania. The class
action suit attempted to secure a guarantee of a full due process hearing

before the educational status of students could be changed, the right to
a free and appropriate educational program for each individual student,

and the assurance that students who had been wrongfully excluded from any
138Associated Press dispatch, Greensboro (N. C.) Daily News,
October 3, 1977, Sec. A, p. 8, cols. 1-2.
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educational opportunity would be provided with a compensatory educational
program. 139
Decision

In October of 1971, the Federal District Court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania entered an interim order and injunction approving

a consent agreement in which the defendants recognized their obligation
to place each mentally retarded child in a free and appropriate educational progritm.

The agreement further stipulated that no statutes

could be interpreted in such a way as to deny any mentally retarded
child access to such programs.

The order required the school systems

to reevaluate the educational assignment to every mentally retarded

child at least every two years.l40
On May 5, 1972, the Court issued an order finalizing the previous
consent agreement.

This final agreement included a twenty-three step

procedure guaranteeing due process for every child before he could be
assigned to a class for the mentally retarded.

This order and injunction

reaffinned and made final the mandate upon the State to provide equal
access to educational services for all mentally retarded children. 141
Discussion
This decision has proven to be a landmark decision in the area of
classification of students.

While this case was related specifically to

139 Pennsfvania Association of Retarded Children v. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania PARC), 334 F. Supp. 1257 (D. c. E. D. Pa. 1971).
14 Dlbid., p. 1260.

141 Ibid., p. 1279.
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mentally retarded children, later cases used the language of the decision in PARC to extend the educational benefits to all handicapped
children.

The decision in the PARC case set off a chain-reaction of

similar decisions in other states including Alabama, New York, Massachusetts, Tennessee. Georgia, Maine, South Carolina, and Indiana.l42 No
doubt, this decision, along with other similar ones, was largely responsible for the eventual passage of The Education of All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-142.).

An important part of the consent agreement in PARC is the establishment of comprehensive due process procedures which school systems must
follow before removing a student from a regular classroom and assigning
him to a classroom for the mentally retarded.

Using the same reasoning

that the Court used in this case, it is conceivable that future cases
relating to tracking or grouping of normal children could require the
same type of due process procedures before students could be placed
in low groups or tracks.
Mills v. Board of Education of the
District of Co 1umbi a
348 F. Supp. 866 (D. D. C. 1972)

llili
The plaintiffs in this case were Peter Mills and six other children
who had a variety of handicaps and discipline problems.

The defendants

were the Board of Education and the Department of Human Resources of the
District of Columbia. The parents of the children brought suit alleging
142 Leapold Lippman and I. lgnacy Goldberg, Rioht to Education
(Columbia University: Teachers College Press, 19731. p. 53.
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that their children had been denied public education benefits as a
result of labeling and that this was done without due process procedures.
The plaintiffs were seeking declaratory, preliminary and pennanent injunc-

tive relief to prevent continued educational deprivation in violation of
their rights.1 43
Decision

Judge liaddy of the District of Columbia Federal District Court
handed down a preliminary injunction and order on December 20, 1971
which ordered the defendants to:
(1) provide named-plaintiffs with a publicly-supported education
suited to their needs;
(2) provide plaintiffs' counsel with a list of every school age
child known not to be attendinq a publicly-supported educational program because of suspension, expulsion, exclusion
or any other denial of placement;
(3) initiate efforts to identify remaining members of the class
not known to them;
(4) consider, with plaintiffs, the selection and compensation of
~n ~~~s~~~ ~~~!~.~~!"rmine the proper placement of children
In August of 1972, Judge liaddy issued the final opinion and judgment in this case.

The decision included the following points:

(1) The statutes of the District of Columbia, the regulations of
the Board of Education, and the Constitution of the United States

143Mills v. Board of Education of the District of Columbia, 348 F.
Supp. 866 (D. D. C. 1972).
144Mills v. Board of Education of the District of COlumbia, C. A.
No. 1939-71 (December 20, 1971).
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guarantee a publicly-supported education to all children including all
11

exceptional 11 children.
(2) The denial of all publicly supported education to the plain-

tiffs and their classs while providing such education to other children,
was a violation of the plaintiffs' rights to equal protection of the
law.

(3) Any exclusion, tennination, or classification into a special
program must be preceded by a due process hearing procedure.
(4) The school system was ordered to produce a comprehensive plan
for serving all handicapped children and for providing for full due

process procedures for all students before they could be excluded, suspended, or reclassified.l45
Discussion
The~

decision significantly expanded the legal principles

established in PARC to include all handicapped students and all students
involved in disciplinary action.

While the decision had no binding effect

outside the District of Columbiat it did serve as a persuasive example
to other school systems and states where similar legal questions were
being raised regarding handicapped children.

145Mills v. Board of Education of the District of Co1umbiat 348 F.
Supp. 866 (D. D. C. 1972).
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Chapter V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This study was not designed to reach any conclusions regarding the
educational advantages or disadvantages of the various ability grouping
and tracking organizational plans being used by many school systems
throughout the United States.

However, based on an analysis of the re-

search, it is apparent that some forms of grouping and classification of
students will continue to exist within the public schools. Therefore,
if circumstances require that certain grouping or classification practices be continued, or if school officials choose to initiate or continue ability grouping and tracking organizational practices, they
should have access to appropriate information concerning both the educational and the legal issues of these practices in order that their
decisions might be both educationally and legally sound.
It should be reiterated at this point that this research neither
advocates nor condemns grouping and classification plans.

By providing

school officials with comprehensive summaries of the conclusions reached
by recent studies regarding the educational advantages and disadvantages
of various grouping plans, the writer believes that school officials who
read these summaries should be better prepared to make sound educational
decisions.
Another purpose of the review of the educational research related to
the issues of grouping, tracking, and classifying students was to identify
educational issues which maY become legal issues.

Before any conclusions
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could be reached concerning the legal aspects of these practices, it was
necessary to identify and review the educational research related to

ab;Jity grouping, tracking, and classification.
As a guide to the educational and legal research, several questions
were fonnulated and listed in the introductory chapter of this study.
While the review of the literature concerning both the educational and
the judicial issues associated with grouping, tracking, and classifying
students provided answers to some of these questions, most of tbe anS\'rers

were contained in chapters three and four. The answers to these questions
comprise the major portion of a set of legal guidelines \'.rh1ch school administrators and other educational decision-ll'.akers can use when making

decisions related to grouping, tracking, or classification practices.
SUMMARY

In the introductory material in chapter one, the tenns abnity
grouping, achievement grouping, and tracking were def;ned. While the
technical definitions are different, these are virtually the same in

actual practice.

Ability and achievement grouping occur more often in

elementary schools, while tracking practices are found most often in

the junior and senior high schools. Various schools use different
criteria for making placement decisions; however, the results generally

are the same in that the students who are slow learners are segregated
from the mainstream of the school population and placed in a low
ability or achievement group or in a low track.
ReUerating a statement made in the introduction to chapter two,
"A Review of the Literature, • no attempt was made to include a
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comprehensive and exhaustive review of the educational aspects of
ing.

Selected key

studies~

~roup

however, were reviewed and summarized in an

effort to clarify the basic judicial considerations contained in the
court cases which are reviewed in chapters three and four.
The first research guide question listed in chapter one was to
identify the major educational issues regarding grouping and tracking.
Based on the review of the recent literature, the following questions concerning ab"ility grouping continue to furnish ample debate material for
educators:
1. Does ability grouping result in increased student

achievem~mt?

2. Do students who are placed in low groups develop low selfconcepts as a result of the grouping?
3. Do grouping practices result in a 11 Se1f-fulfilling prophecy"
concept for students who are placed in the low groups?
4. Are standardized tests appropriate instruments to use for
placing students in groups or tracks?
5. Do students in the lower groups or tracks have equal educational opportunities?
While the literature does not reveal universal agreement among
educators concerning the above educational issues, certain trends are
discernable.

The following points appear to be representative of the

conclusions reached by most of the recent research related to ability
grouping and tracking.
1. Research studies are not conclusive at this time regarding the
effects of ability grouping on academic achievement.
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2. Ability grouping does not appear to have a positive or a negative effect on academic achievement of students in any groups.

(Some

studies, however, did conclude that ability grouping resulted in a
slight increase of achievement for those students in the high groups.)
3. Students in the low groups or low tracks generally have low

self-concepts; research studies are not conclusive as to the effect of
ability grouping on student self-concepts.
4. Grouping usually results in the isolation of ethnic minorities
and low socio-economic students from the mainstream of the school.

5. Grouping has a tendency to result in a "self-fulfilling prophecy"
whereby teachers expect less of certain groups, and the students perfonn

according to expectations.

6. When standardized tests have been used as the ma,ior criteria for
assigning children to classes, and where this has resulted in racially
identifiable classes, the courts have consistently ruled that tests cannot be used for this purpose.
7. The over-dependence on test results for classifying and placing
students in special education classes has resulted in ntDJierous court cases

and in the passage of nonnerous state and federal laws designed to protect
students from being misclassified.
8. School systems must ensure that all students are afforded
appropriate due process procedures before they are labeled and assigned

to any speci a1 education c1asses.
9. The question of whether of not students should be afforded due
process before being assigned to low tracl<s or groups has not been tested
in court, and it continues to be a debatable issue among educators.
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10. Equal educational opportunity is not enhanced by the practice

of ability grouping as evidenced by the fact that the low groups often
are taught by the most inexperienced teachers; by the fact that the low
tracks generally lead to Tow-paying jobs; by the fact that compensatory
educational programs designed to heip students in the low grouos "catch

up seldom are effective; by the fact that low achievers of all sorts are
11

placed together and thus denied the stimulation of middle-class children
as helpers and learning models; and by the fact that the non-academic
goals of the

schools~

such as building good citizens, are actually sub-

verted by ability grouping plans in many instances.
11. Effective alternatives to ability grouping which could enhance
learning by students include tutoring, team teaching, individually programed instruction, and stratified heterogeneous grouping.
The second question posed in the introductory chapter was concerned
with the identification of educational issues related to qrouping that
are 1 ilcely to find their way into the courts.

An examination of the

cases reviewed in chapter four and an analysis of the legal issues
discussed in chapter three indicate that the major educational issue is
whether or not ability grouping results in improved educational opportunities for the students.

This educational question could become a legal

concern in the future as individuals seek judicial answers to questions
involving equal protection of the laws.

The changing interpretation of

the Fourteenth Amenchnent by the courts indicates that the burden of oroof
will continue to shift to the school administrators to prove that group-

. ing practices will, in fact, result in improved educational opportunities

for the students.
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A sequential review of the court cases reveals that the courts are
now requiring the participants to present educational facts and information in order that their decisions can reflect both the educational
and the legal issues. This is in contrast to earlier cases l<here the
courts consistently declined to consider educational factors in making
decisions concerning the legality of grouping, tracking, classification,
and related practices.
The administration and use of standardized tests is another educational issue related to grouping, tracking, and classification which has
already been litigated. With the implementation of P.l. 94-142, The
Education of All Handicapped Children Act, it is predicted that the use
of standardized tests will continue to be a litigious educational issue.
The identification of the legal principles relating to grouping and
tracking that have been established by the United States Supreme Court
"landmark" cases was the essence of the third research guide question.
While there have been no Supreme Court decisions directly related to
grouping and tracking, certain legal principles established by such cases
as Brown v. Board of Education, Alexander v. Holmes, Swann v. CharlotteMecklenburq, Goss v. lopez, and Wisconsin v. Constantineau are related
directly or indirectly to these educational practices.

Below are examoles

of related legal principles established by these decisions:
1. The doctrine of "separate but equal" has no place in American
education.
2. The opportunity for education, where a state has undertaken
to provide it, must be made available to all on equal tenns.
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3. Local school boards, and not the courts, have the duty and

responsibility of assigning students and operating the schools in a
constitutionally acceptable manner.
4. Due to educational disparities caused by dual school system
operations in the past, school boards may have to resort to affirmative

action practices in order to completely dismantle dual school systems.
5. Corrections must be made for any discrimination caused by
offici a1 actions.
6. An individual cannot be publicly labeled and stigmatized without first being afforded appropriate due process procedures.
7. Public education, once established by a state, becomes a
property right of i ndi vi dua 1 students which is protected by the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Each of these 1egal principles has been referred to numerous times
by the courts in decisions involving ability grouping and related practices.

These legal principles must be considered by school officials

when they are faced with decisions regarding ability grouping, tracking,
classification, or related educational practices.
The fourth guide question 1is ted in chapter one was whether or not
school officials could continue to use the results of standardized tests
for purposes of assigning students to various tracks or groups.

The

literature reviewed, along with an analysis of the related court cases
and the interpretation of P.L. 94-142 indicates that school systems
cannot solely depend on test results for purposes of assigning students
to classes for the handicapped. Although the use of test results for
purposes of assigning students to groups or tracks has not been litigated
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since the 1967 Hobson v. Hansen case, it would appear that there is

sufficient similarity between classifying students for placement into
classes for the handicapped and assigning students to low ability groups
and tracks to preclude the exclusive use of standardized test results
for these placements.
Standardized tests can be used by school officials as one of the
criteria for placing students in groups or tracks if the tests are
unbiased and ·valid instruments and if they are administered in a nondiscriminatory manner.

The tests must be administered to the student in

his native language, and they must reflect the student's environment
and cultural heritage.

Even if these precautions are followed, and the

result is that the low groups contain a disproportionate percentage of
minority students, the school system must be prepared to prove that racial
segregation was not intended and that the grouping plan does result in
improved educational opportunities for the students in the lower groups.
The final three guide questions concerning ability grouping which
the research attempted to answer were concerned with the identification
of educational issues currently being litigated, the determination of
whether or not any judicial trends are evident in the recent court
decisions, and the enumeration of legally acceptable criteria for
grouping decisions. The answers to these questions as revealed by an
analysis of the literature and court decisions provides the fri!l'le>!Crk
for the "Conclusions 11 and 11 Recortnendations 11 sections of this study.
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CONCLUSIONS
Even when the legal issues appear to be the same as those in a case
already decided by the courts, a different set of circumstances can
produce an entirely different decision in subsequent cases.

Because of

this, drawing specific conclusions from legal research is very difficult;
however, based on an analysis of this study, the following general conclusions concerning the legal aspects of grouping, tracking, and classify; ng students can be made:
1. Legitimate grouping and classification programs which are designed to serve educational purposes and meet educational objectives
likely will not be invalidated by the courts.
2. Decisions concerning ability grouping, trackina, classification,
and the use of various testing instruments will continue to be the prerogative of school officials and not the courts.
3. Only if an individual's constitutionally protected rights have
been denied as a result of the educational practice will the courts intervene with the educational decision-making prerogatives of local school
officials.
4. Detennining what constitutes a constitutionally protected right
will continue to be a legal issue for the courts to decide.
5. While equal educational opportunity for all students falls within
the realm of a protected right, the courts have not yet defined the
nature of equality in the public schools; thus, legal questions regarding
ability grouping, tracking, and classification of students, as related
to the legal principle of equal educational opportunity, continue to be
in a state of judicial flux.
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6. Evidence of unbalanced racial ccmposition in special education

classes or in the low ability groups and tracks generally constitutes
a judicial label of "suspect classification." This means that the burden
of proof for justifying such practices in tenns of educational benefits
shifts to the school officials if the issue is litigated.

7. If the classification is based on "suspect criteria/1 or if a
fundamenta 1 constituti ona 1 right such as denia 1 of 1i bert.v or oro!)erty
is involved in a case, the courts have established the principle that

there must be a compelling state interest served by the classification
in order for it to be allowed to continue.
8. Classification of students for placement in special education
classes has been interpreted by the courts as a stigmatization process
requiring that both procedural and substantive due process procedures
be extended before students can be placed in these classes.
9. In classifications based on unalterable human characteristics
such as sex, race, illegitimacy, or handicaps, the courts will continue
to scrutinize closely any rules or laws that tend to discriminate
against such classes.
10. If students who are assigned to low tracks or low ability groups
are stigmatized as a result, and/or if the assignments are based on
inaccurate test results, it is conceivable that such students could
successfully challenge these practices in the courts based on the denial
of either due process or equal protection of the laws.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
As stated in the introduction, it was not the intent of this study
to reach any conclusions concerning the educational advantages or dis-

advantages of ability grouping and tracking practices.

The stated

purpose was to provide educational decision-makers with appropriate
infonnation regarding both the educational and legal aspects of these
practices in order that they might be able to make decisions concerning
these issues that would be both educationally and legally sound.
Some fonns of student grouping and classification obviously are
necessary if the public schools are to function in an orderly fashion.
Decisions as to whether or not the schools will use ability grouping and
tracking organizational patterns are left to the discretion of the local
school officials. However, if decision-makers examine the recent
studies related to ability grouping, they may conclude that grouping is
not essential to the educational process. Assuming that a school system
is using some form of student grouping or classification, school
officials must develop and implement a plan which will ensure that students are not misclassified or stigmatized.

School officials must guard

against any arbitrary classification or grouping practices which impair
or deny a student's protected constitutional rights.

Ignorance simply

will no longer be accepted as a legal excuse for having violated a
student's constitutional rights, nor for escaping the personal consequences of such a violation.

In order to ensure that the constitutional

rights of all students are protected, school boards should formulate and
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adopt a written plan to be followed when and if such practices are
initiated.

If this is not done, it is likely that the courts will man-

date such action.
Based on the results of this study, the following guidelines concerning ability grouping and tracking have been formulated.

These

guidelines are based on the legal principles established by the United
States Supreme Court landmark decisions and on discernable trends revealed by the numerous lower federal court decisions in cases related
to these practices during the past decade.

While these appear to be

legally acceptable criteria to follow, school officials need to remember that individuals

~<ho

feel their constitutional rights have been

abridged may still initiate judicial grievances.
Guidelines for Grouping and Trackina Practices
(Note:

Since P.L. 94-142 includes specific guidelines for the classification and placement of handicapped students, these guidelines
are applicable to grouping and tracking of the "normal" students.)

1. All formal pupil grouping practices, including ability grouping

and tracking, should have the formal approval of the Board of Education.
A written plan which includes the rationale, the selection process, and
plans for pupil evaluation and reassignment should be approved by the
school board. The pol icy should begin with a statement that the board
intends to give every student his or her constitutional rights in every
action.

The development of this statement should be done in conjunction

with students, teachers, and administrators.

The policy statement should
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include an expansion of the legislative idea that all rules and regulations of the board are intended to be fair, reasonable, and for the good
of the schools and of the students. The policy should state clearly
that the board has the right and duty to make rules, but that such rules
are not absolute.

The executive dimension of the statement should be

clear with intent to apply the rules equally to everyone and that no
discrimination on the application of the rules will be tolerated.
2. All pupil groupings should be directly related to the objectives
of the instructional program; teachers and principals responsible for
the implementation of the instructional program should understand and
be able to articulate this relationship.
3. All pupil groupings should be based on nondiscriminatory, objective standards which are directly related to the objectives and purposes
of the grouping.

(For example, a school should not use the results from

a reading test to group students for a math class.)
4. Pupil groupings should not be permanent; within the school day,
groupings should be maintained only for the portion of the day that is
necessary to attain the educational objective.
5. If a grouping practice does not result in an improvement in the
student's performance level, it should be altered or discontinued in
order that it not become a permanent placement for disadvantaged students.
6. After a new pupil grouping plan has been initiated, and as
soon as it is feasible to do so, school officials should collect test
data and other tangible evidence to prove the plan is resulting in an
increase in the educational benefits.
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(Note:

This assumes that gains in pupil achievement could be substan-

tiated.

If this is not the case, other evidence that the

grouping plan is not depriving students of equal educational

opportunity must be collected.)
7. Parents should be thoroughly informed concerning the educational
programs available in the various tracks; they should also understand
the future occupational and educational opportunities and limitations

provided by the various tracks.
8. High schools should establish informal due process procedures
for students before assigning any students to the lower tracks.

Every

effort should be made to ensure that low groups do not contain a

di~pro

portionate number of minority students.
9. If a school is organized based on tracks, such programs should
be flexible in design so that students can move freely from one track
to another without first having to take a large amount of extra work.
10. Parents of botft elementary and high school students should be
infonned in writing of the school's testing program.

This should in-

clude the purposes of the testing program. the anticipated use that will
be made of the results, and information concerning the right of the
parents to examine the tests.
Concluding Statement
If a school system decides to utilize ability grouping and tracking
as its basic organizational plan, and if this results in substantial
racial segregation, a high probability exists that some kind of legal
action wi11 be initiated either by the individual students or by the
enforcement office of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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Where racial segregation is not a factor, litigation may still be
initiated.

If a student feels that he has been stigmatized by the

grouping process, or that the placement has been made as a result of an
invalid testing instrument, or that the group or track assignment has
resulted in a denial of equal educational opportunity, the student may
seek relief in the form of an injunction against the school system's
continuation of the practice in question.

If the student can prove that

the school officials and school board members have arbitrarily deprived
him of a constitutional right, he may be able to receive financial remuneration from the individual school officials and board members.
While no school board plan or guidelines will ensure against the
initiation of court action by individuals who feel their rights have
been violated, school boards and school administrators can reduce the
probability of having school practices invalidated and individual financial liability by formulating and implementing a set of guidelines
governing abiiity grouping, tracking, and classification practices.
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